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Abstract
Deuteron NMR selective inversion (SI) techniques axe developed to study slow
molecular motions in solids. A discussion is presented of the theoretical and prac
tical aspects of selective inversion of spin-1 nuclei in solids. The differences between
powdered solids and liquids axe considered. Double sideband modulated (DSBM)
pulses and pulse shaping are shown to improve the performance of SI pulses. DSBM
and DANTE selective pulses axe compared for off-resonance SI applications. A variety
of shaped pulses commonly used for spin-| are tested for suitability to solid state deu
teron NMR. Simple, short pulses are shown to be most effective due to fast anisotropic
spin-spin relaxation (T 2 ) and large underlying homogeneous linewidth in solids.
The power and utility of selective inversion is demonstrated by investigating
the molecular dynamics of poly crystalline dimethylsulfone-d6 (DMS). These experi
ments provide quantitative information on the slow two-site jump motion in DMS. The
complementary nature of selective inversion and quadrupolar echo lineshape (QELS)
experiments is also discussed. Combination of QELS and SI extends the range of
rates which can be observed, increasing the accuracy of the information obtained. For
DMS, motional rates were measured over a 80 K temperature range (motional rates
of 3xl0 1 -5xl0 4 s-1), this permits the barrier to slow rotation to be accurately char
acterized. In addition, SI was used to observe the limiting homogeneous linewidth as
a function of resonance offset and temperature. The temperature dependence of the
homogeneous linewidth is shown to be sensitive to motion in the kilohertz range.
Next, SI was used to quantify the molecular dynamics in some complex sys
tems. SI and QELS experiments were performed on host urea-d4 in three different
urea inclusion compounds (UIC). Rotation rates about both the CO and CN bonds
of urea-d 4 in the UICs were determined as a function of temperature. From this data
activation energies were calculated and compared, and the results axe discussed with
respect to guest-host interactions in the UICs. Preliminaxy results are presented on
quadrupolax echo lineshape simulations which include empirical, anisotropic homo
geneous linewidth corrections. The modified simulations give significantly different
best-fit motional rates than conventional quadrupolax echo lineshape analysis. This
result allows some of the systematic errors of QELS analysis to be evaluated.
Finally, SI experiments were conducted, over a 125 K temperature range, to
study the backbone motions in bisphenol-A polycaxbonate. These experiments failed
to detect the presence of any large angle slow motion of deuterated methyl groups in
the isopropylidene moiety. This negative result suggests that cis-trans isomerization
of the caxbonate group is not the origin of the backbone motion.
xiv
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Chapter 1
Solid State D euteron N M R
1.1

M otivation
The investigation of material properties has been a subject of human endeavor

for more than a century. During this time much effort has been expended on devel
oping techniques capable of probing the microscopic details of materials in condensed
phases. While early material characterization techniques were often quite crude, they
frequently proved to be surprisingly informative. Some of these techniques include:
mechanical tests of the strength or hardness of a material, measurements of the heat ca
pacity, coefficients of thermal expansion, electrical resistivity and dielectric constants.
Nevertheless, more sophisticated techniques have been developed which provide pre
cise details about the microscopic properties of materials. These techniques include
various spectroscopic and diffraction techniques, such as; infrared (FTIR), electron
spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopies and elec
tron, neutron, Raman and X-ray scattering. In addition, numerous microscopies and
tomographic techniques have been developed, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). As a
result of the sustained effort in developing and applying these techniques, our un
derstanding of the basic physics and chemistry of condensed matter has progressed
enormously. Although frequently this research has been basic in its scope, many
alternate more application oriented goals were simultaneously pursued. One such ob
jective has been to provide information, from which material scientists and engineers
could design and produce better synthetic materials.
2
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3
It is evident that the macroscopic properties of a material are related to its
microscopic structure, dynamics, morphology and mesoscopic order [1-8]. This rela
tionship is exemplified by the connection between molecular motion and mechanical
properties of polymers. In many polymers of industrial importance, the presence of
motion is partially responsible for the properties of flexibility and toughness, while
the lack of motion is associated with rigidity and brittleness. [1,6,9,10]. An excellent
example of the connection between motion and bulk properties is found in polycarbon
ates, a class of technologically important polymers used in applications as demanding
as airplane windows and as mundane as bird feeders. The high impact resistance of
bisphenol-A polycarbonate is attributed to the various molecular motions known to
occur in this polymer [1-4,11,12].
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance has played an important role in identi
fying the types and clarifying the role of motion in the bulk mechanical properties of
bisphenol-A polycarbonate and its derivatives [1,3,10,12-14]. In addition, solid state
NMR techniques have been used determine the structure and dynamics of other in
teresting condensed matter systems: biological, ceramics, inclusion compounds, semi
conductor, liquid crystalline and polymeric [1,9,15-23]. These measurements have
provided crucial information on the inter- and intramolecular forces found in con
densed matter systems.
In particular, solid state deuteron NMR has excelled at elucidating the details
of the molecular dynamics of materials [9,24,25]. The dynamic range observable using
deuteron NMR spectroscopy is exceptionally large [25]. Motional rates from 10- 2 to
10 12 s "

1

can be measured by combining different experiments. These include: spin-

alignment [26], two-dimensional exchange (2DEX) [27], selective inversion (SI) [28,29],
quadrupole echo lineshapes (QELS) [30,31], spin-spin relaxation time (T2) anisotropy
[32] and the anisotropy of spin-lattice relaxation times T iz and Tig [24,31,33]. This
unique ability leads to the underlying motivation for this research, which is to enhance
the range in which motional rates can be accurately measured by solid state deuteron
nuclear magnetic resonance, and thereby improve our understanding of dynamics and
its correlation with material properties. Eventually this will contribute to achieving the
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4
goal of custom designing “smart” materials with specific physical properties optimized
for particular applications.
This dissertation presents a description of solid state deuteron NMR selective
inversion (SI) experiments [29,34] and their use in investigating molecular dynamics.
The selective inversion technique is shown to provide detailed information on slow
molecular motions. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an introduction to the
basic concepts of solid state deuteron NMR and the calculation of the time evolution
of a spin- 1 nucleus (in the absence of motion) for several common pulse sequences.
Much of the development follows that presented in the excellent books by Slichter [35]
and Mehring [15] and the Ph.D. dissertation of Tak Y. Tse [23].
In Chapter 2 the theoretical and technical details of producing selective inver
sions in solid state deuteron spectra are presented. Techniques for producing on- and
off-resonance selective inversion as well as choosing the best pulse shapes and pulse
lengths are discussed [34]. Double sideband modulated (DSBM) and DANTE pulses
are compared and a variety of common shaped pulses are evaluated [34].
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical formalism used to describe the effects of
molecular motion on NMR spectra and relaxation. A heavy emphasis is placed on
how information is extracted from solid state deuteron SI experiments. The equa
tions describing the time evolution of selectively inverted magnetization are presented.
Methods used to extract the motional rate and trajectory from SI experiments and
simulations are described in detail. The quadrupolar echo lineshape technique is also
discussed. Modified lineshape simulation procedures based on information obtained
from SI experiments are also considered.
In the remaining chapters the application of the SI technique to investigations of
molecular dynamics in complex and interesting condensed matter systems is presented.
The advantages and limitations of the SI technique are illustrated in Chapter 4 by
measuring the temperature dependent rates of slow motion in the well characterized
system of dimethylsulfone-d6 (DMS) [29]. The complementary nature of the selective
inversion, quadrupolar echo lineshape and two dimensional exchange experiments is
also illustrated. In addition, the utility of measuring the underlying homogeneous
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linewidth in inhomogeneously broadened spectra with SI is demonstrated.
In Chapter 5, selective inversion is applied to investigate motion in a complex
guest-host system.

Results axe presented from measurements of the temperature

dependent motional rates of urea-</4 in a variety of urea inclusion compounds (UIC).
From these results the guest-host interactions in these UICs are characterized. The
effect of the anisotropic homogeneous linewidth on the accuracy of rates obtained from
standard lineshape simulations is detailed.
Finally in Chapter 6 , the polymer chain motion of bisphenol-A polycarbonate
(BPA-PC) is investigated by using SI to characterize the motion of C3 „ axes of the
deuterated methyl groups on the isopropylidene moiety. These results indicate that
cis-trans isomerization of the carbonate group [36] in the polymer backbone is unlikely.

1.2

Introduction to Solid State Deuteron N M R
Since its discovery in 1945 [37,38], nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

(NMR) has been an indispensable tool in the advancing the understanding of material
properties. The popularity and power of NMR is partially due to a salient fact,
information about the system under observation is encoded in radio frequency (RF)
electromagnetic radiation. The precision and accuracy with which RF signals can be
applied and detected allows precise information to be extracted about the nuclear spin
system under investigation.
Detailed investigations of molecular motion are possible with solid state NMR
because interactions are spatially anisotropic. This anisotropy implies that inform
ation about molecular orientation is encoded in the spectral frequencies. Because
molecular reorientation alters the spectral frequency the microscopic details of mo
tional rates and trajectories can be investigated. This anisotropy does not exist in
liquid state NMR spectra because fast isotropic tumbling of molecules averages out
the orientational dependence of the spin interactions.
For a variety of reasons, solid state spectra are technically more difficult to ex
cite, collect and interpret than liquid state spectra. Most solid state spectra have large
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bandwidths, on the order of several hundred kilohertz or several megahertz. Uniform
excitation of such large spectral widths requires very short, high power RF pulses and
often insufficient power is available. Moreover, application of a high power pulses is
problematic because of the spectrometer deadtime. Strong spin-spin relaxation and
the laxge spectral width in solid samples results in the rapid decay of the NMR signal.
Consequently, the free induction decay (FID) signal cannot be digitized immediately
after the pulse and spectral distortions are produced. Thus the use of echo pulses
is mandatory, to “refocus” the magnetization outside of the spectrometer deadtime.
This allows faithful digitization of the FID signal and distortion free spectra to be
obtained.
Another common problem in solid state spectra is dipole-dipole coupling. When
two nuclei axe spatially close they are coupled by the dipolar interaction. As a con
sequence of the high natural abundance and large gyromagnetic ratio of protons, they
axe usually strongly dipolar coupled to one another. Thus proton spectra must be
analyzed as a quantum mechanical many body problem and this can make their in
terpretation very complicated. By working with deuterons the dipole-dipole coupling
problem can generally be avoided. Deuterons have spin angular momentum I > 1
and thus they have non-spherical nuclear charge distributions and possess nuclear
electric quadrupolar moments. The quadrupolar interaction, between the nuclear
quadrupolar moment and the local electric field gradient (EFG), is a single spin,
primarily intramolecular interaction. Typically, the quadrupolar interaction is con
siderably stronger than the dipolar interaction and thus, for quadrupolar nuclei, the
dipolar coupling can be safely ignored. The single particle nature of the quadrupolar
interaction results in a enormous simplification of the mathematical description, since
the time evolution of an isolated spin can be considered.
Notwithstanding, there are drawbacks to working with deuterons, primarily the
reduced sensitivity of deuteron compared to protons. The deuteron gyromagnetic ratio
(7 d ) is 0.1535 times smaller than that of the proton (7 # ), this reduces the deuteron
signal intensity by a factor of (7 ^ / 7 0 )2 = 42.44. Furthermore, because the natural
abundance of deuterons is approximately 0.015%, isotropic enrichment of samples is
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invariably required. The added effort aside, deuterons have become the NMR nuclei
of choice for studying molecular motion in the solid state.

1.3

T he Quadrupolar Interaction
A deuteron in a static magnetic field, is described by a Hamiltonian of the form,
H = H

Where

Hz

and

"Hq

z

+ H

q

(1 .1 )

.

represent the Zeeman and quadrupolar Hamiltonians, respectively

(in angular frequency units [rad s-1]). Ignoring the quadrupolar part of the Hamilto
nian momentarily, the spin-1 deuteron is split into three Zeeman energy levels by the
static magnetic field.
The Zeeman Hamiltonian is,
H z = —yDB0l z,

( 1 .2 )

where B 0 is the static magnetic field (defined as pointing along the z direction in the
laboratory (LAB) frame),

7

d

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the deuteron and X, is the

quantum mechanical spin angular momentum operator. The energy level separation,
A E = Eu — Ei, between adjacent Zeeman states is
A E = hrfoBo = hi/0,

(1.3)

where u0 is the Larmor frequency (in units of s-1 ). The three states are connected by
two magnetic dipole transitions of identical frequency u0, as illustrated in Fig.

. . The

1 1

resulting NMR spectrum would consist of a single line at the Larmor frequency. This
frequency degenerate Zeeman spectrum, with no quadrupolar interaction, is similar
to that of liquid state NMR where fast isotropic tumbling of molecules averages the
quadrupolar Hamiltonian to zero.
In solids molecular motion is anisotropic, and thus the quadrupolar Hamiltonian
is not averaged to zero. Consequently, the transition frequency degeneracy is lifted,
and a doublet is observed in the NMR spectrum. The Zeeman interaction is much
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Figure 1.1: Energy level diagram for 2 H-NMR showing the Zeeman splitting and the energy
level shifts due to the quadrupolar interaction. The Zeeman eigenstates are labeled by the
spin angular momentum component I z —0, ±1 and in order of increasing energy 1 , 2 , and 3.
larger than the quadrupolar interaction, on the order of tens of megahertz as compared
to hundreds of kilohertz. Therefore the energy level shifts due to the quadrupolar
Hamiltonian can be obtained using first order time independent perturbation theory.
In the formalism of second-rank irreducible spherical tensors the quadrupolar
Hamiltonian, H q , is expressed as

n Q = A •T =

(1.4)
M

Here A represents the nuclear spin operators (which describe the nuclear quadrupole
interaction) and T represents the spatial coordinates of the electric field gradient
(EFG) tensor. This equation is independent of reference frame and therefore both A
and T can be expressed in any convenient basis set. The spin components, A m , of
the quadrupolax Hamiltonian axe expressed in terms of spin operators as:

A =

A±i = ^(X2X± + T±TX),

A ±2 = ^Xl-
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The mathematics is simplified by working in the principal axis system (PAS) of the
EFG tensor, where the spatial components of the EFG tensor axe written as:
To =

Tf\f^C Q,

7 ± i= 0 ,

T±2=—tiC q .

(1.6)

The quadrupolar coupling constant (C q , in units ofs-1) isdefined as [39]
r<
——
e2^- Q
Cq =
—,

11 -t\
(1.7)

and the unitless asymmetry param eter of the EFG tensor, q, is defined as

(1.8)

= fe z ia ,
<lzz

where by convention | qzz \ > [qyy | > | qxx |. For deuterons, the asymmetry parameter
is generally

77

< 0.15, with a value of zero frequently observed. This implies that

the EFG tensor is nearly uniaxial. For deuterons bonded to carbon the principal
component of the EFG tensor in the PAS, qzz, is usually aligned along the CD bond.
In accordance with first-order perturbation theory, secular terms are kept and
second-order terms are dropped. Thus the quadrupolar Hamiltonian is reduced to
■Hq = AnTo = ^ C Q(312 - 1 - 1 ) .

(1.9)

Experiments are performed in the laboratory (LAB) frame, and asa result this
Hamiltonian must be transformed from the PAS to the LAB frame.

For second-

rank tensors, this transformation is accomplished using second-rank Wigner rotation
matrices
T0lab = E

Z )™ '(a,/3 ,7 )T ^S.

(1.10)

N= -2

The Euler angles (a ,/? , 7 ) describe the orientation of the EFG tensor PAS in
the LAB frame, in accordance with the Rose convention [40], and are depicted in
Fig. 1.2. In 2 H-NMR, the most important angle is /?, which corresponds to the angle
between the z axes of the two frames (and describes the rotation angle about the
intermediate y axis). Rotation about the PAS z axis is defined by
to the small asymmetry parameter the angle

7

7

, however due

is often safely ignored. The inherent
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Figure 1.2: Definition of the Euler angles ( a , 0 , y ) for the transformation of the EFG tensor
from the PAS (x',y',z/) to the LAB (x,y,z) frame.
symmetry of the quadrupolar interaction means that the angle a , which describes
rotation about the LAB z axis, does not appear in the transition frequency equations.
After transformation of the EFG tensor into the LAB frame the full Hamiltonian is
H = —7 d B JI z + —Cq (32% — X • J)[(3cos 2 0 — 1 ) + *7 sin2 0 cos 2 7 ].
Using the Zeeman eigenstates

( |1

(1.11)

> = \XZ = +1 > , |2 > = \XZ = 0 > and |3 >

= \IZ = —1 >) as an orthogonal basis set, the energy levels of the deuteron can now
be determined. Including the first order quadrupolar perturbation the spin - 1 energy
eigenvalues are: [23,39]
Ei

=

< + 1 | H\ + 1 > = - 7^ - 7

E2

=

< 0 | 7^|0 > = —^ C q [ { 3 c o s 20 — 1 ) 4- r } s in 20 c o s 2

£ 3

=

< - 1 | H\ - 1 > = ^ - 7 d £

2ir

Z7T

0

-6

0

0

+ ^ C q [ (3 c o s 2 /? - 1) + rjsin2 0 c o s 2

o

7

7

],

+ x G q [ (3 c o s 2 /3 - 1) 4-J?sin2 /3 c o s 2

], (1.12)
(1-13)

7

O

],

(1.14)

and the doublet transition frequencies are:
^ 2 ,1 =

^3,2 =

-, - E l

ti

n

=

lDc. B ° ~

2tt

I 'k

| c q [ ( 3 c o s 2 /3 -

o

1) +

+ |C q[(3cos2/? - 1) +
o

77

sin 2 /?cos 2 7 ],

(1-15)

sin 2 /?cos 2 7 ].

(1-16)

77
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The observed quadrupolar splitting is then
3
2 u q = i/2,i — ^3,2 = - C

q

[{Z c o s 2 (3 -

1) + T}s in 2 / ? c o s 2 7 ].

(1 -1 7)

The magnitude of the splitting is dependent on the quadrupolar tensor parameters
C q , 77,

and the Euler angles

(3

and

7

. If 77 is zero (often a very good approximation for

deuterons) then the magnitude of the splitting is solely dependent on

C

q

and

(3.

Thus

the orientation of the EFG with respect to the static magnetic field B 0 determines the
doublet frequency splitting.
A powder sample is a collection of randomly oriented crystallites. The intensity
distribution is proportional to the total number of sites with a given EFG orientation.
A static powder pattern

(77

= 0) is depicted in Fig. 1.3. Deuterons with orientations

perpendicular to the static field are the most probable and contribute intensity at
i/q = 3 = |C q. Only a single orientation exists which is parallel to the static field and it
contributes intensity at uq = ± | C q . The high intensity perpendicular edge

{(3

= 90°)

of the spectra is often referred to as the horn while the low intensity parallel edge
(/3 = 0 ° or 180°) is referred to as the shoulder.

1.4

Inhom ogeneous vs. Homogeneous Linewidths
In general, a nucleus will contribute a line of a given width and frequency

centroid to the overall NMR spectrum depending on the local environment experienced
by the nucleus. Depending on the nature of the individual contributions, a spectrum
can be categorized as homogeneously or inhomogeneously broadened. When each
nucleus contributes identically to the overall spectrum the spectrum is homogeneous,
while if the contributions axe different the spectrum is inhomogeneous.
A pragmatic way to characterize a spectrum as homogeneous or inhomogeneous
is by describing the effect of a frequency selective pulse on the spectrum. If while
attem pting to selectively excite a frequency, polaxization is transm itted to neighboring
frequencies the lineshape is called homogeneous. Dipolax coupled protons provide
an excellent example of a homogeneously broadened spectrum. Rapid polarization
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3-2

0°

90°

54.7°

90°

0°

P
Figure 1.3: A deuteron powder pattern is the summation of doublet contributions from ran
domly oriented crystallites. The summation of an isotropic distribution of deuteron doublets
produces the axially symmetric powder pattern diagramed above. The axis label represents
the angle /3 between the EFG tensor PAS orientation and the static magnetic field B0. In
frequency units the axis would be: v q = 0 at /3 = 54.7°, u q = ± | C q at /3 = 90° and i/ q =
± % C q at f3 = 0 °.
transfer causes any selective pulse to produce an overall saturation of the spectrum
instead of excitation of a specific frequency region, called a hole, as is illustrated
in Fig. 1.4. If during a selective excitation, no polarization transfer occurs during
the excitation a hole is produced in the spectrum (see Fig. 1.4) and the spectrum
is referred to as inhomogeneous. The deuteron quadrupolar interaction provides an
example of inhomogeneous broadening of a spectrum, since the deuterons contribution
is dependent on the orientation of the EFG with respect to the static field.
Although a deuteron powder pattern is primarily an inhomogeneous lineshape
this does not preclude smaller homogeneous contributions. Residual deuteron dipoledipole couplings, molecular motion and magnetic field inhomogeneities contribute to
a homogeneous broadening of the individual doublets comprising a deuteron powder
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Inhomogeneous

Homogeneous

Figure 1.4: Linewidth contributions can be characterized as either inhomogeneous or ho
mogeneous depending on if selective polarization is transfered to other parts of the spectrum
or not. The arrows represent the location of the selective excitation and the dashed lines
represent the effect of the selective excitation on the overall spectrum. In the homogeneous
case a saturation of the overall spectrum is produced while for the inhomogeneous case a
“hole” is produced in the spectrum.
pattern. For deuterons this homogeneous contribution is much smaller than the in
homogeneous quadrupolar broadening of the spectrum. As discussed later in this
dissertation, selective inversion experiments can be used to probe the underlying ho
mogeneous linewidth in an inhomogeneously broadened quadrupolar spectrum.

1.5

Description of the Density M atrix
In NMR it is not possible to observe a single spin and thus the behavior of an

ensemble of spins must be considered. This is best accomplished using the density
m atrix formalism [35,41]. The quantum mechanical wave function, \tp >, of an isolated
deuteron can be described as a linear combination of an orthonormal basis set of
eigenfunctions |n > of the time independent Hamiltonian H

> = 2 ln ><: n l^ >= 5 1^1” >»
n

n
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where Cn axe the expansion coefficients < n\xj) >. The expectation value of an observ
able, < O > , is calculated by taking the scalar product with <
< tI)\0\4> > = ^ 2 < ip\m >< m \ 0 \ n >< n\ij) > = ^
m ,n

0

|,

< n\ip >< ij)\m > < m \ 0 \ n > .

m,n

(1.19)
It is convenient to define a probability matrix V , which completely describes the state
of an isolated spin, whose matrix elements axe [41]
Vnm

= < nl^lm

> = < n\ij) > < ip\m > .

(1.20)

For an ensemble of spins, the matrix elements of the probability matrix, V nm, will be
different from spin to spin, but the matrix elements < m \ 0 \ n > of the operator O
are constant [35]. In order to calculate macroscopic properties of the spin ensemble,
the ensemble average probability m atrix (V ) (referred to as the density matrix (p))
must be computed. If

is the fraction of spins of the ensemble in a particular state

>, then the n m th element of the density matrix can be expressed as [41]
Pnm = < n\p\m

> = < n ^ P lm > = y ^ ( i ) - p ( £ =

><

>

.

( 1 .2 1 )
Where the fractional populations w ^ must satisfy the normalization condition
The ensemble average expectation value of an operator < O > can

= l.

be shown to be calculated from the trace of O with the density matrix p,
<O > =

> = y ; Y 2 w^ <
j

=

£

j

< m |p 0 |m > =

> < n|C?|m > <

>

n,m

Tr{ pO}.

(1-22)

m

The elements of the density m atrix contain information about the spin ensemble.
Diagonal terms of the density matrix describe the populations of each eigenstate, while
off diagonal terms describe phase coherences of the spins in the ensemble. Unless
the system is in a pure state (where every member of the ensemble has an identical
wave function) the information available from the density m atrix is incomplete. The
equilibrium density matrix has a Boltzmann population distribution on the diagonal
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and all off diagonal terms are zero. Non-equilibrium ensembles do not have Boltzmann
distributions on the diagonal and the off diagonal elements can be either zero, implying
a phase incoherent state of the ensemble, or non-zero, corresponding to a coherent
superposition of eigenstates.
The equilibrium NMR density m atrix (p(oo)) can be w ritten in terms of the
Boltzmann distribution as
p(oo) = i e- w/ k*T

(1.23)

where “H is the system Hamiltonian and Z = TV{e_w/ksT} is the partition function.
For the Zeeman Hamiltonian in the high temperature limit, Z = 21 +

1

. In this

limit the Boltzmann distribution can be expanded to first order in "H./k^T and the
equilibrium density matrix is

',(oo) = 2 7 T T [i ~ W

(L24)

4

where I is the identity matrix. Since the identity matrix commutes with all operators
it can generally be ignored, and only the remaining term (proportional to Xz) need be
considered. In this dissertation this reduced density matrix is used exclusively.
The dimensionality (Dp) of the system density matrix is determined by Dp =
(2 /i +

1

)( 2 I 2 + 1 ) • • • (2 /„ + 1 ), where n is the total number of coupled spins and /,• is

the spin quantum number. Obviously, the dimensionality can become quite large for
coupled spin systems. For an uncoupled deuteron the dimensionality of the density
m atrix is only Dp = 3. This fact is partially responsible for the popularity of deuterons
for studies of molecular motion.

1.5.1

E quation of M otion
While knowledge of the density m atrix at a single instance is of interest, the time

evolution is generally of greater importance. The time evolution of a wave function is
governed by the Schrodinger equation,
« -f

>= m

>•
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Where for notational convenience the Schrodinger equation has been divided by h and
is thus expressed in frequency units [rad s-1]. Multiplying the wave function

\ip

> by

(A;|, and integration results in a differential equation for the time dependence of the
expansion coefficient Ck = < k\rp >
i - r < k\i)> > =
< k\H\n > < nlt/> >,
dt
„

(1.26)

where \ift > has been expanded in the time independent orthonormal basis set |n). The
equation of motion for the density matrix can be derived by taking the time derivative
of one of its elements (Eq. 1.26) and using standard quantum mechanics: [35]
— < k\p\m >
dt

=

— V 'u ;^ < k\tf)^ > <
dt

>

><; 1P ^ \ n >< n\'H\m >

=
j

n

— < A;|?^|n >< n\xj)^ ><

ip ^ \m

>]}

= i < Ar|p%|m > — < k\Hp\m > = i < k\[p, H]\m > . (1.27)
The equation of motion for the density m atrix is thus
j t P = i [p,'H).

(1.28)

For a time independent Hamiltonian, integration of this differential equation results
in the solution,
p(t) = e~imp( 0)e,wt.

(1.29)

Thus knowledge of the Hamiltonian and the density matrix at a single time allows the
time evolution of the density matrix to be calculated.

1.5.2 R o ta tin g Reference Frame
In NMR, the Hamiltonian typically consists of a large time independent inter
action 1-L0and a much smaller time dependent part %i{t). Assuming a Hamiltonian
of this form,the equation of motion for the density matrix is
j t P = i\p,Uo + U x{t)).
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(1.30)

The laxge time independent contribution often complicates calculations. Fortunately,
it is generally possible to perform a canonical transformation into an interaction frame
where the effect of the large time independent interaction is removed. The interaction
representation density matrix, p*, is defined such that
p* = em °tpe~i'H°t,

(1.31)

and the interaction representation Hamiltonian is,
n\{t) =

(1.32)

The equation of motion in this interaction representation is then written as
=

(1.33)

For a large static field it is possible to perform a transformation of this type into a
reference frame rotating about the laboratory z. If the rotation rate of this reference
frame is chosen to be equal to the Larmor frequency uQthe magnetization is stationary
along z and any RF field applied at v0 will appear to be static. This interaction frame
is referred to as the rotating reference frame (RRF). Henceforth the reduced density
matrix will always be described in this rotating reference frame.

1.6

Pulse Sequences
The ability to

precisely control the creation of populationdifferencesand co

herent superpositions of eigenstates makes NMR a powerfulspectroscopic tool. Such
precise control is achieved by the application of phase coherent RF pulse sequences,
which manipulate the spin Hamiltonian. Any NMR pulse sequence can be described
in a general scheme comprised of four basic time intervals: [15,42].
Preparation

Evolution (fi)

Mixing (rm)

Detection (£2 )

In the preparation period a non-equilibrium spin state is created, either as a phase
coherence or a population distribution. During the evolution period the spins are
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allowed to evolve under a specific Hamiltonian. In the mixing time coherence transfer,
relaxation or molecular motion occur. After mixing, RF pulses axe applied to create
single quantum coherences which correspond to the observable magnetization. Finally,
in the detection period the system evolves under a second (often the same) Hamiltonian
and the free induction decay (FID) is recorded. Not all time intervals need appear in
every experiment. A set of pulses (constituting a subsequence) can perform different
tasks (preparation, mixing or detection) depending on the situation.
If molecular motion is neglected, it is straight forward to calculate the evolution
of spins using the reduced density m atrix in the RRF, p. The density m atrix can be
expanded in terms of an appropriate basis set of operators Ok [15,24,43].
N

? = X > * (W t-

(1-34)

k= l

where the ak(t) are time dependent expansion coefficients. Generally, a basis set of
N = (2I+1)2-1 independent orthogonal operators Ok is used. The dimensionality of
the operator Hilbert space is reduced by one, due to the condition that for the reduced
density m atrix T r { p } = 0. The spin- 1 basis set used in this dissertation is comprised
of the operators Z ^ Z y ,!,, Qx, Qy, QZ,T)X, and V y. Details of how these operators
are constructed from Cartesian spin operators are given in Appendix A, which also
includes some mathematical relationships which are helpful for calculating the time
evolution of the density matrix [44]. In comparison, for spin-| systems a complete
basis set can be constructed with the three Cartesian operators, i.e. Zr,2y, and I , .
For spin-1 the Cartesian operators have a relatively simple physical interpret
ation: the magnetization is described as a vector with components proportional to
Tx,Ty, and Xz. The large static magnetic field induces an equilibrium magnetization
M.z proportional to Xz. The magnetization can be detected if a RF pulse is used to
rotate it away from the z direction. The detected transverse magnetization (in xy
plane) is proportional to a linear combination of Z* and Xy.
Spin- 1 systems require an extension of this vector description. The two trans
itions can be pictured as two independent magnetization vectors, with precession fre
quencies in the RRF of ±.uq. The vector stun of these two transitions is proportional
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to Xi while the vector difference is proportional to <2 ,, where the subscript i describes
the orientation (x, y, z). This is visualized by noting that if the two magnetization
vectors axe parallel they form 2,-, but if they are antiparallel they form Q{. The oper
ators T>x and V y describe double quantum phase coherence between the |1) and | —1)
spin states, and can be thought of as a magnetization vector in a double-quantum
frame [45]. Physically, magnetization proportional to 2 r,Iy , Qx and Qy is detected,
but the existence of other operators can be inferred by conversion into one of the
observable single quantum coherences.
By observing the evolution and relaxation of the eight independent spin- 1 op
erators structural and motional information can be obtained from NMR experiments.
Typically, for dynamics this is done by measuring the transverse magnetization (R 2 ),
Zeeman order spin-lattice (Riz) and quadrupolar order spin-lattice (Riq) relaxation
rates. In the following subsections the density matrix formalism is used to describe
the use of radio frequency pulses to create, manipulate and observe non-equilibrium
spin ensembles. For the remainder of the chapter the discussion will primarily focus on
spin dynamics; effects of relaxation and molecular motion will generally be ignored.
The important topic of motion will be discussed in great detail in later chapters.

1.6.1

Q uadrupolar Echo
The simplest pulse sequence consists of a single RF pulse of flip angle 0° which

rotates the equilibrium magnetization away from the z axis. The RF Hamiltonian
(in units of rad s-1) for a x phase pulse of finite amplitude v\ is H i = ^ d B i Xx =
27rt'1Zc. A pulse of duration tp has a flip angle 0 = 27ri/1tp. Thus, the density matrix
immediately after a

0

r pulse is,
p( 0 +) =

e~i&IxXzeieix

= cos(0)Z* —sin^JZ y,

(1.35)

here the equilibrium density matrix has been normalized to Xz (see Eq. 1.24). Max
imum conversion of Xz to Xy occurs if 0 = | .
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Figure 1.5: Quadrupolar Echo (QE) pulse sequence used to detect undistorted 2 H-NMR
spectra.
In practice finite RF power allows only a limited frequency bandwidth to be
excited, where the bandwidth of a pulse is determined by the Fourier frequency com
ponents of the pulse envelope. Short pulses have more Fourier components than
longer pulses, and excite a broader frequency spectrum. Deuteron powder patterns
are reasonably broad, often with frequency bandwidths of 300 kHz, and thus to provide
uniform spectral coverage a very short |-pulse (1-2 [is) is essential. Very short | pulses require the use of very high-power RF and this results in probe ringdown and
electronic deadtime problems. These problems are of particular importance in solid
state deuteron NMR because the large spectral width results in a rapid dephasing of
the FID. If undistorted FIDs axe to be recorded, it is necessary to refocus the mag
netization outside the deadtime. This is achieved by using the two pulse quadrupolar
echo (QE) sequence, shown in Fig. 1.5, [f]x —n — [|]y —r 2 —ACQ [46-48], where
the subscripts x and y denote the phases of the —pulses.
After the first |-p u lse the density matrix is proportional to —Xy. During the
pulse spacing Ti, the density matrix evolves under the quadrupolar Hamiltonian 'Hq .
As a result the density matrix oscillates between Xy and Qx at the quadrupolar fre
quency

uiq

= 2ttuq. Prior to the second |-pulse the density matrix is
p(r~)

=

- cos(ujQTi)Iy + sin(uQTi)Qx,

(1.36)

and application of a second |-pulse, with a 90° phase shift, results in a density m atrix
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of the form
p(Ti)

= —cos(u>QTi)Zy —sin{tjjQTi)Qx.

(1-37)

During r2, free precession under the quadrupolar Hamiltonian causes the density
m atrix to oscillate between single quantum operators,
P in

+ r2 ) =

-

c o s (u ;q n ) [c o s(u ;q r 2 ) l y

- sin^Q r 2 ) Q x]

( 1 .38)

- sin tiU Q -ri^ co s^ Q T ^ Q j. + sin(u;Q

However, at the time r 2 = ri = r the magnetization refocuses and the density matrix
is identical to that following the first |-pulse,
p

( 2 t ) = - Z y = p ( 0 + ).

(1.39)

Provided no relaxation has occurred, evolution of the density matrix proceeds as if
a single —pulse had been applied, and an undistorted FID can be acquired. Some
im portant points regarding the quadrupolar echo (QE) are: it observes the state of X~
by conversion into Xy and thus the QE can be used as a detection sequence at the end
of a more complicated pulse sequence. Furthermore, when performed as a function
of the pulse spacing (r) the QE can be used to measure the relaxation rate (R2) of
transverse magnetization.
Experimentally, pulse imperfections and DC offsets are impossible to avoid, and
lead to undesirable spectral artifacts. These effects are minimized by phase cycling
the pulses.

A phase cycle works by selectively changing the sign of specific terms in

the density matrix. This allows unwanted coherences to sum to zero and the desired
signal to be coherently averaged. By changing the phase of the second pulse from
y to y the sign of the Qx term is flipped in Eq. 1.37. Addition of the signals from
the two scans results in the cancelation of the antiphase signal proportional to Qx.
Simple extension to include all possible initial phases results in the phase cycle listed
in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Phase Cycle for Quadrupole Echo Experiment
..

1.6.2

It

tr

■2

ACQ

X
X
X
X

y
y
y
y

X
X
X
X

y
y
y
y

X
X
X
X

y
y
y
y

2 .

Inversion R ecovery W ith Quadrupolar Echo D etection
The three pulse inversion recovery with quadrupole echo detection (IRQE)

sequence, [i^{tp)}^ —t — [f]x —r — [y]y —r —ACQ, is used to measure the Zeeman
spin-lattice relaxation time, and is shown in Fig.

. . The first 7r-pulse inverts the

1 6

populations of the eigenstates, as is observed by inserting 0 =

it into

Eq. 1.35. During

the relaxation delay, t , Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation occurs until the partially relaxed
state of Zeeman order is probed with a quadrupolar echo detection sequence.
Inversion recovery experiments can be either frequency selective or nonselective. The selectivity of the experiment is determined by the duration tp of the
inversion 7r-pulse. For a non-selective inversion recovery experiment, a short high
power “hard” pulse is used to invert all spins uniformly. Thus the time evolution of
the entire spin system can be monitored and the full anisotropy of T \z can be ob
tained [23,31]. However, in certain instances it is advantageous to selectively invert
a small frequency region and observe the evolution of this restricted subset of spins.
This selective inversion (SI) experiment is performed by using a long, low average
power, “soft” 7r-pulse. During the relaxation delay, t of the SI experiment direct
magnetization transfer, between motionally coupled sites, can be observed and this
provides motional information. A detailed investigation of the solid state deuteron
selective inversion (SI) experiment and the motional information accessible from it is
one of the primary goals of this dissertation and will be returned to in later chapters.
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Figure 1.6: Inversion Recovery with Quadrupolar Echo (IRQE) detection sequence.
As with the quadrupolar echo, phase cycling is important to reduce spectral
artifacts. The quadrupolar echo phase cycle removes artifacts from detection of Xz
magnetization. Thus the phase cycle for the IRQE sequence can be constructed by
straight forward extension of the QE phase cycle. Cycling the inversion pulse phase
through the four orthogonal phases (x, y, x, y) for each step in the QE phase cycle
produces a 32 step phase cycle which is sufficient to remove spectral artifacts. This
IRQE phase cycle is effective for both the selective and non-selective pulse sequence.

1.6.3

Jeener B roekaert Sequence
Inversion recovery experiments measure the Zeeman order spin-lattice relaxa

tion time, T i z , when all doublet transitions are inverted and the density m atrix is
proportional to Xz. Quadrupolar order, Qz, is described by a state where one of
the doublet transitions is inverted (in absorption) and the other is not (in emission).
For spin- 1 systems, Qz relaxes independently of Xz with the spin-lattice relaxation
time, T iq . The Jeener-Broekaert pulse sequence, [ |] r —r —[J]y —t —

—ACQ

[26,49,50], shown in Fig. 1.7 can create quadrupolar order Qz (antiphase magnetiza
tion). Quadrupolar order, created by the first two pulses, relaxes during the evolution
period t until the partially relaxed state of quadrupolar order is detected by the third
pulse. Unfortunately, the generation of quadrupolar order in this sequence is fre
quency selective. This is a serious problem in powder patterns where a continuous
distribution of doublet splittings exists. Moreover, no echo is formed after the third
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Figure 1.7: Jeener Broekaert Sequence.
pulse resulting distortion of the FID [23,51]. Both the Zeeman and quadrupolar order
relaxation times can be determined in this experiment but because of the nonuni
form excitation and lack of a refocusing pulse the accuracy of the measurement is
compromised [23,51]. A solution to these problems is achieved using the broadband
Jeener-Broekaert sequence [23,51-53] discussed in the following section.

1.6.4

B road ban d Jeener B roekaert
The broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence (BBJB) [52,53],

[f ]. -

% -

i f ]» -

i r , - [j \ , - rr — [^ ]„ -

1

- [j ] . - ACQ,

(1.40)

is capable of producing uniform broadband excitation of quadrupolar order without
producing Zeeman order. However, as proposed, this sequence is unsatisfactory for
solid state deuteron applications. Hoatson [51] remedied this by adding a refocusing
f-pulse at the end of the BBJB sequence, this improved BBJB sequence is shown in
Fig. 1.8.
The evolution of the density m atrix during the broadband Jeener-Broekaert
(BBJB) sequence is more complicated than in the original Jeener-Broekaert sequence
and is not detailed here. Two important points should be noted about the BBJB se
quence. First the bandwidth of the region of uniform quadrupolar order excitation is
related to the inverse of the pulse spacing rp. Secondly, the larger the total excitation
region is, the wider the poorly excited region between full inverted and uninverted
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Figure 1.8: Broadband Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB) sequence.
spectral regions. This reduces the sensitivity of the BBJB technique in the center of
the spectrum (near zero quadrupolar splitting) since a smaller amount of quadrupolar
order is produced in this region. Nevertheless, by carefully adjusting the compos
ite pulse excitation nearly uniform excitation of pure quadrupolar order is achieved
across the spectrum. This allows an independent and accurate measurement of the
anisotropic quadrupolar order relaxation time T iq . Interested readers are directed to
the Ph.D. thesis of Tak Y. Tse [23] for more information concerning the performance
and use of the BBJB sequence.
The final two pulses ([f]r — t — [j]x — r — ACQ) in the BBJB are designed
to efficiently detect the state of the quadrupolar order, in a manner analogous to
detecting the state of Zeeman order with a quadrupolar echo sequence. This two
pulse refocusing sequence is briefly described here. If the spin system is in a state
of pure quadrupolar order (p = Qz), application of a x phase pulse of flip angle ^
produces a density matrix of the form,
p(0+) =

- ^Q y.

(1.41)

During the pulse spacing r the system evolves under the influence of the quadrupolar
Hamiltonian and the density matrix prior to the second —pulse is,
p(r~) = ^ Qz -

cos{u}QT)Qy + -^ s in (w q t)!* .

(1.42)

After the second pulse the density matrix is,
p ( t +)

= ^Qz -

^ c o s ( u }q t )Q v + ^ s in ( w g r ) ! * .
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Free precession under the quadrupolar Hamiltonian results a density m atrix at the
top of the echo of the form,
p(2r) = i e , -

+ - ~ Q y.

(1.44)

This refocusing pulse pair converts quadrupolar order into antiphase magnetization
Qy which can be detected, without distortions due to spectrometer deadtime and
regardless of quadrupolar frequency

u q .

An

8

step phase cycle which suppresses

artifacts and unwanted coherences (T>x) is listed in Appendix B.

1.6.5

T w o D im ensional Exchange Sequence
Often, one dimensional spectra have a wealth of information but this is par

tially or completely obscured by overlapping spectra lines. Many NMR experiments
have been devised to disentangle this information by spreading the spectra into two
frequency dimensions [54-58]. Frequently, interactions and motional processes can
then be investigated by simply locating cross peaks on the two dimensional (2D) fre
quency plane. 2D experiments are best described in terms of the four time interval
nomenclature, outlined at the start of Section

. . During the preparation period,

1 6

a non-equilibrium density matrix is created. In the evolution period, f l5 the spins
evolve under a specific Hamiltonian at frequency

, after which the spins are stored

as Zeeman order. During the mixing time, rm, motion or other processes occur which
cause the frequencies of particular spins to switch from

to u>2. After mixing de

tection pulses are applied to create single quantum coherences which precess, during
the detection period f2, at the second frequency cj2. The detected signal is recorded
for numerous values of ti producing a 2D time domain data set A 4(fi,t2). This can
be Fourier transformed (FT) with respect to both time variables to produce a two
dimensional frequency spectrum .F(u;i,a;2). If interactions or motion occur during the
mixing period which results in a coherence transfer between frequency

and u;2 a

crosspeak will appear in the 2D spectrum.
For solid state deuteron NMR, a particularly relevant two dimensional ex
periment is 2D exchange (2DEX), which was developed for studying slow motion
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Figure 1.9: Five pulse two dimensional exchange (2 DEX) sequence.
[27,59-63]. This experiment provides unambiguous information about the symmetry
of the sites undergoing slow exchange [27,64-67]. In liquids and single crystals, mo
tional processes are marked by discrete crosspeaks in the 2D spectrum. In powder
spectra the continuous distribution of quadrupolar frequencies means motion results in
the observation of ridges. The geometry of the ridges is used to simply and accurately
determine the trajectory of motion.
The basic 2D exchange sequence has three pulses separated by two time delays
11 and rm. In solids, a short anisotropic T 2 produces a rapid dephasing of the trans
verse magnetization and this results in deadtime problems. To alleviate these the
addition of a fourth and, ideally, a fifth pulse are added to refocus the magnetization
in both time intervals (ii, £2 ). Furthermore, it is desirable to collect pure absorption
mode 2D spectra to avoid cancelation of signals from dispersive components. Pure
absorption mode 2D EX spectra are obtained from hypercomplex data, which is con
structed by collecting and combining two different data sets. The two independent
experiments measure the Zeeman and quadrupolar order coherence transfer, respect
ively. The pulse sequence for the Zeeman order or cosine-cosine experiment is
[|]* ~ n - [ |] y - n - ti - [T]x - rm - [^]x —r 2 —[ |] y - r 2 - ACQ{t2).

(1.45)

The quadrupolar order or sine-sine experiment is identical except for the phases of
the third (T) and fourth ($ ) pulses, which are changed to y phase.
The five pulse 2DEX pulse sequence is illustrated in Fig 1.9, and the minimum
phase cycles are given in Appendix B. The mixing time is assumed to be long com
pared to ail other time periods in the sequence (rm

f 1 , t2, t ^ t2). While the flip
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angles of the third and fourth pulses are undefined, they axe usually chosen to be
54.7°, since this results in equal signal intensities for the cosine-cosine and sine-sine
time domain data sets.
In both sequences, evolution of the density matrix during the first two pulses,
through the evolution times ( n ,ti) and up to the third T-pulse is identical to a quad
rupolar echo experiment (see Eqs. 1.36-1.39). The density m atrix prior to application
of the T-pulse is then simply
p(T~) = - cos(u}Qiti)Iy -f-sin^gi^JQ j..

(1-46)

For the cosine-cosine experiment, the third pulse stores the magnetization as Zeeman
order and the cosine-cosine density matrix (pc(t)) after the third pulse is
pc(T +) =

—cos(uQiti) cos(T)Zy + sin(wgiti) cos(T) Qx

(1-47)

—cos(wQ1 fi) sin(T)Xz —sin(u;Qiti) sin(T) V y.
Phase cycling and dephasing eliminates all contributions to the detected signal except
that from Xz. Allowing for spin-lattice relaxation, the density m atrix during the mixing
time can be expressed as
Pc(rm ) =

—cos(a;Qif1) sin(T) I , e_TmRlz.

(1-48)

If molecular motion occurs during the mixing time, the EFG tensor orientation of the
spin will change. This results in a change of the resonance frequency [uqi

u>
q2)

and a crosspeak between the two frequencies will appear in the 2D spectrum.
After the mixing time, rm, a fourth pulse is applied and the density m atrix is
pc( ^ +) = cos(o;Q1ti)sin(T ) [c o s(^ )I 2 —sin($)Z v]e~TmR‘z .

(1-49)

Although the fourth 'J-pulse is not a |-pulse, the final two pulses produce an echo in
a fashion analogous to the quadrupolar echo (i.e. they measure the state of Zeeman
order). The density matrix at the start of acquisition is
Pc{ti)

=

cos(a;Qiti) sin(T) e~TmRlz x
[cos(u;Q2 T2 )cos('F)Xr - sin(u;(3 2 'r2 ) cos(^) Qy — sin(^)2y].
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A phase cycle is used which retains only the contribution of 2y, and as a result the
density m atrix during acquisition is
Pc(h)

= cos^Qxtx) sin(T) sin('P) e~TmRlz [cos(wq2 *2 ) Zy - smiu}Q2t2) Qx]

(1.51)

The detected FID is then proportional to
■M.c( t i , t 2) = Tr{pcX+} = cos(u;Qiii) cos(a;Q2 ^2 )sin(T )sin(^r)e-TmRlz. (1.52)
The cosine-cosine spectrum is obtained by Fourier transforming the t2 dimension first,
zeroing the imaginary part of the partially transformed data set, and then Fourier
transforming the ti dimension [27].
For the sine-sine experiment the phase of the third pulse T is now y, instead of
z, and thus the magnetization (see Eq. 1.46) is stored as quadrupolar order, Q. After
the T-pulse the sine-sine density matrix is,
ps(T + ) =

—cos(a;Qxf1 )2y + sin(u>Qiti) cos(2T) Qx

(1.53)

— — sin(wQifx) sin(2 T ) Qz + -sin(u;Q iti)sin( 2 T ) P j;.
Phase cycling and dephasing eliminate all contributions except that from Qz from the
detected signal. During the mixing time, motion and quadrupolar order spin-lattice
relaxation Rjq occurs, and at the end of the mixing time the density m atrix is
/n
P s ( Tm )

= — — sin ^ Q ^ i) sin(2T) Qz e~TmR,g.

(1.54)

As in the cosine-cosine experiment, random molecular reorientations during the mixing
time causes some spins to change frequency.
For the sine-sine experiment, the final two pulses measure the state of the
quadrupolar order. After the fourth pulse (y phase) the density matrix is,
AT

ps( ^ +) =

— — sin(o;Qit1 )sin( 2 T) e~TmRlQ x
[|(3 c o s 2 (4) -

1)2, -

^ s i n ( 2 « ) Qx

(1.55)

+

D J.

The final refocusing pulse produces a density matrix, at the start of acquisition of
Ps(*2 )

= — — sin(wQ1t 1 )sin(2T )e_T"*Rl« x
[ i ( l - 3cos(2*))Q 2 + ^ s i n ( 2 t f ) Qx + ^ c o s (2 tf)2 > ,].
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Again phase cycling is used to eliminate the Qz and T>x terms, and the density matrix
during acquisition is
3
P s f a ) = - - s i n (2 ^ ) sin(2T ) sin(a;Q1t 1)[cos(a;Q2 t 2 )Q x + s m ( u j Q 2t 2) l y ] e ~ TmKl<} . (1-57)

The detected FID is now proportional to
3

M a{ti,t2) = Tr{pT+} = -sin(wQiti)sin(u/Q 2 £2 )sin( 2 T )sin( 2 'Ir)e- r m R l ‘3 (1.58)
The sine-sine spectrum is obtained by Fourier transforming the t2 dimension first,
zeroing the real part of the partially transformed data set, and then Fourier trans
forming the ti dimension [27].
A pure absorptive 2DEX spectrum is then constructed by talcing the real part
of the cosine-cosine spectrum and adding it to the imaginaxy part of the sine-sine
spectrum [27]. Cancelation of the antidiagonal requires that the signal intensity of
both experiments be identical, a condition which is only true if
sin(^) sin(T) = ^sin(2T) sin(2^),
and thus T = —^ = 54.7° = 0.304tt.

(1.59)

Unfortunately, total cancelation of the anti

diagonal is only possible if the anisotropic relaxation rates R iz and Riq are equal, a
condition which is not alway met in practice. The final 2D spectrum has a powder
pattern on the diagonal (uq = uq) and if slow motion occurs off-diagonal (uq ^ u>2)
ridges are observed.

1.7

Spectrometer
There are six major components in any pulsed FT NMR spectrometer: a mag

net, a probe, RF pulse generation equipment, signal detection circuitry, a pulse pro
grammer and a computer. The spectrometer used in this research (shown schematic
ally in Fig. 1.10) is a home built solid state instrument based on a 7 Tesla magnet
(OXFORD). The uniform field defines the laboratory z direction and the deuteron
Larmor frequency is 46.06 MHz. The magnet has a sweet spot, of volume ~
where the field inhomogeneity is

0 .2

ppm.
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Frequency Synthesizer
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HF = 76 MHz
IF = 30 MHz
CF = 46 MHz
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Amplifier
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Programmer
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Preamplifier
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HF

Figure 1.10: Schematic of home built solid state NMR spectrometer at William k Mary.
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In order to be capable of performing experiments on any nucleus the spec
trometer operates in a heterodyne mode. This design also eliminates interference of
extraneous Larmor frequency signals during both the pulse generation and signal de
tection stages. Pulse sequences axe setup from a computer (Macintosh Ilex) through
a commercial GUI software package (MacNMR, TecMag). The computer is interfaced
to a pulse programmer (LIBRA, TecMag) which controls the hardware components
using TTL logic. This pulse programmer uses a 10 MHz clock and thus has a timing
resolution of

100

ns.

Pulse generation involves two basic steps; production of gated radio frequency
pulses with the correct duration, spacing and intensity; and high power amplification
of these pulses. Gated RF pulses («

1

V peak-peak) are produced by a RF switch

at an intermediate frequency (IF = 30 MHz) under the timing control of the pulse
programmer. The rectangular RF pulses are then mixed with a continuous carrier
frequency (HF = 76.06 MHz), from a highly stable frequency synthesizer (PTS), to
produce Larmor frequency pulses (CF = 46.06 MHz). The upper sideband at 106
MHz is removed with band pass filters. The RF switch is capable of producing pulses
of durations up to

10

ms, with coherent control of the arbitrary reference phase (x)

and relative phases in increments of 90° (y, x, y). After a bandpass filtering centered
at 46 MHz, the pulses are amplified by a 1.6 kW broadband amplifier (ENI) and
passed through coaxial cable (50 Cl) to the probe. When necessary, fine tuning of the
pulse amplitude, pulse shape and double sideband modulation of pulses is performed
prior to final amplification.
The tem perature of a sample can be regulated between approximately 240 K and
400 K using precooled or preheated air flows. Cooling is accomplished by flowing dry
air (or nitrogen) through a copper heat exchanger immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath.
Heating is achieved by passing dry air through a preheater composed of a length of
ceramic tube wrapped non-inductively with niobium wire to which AC voltage can be
applied. Temperature stability of 0.1 K is achieved with a PID tem perature controller
(Lakeshore) attached to a separate heater in the probe. Thermal insulation of the
probe is provide by a set of glass dewars. Temperature gradients across the sample
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are estimated to be < 0.5 K.
The probe is capable of application of high power pulses (> 500 V' pp) and
detection of low intensity signals (< 10 fiV pp). A small copper solenoid in the probe
head performs three tasks: it holds the sample in the center of the magnetic field,
generates the time dependent Bi RF field of the pulses and detects the free induction
decay (FID) signal of the nuclear spins. The long axis of the solenoidial coil ( « 13
turns, 20 mm in length and 5 mm interior diameter) is oriented perpendicular to
the static magnetic field, so that RF pulses can be applied and signals detected in
the xy plane. The inductance of the solenoid and a set of variable capacitors (in
series and in parallel) forms a resonant LRC circuit, which is tuned to the resonance
frequency 46.06 MHz and a complex impedance of 50 Q, and 0° phase. This impedance
matching minimizes reflected power from and signal losses in the probe. For this
spectrometer the deuteron |-pulse length is typically 1.6

/j.s ,

corresponding to a RF

field strength of Vi = 156.3 kHz. Ring down after application of such high power
RF pulses is a concern, and for this reason the Q of the probe is kept relatively low
(«100). Nevertheless, the ringdown is of the order of 20

fJ.s

and this interferes with

digitization of solid state FIDs immediately after a RF pulse.
The FID signal from the probe is passed through crossed diodes to ground and
into a preamplifier (30 dB). The amplified FID signal is then passed to the hetero
dyned receiver. Following additional high gain broadband amplification (w 60 dB)
and bandpass filtering, the Larmor frequency signal 46 MHz is demodulated in two
steps. First with 76 MHz (HF) from the frequency synthesizer and then phase coher
ently with a 30 MHz (IF) reference signal taken from the RF switch. The 30 MHz
demodulation step is performed in quadrature, resulting in the separation of the real
and imaginary signal components. The two components are then sent through audio
amplifiers, high fidelity low pass filters and digitized by two independent analog to
digital converters (ADC) in the LIBRA pulse programmer. Signal averaging in the
LIBRA memory is done to improve the signal to noise ratio and phase cycling is used
to reduce spectral artifacts. Finally, the data is uploaded to a SGI workstation for
data processing, analysis and storage.
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Chapter 2
Selective Inversion
2.1

Intro duction
In liquids spin-spin relaxation times (T2) are very long and thus their NMR

spectra have sharp, well resolved lines. Under these circumstances, it is easy to apply
long, weak pulses to selectively invert a particular transition. Consequentially, select
ive inversion (SI) has long been used to study slow motional processes in liquid state
systems [68-87]. In comparison, in solids spin-spin relaxation times are much faster
and anisotropic, thus solid state spectra are very broad. Until recently, only a few
attempts had been made to use SI in solid state deuteron spectroscopy [28,29,88-90].
This chapter presents a discussion of the implementation and optimization of selective
inversion pulses for deuteron powder patterns. While much of the theory is analogous
to liquid state selective inversion, for solid state deuteron NMR the implementation is
dramatically different. Three essential features will be discussed in detail: the need for
simultaneous inversion of both quadrupolar transitions, shaping the pulse to improve
frequency selectivity, and the effects of anisotropic T 2 relaxation.
It will be shown that in order to achieve efficient selective inversion it is ne
cessary to selectively excite both transitions of the spin- 1 nucleus [29]. Schemes for
accomplishing this off-resonance include DANTE [70,84] and double sideband mod
ulated (DSBM) pulses [74,91-93]. Furthermore, due to the width of inhomogeneous
powder patterns and spectrometer hardware constraints, DSBM is more flexible and
better suited to solid state deuteron applications.
In order to improve the quality and accuracy of motional information derived
34
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from selective inversion experiments, the excitation profiles must be carefully designed
to avoid extraneous excitations. To achieve this goal, common pulse shapes are sur
veyed [74-76,83,94-96] and their suitability to deuteron NMR is assessed. Three
key considerations are: the quantum mechanics of spin-1 , the relative strengths of the
quadrupolax interaction and RF pulse amplitudes, and the short, anisotropic trans
verse relaxation time, T 2 .
It will be shown that many of the shaped pulses which work well for spin-^
systems do not produce acceptable inversion profiles for spin-1 . Furthermore, when
using magnetization transfer to measure motional rates it is important to ensure that
no significant relaxation or dynamics occurs during the selective excitation. This con
strains the length of the selective pulse; it must be short relative to the characteristic
relaxation times and the correlation time of the motion. The very short anisotropic T 2
relaxation, that is common in solid state deuteron NMR, causes significant degrada
tion of the inversion profiles of many shaped pulses [97]. This T 2 degradation [97,98]
is a major factor in determining which shaped selective pulses are appropriate and
often necessitates a compromise between frequency selectivity and inversion efficiency
[29,98].

2.2

Theory

2.2.1

S elective Inversion for Spin-1
Ideally, a frequency selective inversion pulse interchanges the populations of two

specific energy levels and leaves all others unaffected. For the isolated sp in -| case,
because there axe only two levels, irradiating the transition with a selective 7r-pulse
interchanges the eigenstate populations, creating inverted Zeeman order. For a spin- 1
nucleus there axe three levels. A selective pulse which interchanges the populations of
two states invariably affects the population differences involving the third state, as is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.1. For spin- 1 the two transition frequencies, ua ± z/q, depend
on the relative orientation (/3) of the EFG tensor with respect to the static magnetic
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of off-resonance inversion for a spin- 1 nucleus. Irradiation of a single
transition 1/21 (single-frequency) creates both inverted Zeeman and quadrupolar order. Sim
ultaneous inversion of both transitions, at v21 and vyi (dual-frequency), creates only inverted
Zeeman order.
field B0. On-resonance (/? = 54.7° and

uq

= 0) the two transitions are degenerate.

Both transitions can be inverted by applying a single-frequency on-resonance soft
pulse, resulting in the production of pure inverted Zeeman order. Off-resonance the
two transition are non-degenerate (uq ^

0

), and a single-frequency soft pulse inverts

only one transition. This results in the creation of both Zeeman, Zz, and quadrupolar,
Qz, order. Subsequent hard pulse quadrupolar echo detection results in nonlinear
mixing of the Zeeman and quadrupolar order and gives an apparent decrease in the
selective inversion efficiency (by a factor of four), as is shown in Fig. 2.2a-c. In order to
avoid this loss of signal intensity for off-resonance selective inversion, it is necessary to
simultaneously invert both transitions with a dual-frequency pulse [93]. The improved
inversion efficiency resulting from a dual-frequency inversion, accomplished with a
DSBM pulse [91-93,99], is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2d-f. A second technique which
can invert both transitions simultaneously is the DANTE pulse sequence [70,84].
These two techniques are described and compared in the following section.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the inversion efficiency of single- and dual-frequency SI pulses
for off-resonance selective inversion with quadrupole echo detection (see Fig. 1.6). A single
frequency rectangular 7r-pulse, tp = 500 (is applied at resonance offset v —vQ— A = -1-10 kHz;
(a) spectrum (b) difference spectrum (difference between the equilibrium and the SI spectra)
and (c) simulation. A dual-frequency rectangular DSBM 7r-pulse, tp = 500 (is applied with
modulation frequency A m = 10 kHz, (d) spectrum (e) difference spectrum and (f) simulation.
All the spectra are plotted on the same vertical scale. The DSBM pulse (which simultaneously
inverts at ±10 kHz) produces four times more signal intensity than the single-frequency pulse.
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D A N T E and DSBM
A DANTE pulse train consists of a laxge number (N) of small flip angle ((p)
pulses each separated by the time interval (t r), where the pulse separation is always
much larger than the y?-pulse length (tr 2 > tv). The frequency selectivity of a DANTE
sequence is determined by the overall duration of the pulse train, tp = N(tv + tr), while
the net flip angle is 0 =

<£«'• The effect of a DANTE pulse can be understood

using the Fourier transform relation between an infinite series of time domain delta
functions and an infinite set of frequency domain delta functions, as is illustrated in
Fig. 2.3. The time domain spacing of the pulses, ir , is inversely proportional to the
frequency separation of the excitations. For spin-| systems, the response to a DANTE
pulse sequence is analogous to a continuous, soft RF pulse of the same total pulse
length t p and net flip angle 0 . This is understood by observing that the average value
of the intensity of the applied RF field during a DANTE sequence is identical to that
of an equivalent soft pulse.
Double sideband modulated (DSBM) pulses are RF pulses whose amplitudes
are modulated by an audio frequency, Am. Their properties are best described using
the modulation theorem [91], which states that
/

+°°

•
1
1
F{t)cos(2n&mt)e~t2KUtdt = - f ( u - A m) + - f [ v + Am).

(2.1)

Here, F(t) = A(t) cos(2wut) represent the unmodulated selective RF pulse of amp
litude A(t) applied at the carrier frequency u. Two symmetric excitation profiles are
produced at the frequencies u ± Am.

2.2.2

P u lse Sequence Sim ulations
To compare the performance of different selective excitation schemes and pulse

shapes it is necessary to explicitly calculate the evolution of the density matrix. This
section describes the procedure for doing this calculation, for both spin- 1 and spin - 1
nuclei. A complete description of the spin-1 density matrix requires a basis set of eight
independent operators [24,100,101], while for spin-1 three operators are sufficient.
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Figure 2.3: The relationship between time domain DSBM and DANTE pulse envelopes and
their frequency domain excitation profiles can be understood by application of Fourier theory
and the convolution theorem. Multiplication of time domain pulse profiles is equivalent to
convolution of the frequency domain excitation profiles.
The higher dimensionality of the spin-1 space complicates the calculation and results
in selective inversion profiles which can be dramatically different from their spin-|
analogues.
Typically in solids, the deuteron quadrupole coupling is too large to ignore
during a weak pulse. Simulations of selective excitation profiles must therefore include
the response of spins to RF pulses of finite width and amplitude. For a selective
inversion with quadrupolar echo experiment, the state of the spin - 1 density matrix
during the acquisition period (t 2 ) is defined by
p ( h ,T ,t ,J r)

=

(2.2)

Here the quadrupole echo detection is represented by the propagator
_

0

-iV .o T e - iH x tx / 2
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where t^/2 is the hard |-pulse length and r is the echo pulse spacing.

The free

precession Hamiltonian H 0 is
n 0

where

vq

= - 2 ttA Jz + ^ p - ( 3 1 2z - T - Z ) ,

(2 .4 )

is half of the quadrupole splitting and A = v —u0 is the resonance offset;

both in frequency units, s-1. The Hamiltonian during a RF pulse of amplitude v\ and
phase <£ is written as
=

2nui(Zxcoscf) + lysincfi).

(2.5)

The propagator for a low power (soft) rectangular x-pulse is U3(tp) = e-tWxtp. For an
inversion pulse, the RF field strength and pulse duration axe adjusted to satisfy the
relation 2iruitp = 7r.
Simulated inversion profiles for on- and off-resonance rectangular selective in
version pulses axe shown in Fig. 2.4. It is clear that the selective pulse produces
significant quadrupolar order and multiple quantum coherences. At any given fre
quency, full inversion is represented by the value

1

and no inversion (equilibrium) is

represented by the value 0 ; this normalization convention is used through out this
dissertation. All the other operator were normalized in the same manner, however,
their equilibrium values axe 0.5.
For comparison purposes, calculations were also performed for the evolution
of an isolated spin—
& nuclei, represented by the density matrix, p i.
2 The spin-i* free
precession Hamiltonian is written
Ho =

~2ttAZ z

(2.6)

where A is the resonance offset. In practice, no echo pulsesare necessary for sp in -|
and it is sufficientto

solve for a single inversion pulse,
pi {t2) = e~iH^ U 3{tp) Z z U r l (tp)eiU^ .

(2.7)

The spin-1 inversion profile immediately after an on-resonance rectangular selective
pulse is shown in Fig. 2.5. The spin response has many intensity lobes outside the
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Figure 2.4: Simulation of spin- 1 quantum mechanical expectation values for operators Xx
(solid), ly (dotted) and Qx (dashed) at the echo acquisition time, a) On-resonance rectan
gular 7r-pulse and b) off-resonance rectangular 7r-pulse with DSBM at Am = 10 kHz. The
inversion pulse length in both simulations was 500 fis corresponding to a RF field strength
ui = 1 kHz. The operators Xz, Qz, V x and V y are not shown because they are unobservable
and/or unexcited by the selective pulse sequence. While Qy is not shown, it is qualitatively
similar to 1ly. On this scale 0.5 is the equilibrium value for all operators except Xz which has
an equilibrium value of 0 .
central excitation region, and is far from the ideal “top hat” [1 0 2 ] profile (dashed).
For comparison the Fourier transform of the rectangular pulse envelope (dotted) is
also shown in Fig. 2.5.
In general, the response of the density matrix to applied RF pulses can only
be solved analytically for rectangular and hyperbolic secant RF pulse envelopes [79].
Thus the spin system response to pulses with amplitude, phase or frequency modula
tions must be calculated numerically by evaluating the pulse propagator for N distinct
time intervals,
Us(tv) = e~iUNtN ■■• e - * ^ e - 'Wl£l,

(2 .8 )

tj = tp. This approximation is valid if the intervals tj are sufficiently

where

short to ensure that the Hamiltonian %j does not change appreciably. To simulate an
arbitrary pulse envelope the pulse is subdivided into N intervals ( N > 100) of equal
length

(t j )

with appropriate amplitudes and phases. While amplitude, phase and
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Figure 2.5: Full quantum mechanical simulation of a rectangular inversion pulse for spin-|
(solid). The Fourier transform of the rectangular pulse envelope (dotted) and an ideal “tophat” inversion profile (dashed) are shown for comparison. The pulse length was tp = 500 fis,
corresponding to an RF amplitude of v\ = 1 kHz.
frequency modulations are easily accommodated within this formalism, only amplitude
modulated pulses will be considered in this dissertation. An amplitude modulated
inversion pulse of arbitrary shape, must satisfy the condition
N
2-Kl/ijTj = 7T.

(2.9)

i= i

This implies that on-resonance the flip angle, 0 , is determined by the total area of
the pulse [79,82].
For both I = | and 1, double sideband modulated pulses are simulated by
amplitude modulating the on-resonance pulse with an audio frequency, A m. This is
accomplished by talcing the amplitude of the j-th time increment of an unmodulated
pulse envelope, A(t), and multiplying by cos(2j7rAmr 7). According to the modulation
theorem (Eq. 2.1), the amplitude of each frequency domain sideband is half of the
amplitude of the unmodulated excitation. Physically, this implies that DSBM produces
two counter rotating RF fields with half the original intensity. Thus for a given flip
angle the amplitude of a DSBM pulse must be twice that of an on-resonance pulse.
For spin-1, both quadrupolar transitions are irradiated simultaneously during a DSBM
pulse, thus no reduction of the selective pulse amplitude by the quantum mechanical
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Figure 2.6: Normalized time domain RF pulse envelopes of half of the shaped pulses used
in this research. Pulse shapes: a) Gaussian, b) half-Gaussian, c) G3 Gaussian Cascade, d)
G3 Optimized Gaussian Cascade, e) single-lobe sine, f) 3-lobe sine, g) 5-lobe sine, h) 7-lobe
sine and i) 9-lobe sine pulse.
factor of y /l ( I + 1) [43,103,104] is necessary. To avoid finite pulse length truncation
effects in the excitation profile it is necessary to limit tp

2.2.3

5 /Am.

Shaped P u lses
In the literature shaped pulses are often classified according to their effect on

quantum mechanical spin operators [83,105]: excitation, inversion, saturation and
universal rotors. Universal rotors axe the most general class since they rotate magnet
ization about any given axis independent of the initial state of the system. Saturation
pulses equalize the state populations, without producing single quantum coherences,
and thus temporarily destroy the macroscopic magnetization. Excitation and inver
sion pulses rotate the equilibrium magnetization, I z, by | and 7r, respectively. For the
applications discussed in this dissertation, inversion pulses axe of the greatest interest
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Figure 2.7: Normalized time domain RF pulse envelope of half of the shaped pulses used
in this research. Pulse shapes: a) |-Hermite (h = 0.667), b) 7r-Hermite (h = 0.957), c)
Isosceles Triangle, d) Squared Isosceles Triangle (SIT), e) d-SNOB, f) e-SNOB, g) i2-SNOB,
h) i3-SNOB and i) r-SNOB pulse.
and subsequent discussions will focus on this type of shaped pulse.
In the solution state literature a distinction is sometimes made between analyt
ical pulse envelopes and computer optimized pulses. The sine [74,91], Gaussian [76]
and Hermite [75] pulses are derived from analytic functions while the Band-selective
Uniform Response Pure-phase (BURP) [83] and Quaternion (Q) [105] families of
pulses are computer optimized. In this chapter, both analytic and optimize pulse
shapes are evaluated for their applicability to solid state deuteron NMR. For com
pleteness all the most popular shapes were investigated and include: Gaussian, halfGaussian [94], Gaussian cascades [85], single- and multi-lobed sine, Hermite, a novel
Squared Isosceles Triangle [34] and the SNOB family of pulses [96]. The time-domain
RF amplitude of these pulses axe shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
An ideal selective inversion is characterized by complete and uniform inversion
in a narrow frequency range and negligible effects elsewhere in the spectrum; this is
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Figure 2.8: Exact quantum mechanical spin-^ response (solid) to the pulses shown in
Fig. 2.6. The Fourier transform (dotted) of the shaped pulse envelope. Inversion Profiles: a)
Gaussian, b) half-Gaussian, c) G3 Gaussian Cascade, d) G3 Optimized Gaussian Cascade,
e) single-lobe sine, f) 3-lobe sine, g) 5-lobe sine, h) 7-lobe sine and i) 9-lobe sine pulse.
often referred to as a “top hat” profile [102] (see Fig. 2.5). The inversion profile of a
rectangular pulse is far from ideal because of significant extraneous excitation outside
the selected region, as is shown in Fig. 2.5.
In the linear response regime, the excitation profile is the Fourier Transform
(FT) of the pulse envelope [106], thus Fourier theory can be a useful qualitative guide
for designing selective pulses with specific excitation profiles. However, a quantitative
description of the inversion profile requires an exact quantum mechanical calculation
of the spin response. This can be appreciated by comparing the exact spin-1 responses
to the Fourier transforms shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9.
It is clear that, compared to rectangular pulses, shaped pulses have improved
frequency inversion profiles (compare Fig. 2.5 to Figs. 2.8 and 2.9). This is primarily
because of the lack of large amplitude discontinuities in the shaped envelopes [76],
which corresponds to a smaller number of Fourier frequency components. A problem
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Figure 2.9: Exact quantum mechanical spin-1 response (solid) to the pulses shown in
Fig. 2.7. The Fourier transform (dotted) of the shaped pulse envelope. Inversion Profiles:
a) —Hermite, b) 7r-Hermite, c) Isosceles Triangle, d) Squared Isosceles Triangle (SIT), e)
d-SNOB, f) e-SNOB, g) i2-SN0B, h) i3-SNOB and i) r-SNOB pulse.
with analytic pulse shapes (Gaussian, Hermite and sine), is the large phase and amp
litude distortions across the inversion region. For spin-1 systems, these difficulties are
ameliorated by computer optimizing the pulses to obtain a more “top hat” like inver
sion profile [82,83,102,107], as is shown in Figs. 2.8d, 2.9e and 2.9h. Unfortunately,
improved profiles are generally achieved with a significant increase in the overall pulse
duration which has pernicious consequences in solid state deuteron NMR.
Bandw idth D u ration Products
In the spin-1 solution state literature, the quality of an inversion profile is often
discussed in term s of the selectivity of the pulse. The selectivity of a pulse depends
on two different criteria [105]. First, pulses which approximate the “top hat” profile,
with little extraneous excitation and a uniform inversion region, are said to be highly
selective. Typically, this criterion is of greatest interest for liquid state spectroscopy
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Table 2.1: Bandwidth Duration Products (BWDP) for the Shaped Pulses Investigated.
PULSE ENVELOPE
Rectangular
Gaussian 1
Half-Gaussian 1
Gaussian Cascade (G3)
Optimized Gaussian Cascade (G3)
Single-lobe Sine
3-lobe Sine
5-lobe Sine
7-Iobe Sine
9-lobe Sine
f-Hermite * (0.667)
7r-Hermite * (0.957)
Isosceles Triangle (IT)
Squared Isosceles Triangle (SIT)
d-SNOB
e-SNOB
i2-SNOB
i3-SNOB
r-SNOB

BWDP
1=1
1.2
2.1
1.8
44.6
21.9
2.1
8.3
9.9
16.0
17.5
7.3
11.6
1.9
2.7
32.6
2.5
7.6
12.4
7.5

I~= 2i ’
L
1.0
1.6
1.4
6.9
5.6
1.4
2.9
5.6
7.5
10.0
4.3
4.6
1.5
2.0
4.4
1.7
3.0
4.2
3.2

tBWDPs of these pulses depend slightly on the truncation of the pulse envelope.
“Literature values vary slightly due different definitions of the frequency bandwidth.
and imaging applications. A second criterion, which is often not emphasized, is the
length of time needed to produce a given frequency selectivity, this is quantified by the
bandwidth duration product (BWDP) [83,95,97,105]. The BWDP is a dimensionless constant, which allows direct comparison of different pulses envelopes without
reference to actual pulse lengths or inversion bandwidths. The larger the BWDP, the
longer the pulse must be to produce a given inversion bandwidth. For pulse shapes
considered in this dissertation, the BWDPs were calculated by multiplying the full
width at half maximum (£ in units of s ' 1) of the simulated inversion profiles by the
pulse length tp. BWDPs are listed in Table 2.1 for both 1=1 and I = |. For solid state
deuteron applications, a low BWDP is fax more important than the detailed shape of
the inversion profile. This is because in solids, the anisotropic transverse relaxation
time T 2 is short, typically on the order of a few hundred microseconds. Consequen
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tially, during a long selective pulse the magnetization dephases and full inversion is
not achieved.

2.3

Hardware

2.3.1

D S B M P u lse Shaper D esign
The schematics of the homebuilt pulse shaping unit, designed and built for this

research, are shown in Figs. 2.10. The pulse shaper is interfaced to the LIBRA pulse
programmer, and is used to generate both double sideband modulated and shaped se
lective pulses. DSBM pulses axe produced by mixing gated Larmor frequency pulses
from the RF switch with a gated audio frequency from a waveform generator. During
the quadrupolar echo detection, audio modulation is disabled by a TTL controlled
analog switch [108]. A synchronous interface (LDEC) in the pulse programmer con
trols the pulse shaping. An ASCII file of the amplitude and phase information for each
timing increment of the shaped pulse is loaded into the LDEC memory. The stored
16-bit data words axe then sequentially accessed to generate the selective pulse. The
proper RF levels axe set by routing seven bits of amplitude information to a digital at
tenuator (Daico Model DA 0897) and eight bits of phase information to a digital phase
shifter (Olektron Model O-DPS-3074). This shaping unit achieves a dynamic range of
55 dB, an amplitude resolution of 0.5 dB, phase resolution of 1.4° and a minimum tim 
ing increment of 500 ns. After shaping, the overall amplitude of the pulse is fine timed
with an analog electronic attenuator. Using this hardware unit arbitrarily complex
pulse waveforms can be generated. This design is particularly versatile because of the
independence of DSBM and pulse shaping; i.e. a single pulse shape file (amplitude
and phase data) can be used for any pulse length, RF field strength and modulation
frequency. Limitations in the original design restrict modulation frequencies, A m <
100 kHz. An improved design, with an better analog switch, is underdevelopment and
should extend this range to much higher modulation frequencies.
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Figure 2.10: Schematics of home built pulse shaping unit. The unit has a dynamic range
of 55 dB, an amplitude resolution of 0.5 dB, phase resolution of 1.4° and minimum timing
resolution of 500 ns. The range of modulation frequencies is Am = 1 - 100 kHz.
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2.3.2

Fidelity, C alibration and O peration
In order to pinpoint sources of non-linearity and waveform distortions the fidel

ity of the system was checked before and after final amplification. The spectrometer
receiver was used to digitize the R F output [109,110] from the DSBM pulse shaping
unit. For high power RF pulses, the signal from a small, single-loop pickup coil in
the probe was digitized. The fidelity of the system was evaluated by comparing the
theoretical pulse envelope to the digitized RF. The theoretical envelope of an unmod
ulated 3-lobe sine pulse (tp = 1.25 ms) is compared with the RF output produced by
both the pulse shaping unit, and the high power amplifier, in Fig. 2.11a. The same
compaxison is made in Fig. 2.11b for an identical pulse with DSBM at Am = 20 kHz.
After amplification, the fidelity of the DSBM RF pulse is not as impressive as the
unmodulated RF pulse, but is still perfectly acceptable.
The operation of the pulse shaper is simplified by construction of a calibration
table, which relates inversion pulse lengths to RF voltage levels and hardware settings.
For a given flip angle 0 and pulse length tp, each shaped pulse has a different maximum
RF voltage (ufmaar). There is a constant ratio (£) between the maximum voltages of
the shaped and an equivalent rectangular pulse (u[max), v \ max = £ v[max. This ratio
is calculated from the areas of the shaped (As) and rectangular (Ar ) pulse envelopes,
C = £ l . „ . . .

(2-10)

for pulses (i) of equal maximum amplitudes t>[max and length tp but unequal flip angles
0 ‘. For any desired pulse shape a conversion table can be constructed, by calculating
the ratio £ and measuring the voltage as a function of pulse length for a rectangular
pulse. The correct RF level is set by calculating the value of ufmax for a given pulse
length and then checking the conversion table for the proper hardware setting. The
ratio £ for the pulses investigated and an example conversion table for on-resonance
pulses is given in Appendix C. Due to mixer imbalances during DSBM mode operation
the RF voltage output is slightly reduced in compaxison to on-resonance mode. Thus,
a separate conversion table is necessaxy for DSBM, and is also included in Appendix
C.
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time
Figure 2.11: The RF fidelity of the DSBM pulse shaping unit was checked by digitizing
a 3-lobe sine RF pulse with the spectrometer receiver. After final amplification, the RF is
detected using a pickup coil in the probe, (a) Unmodulated theoretical profile (solid) overlaid
with RF produced by the DSBM pulse shaping unit (dashed) and after final amplification
(dotted), the pulse length tp = 1.25 ms. (b) Identical fidelity checks as (a) but for a DSBM
pulse with modulation frequency Am = 20 kHz.
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2.4

Results and D iscussion
Experimental verification of the inversion profiles produced by shaped pulses,

DANTE and DSBM was carried out on polycrystalline dimethylsulfone-d6 (DMS), at
ambient temperature (295 K). The DMS was recrystallized from methanol and packed
in a 5 mm glass NMR sample tube. The relaxation parameters of DMS axe typical of
solid state deuteron NMR: an anisotropic T i z range of 10 - 15 ms, an anisotropic T iq
range of 8 - 15 ms, an anisotropic T 2 range of 300 - 800 /xs. In addition, a slow two-site
motion occurs which at ambient temperature has a correlation time of approximately
10 ms.
Experimental parameters common to all spectra presented in this chapter are:
a 1.6 fxs non-selective |-pulse length corresponding to a RF field strength,

=

156.3 kHz, quadrupolar echo pulse spacing r = 60 (is, spectral width of ±120 kHz,
2048 acquisition points, 1024 scans and a recycle delay of 100 ms. Typically, the
selective pulse length ranges from tp = 200 (is - 2 ms, corresponding to average field
strengths of 1/1 = 2.5 kHz - 250 Hz. In principle, the eight step phase cycle of the
quadrupolar echo detection [33] is sufficient to suppress unwanted coherences gen
erated by the selective pulse. In practice, additional phase cycling of the selective
pulse is performed (8 steps in 45° increments) resulting in a 64 step overall phase
cycle. In order to simplify the evaluation and comparison of the inversion profiles all
experimental results are displayed as difference spectra; where the selectively inver
ted lineshape is subtracted from an equilibrium spectrum. The intensity of a powder
pattern is not a uniform function of frequency, thus in most figures an equilibrium
spectrum is overlaid to assist in interpretation of the spectral intensities.

2 .4 .1

DANTE
In liquid state NMR, the decision of whether to implement selective inversion

using a DANTE pulse train or a weak shaped pulse is usually a matter of experimental
convenience [76]. DANTE pulses are more common than DSBM or shaped soft pulses
because in the past many spectrometers did not have programmable RF amplitude
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control. Since DANTE sequences use high RF power and only require pulse width
and timing control they are simpler to implement. However, most new spectrometer
have programmable RF amplitude control and therefore implementation of DSBM and
shaped soft pulses is straight forward.
Some limitations of DANTE pulse trains make DSBM a better choice for deu
teron powder patterns. Recording undistorted deuteron wideline spectra requires the
use of short, high power pulses at relatively low Larmor frequencies. These exper
imental conditions reduce the effectiveness of DANTE in two ways. First, at low
Larmor frequencies pulse rise and fall times significantly distort the shape and phase
of the very short pulses. This interferes with coherent control of the magnetization
and phase cycling. At low Larmor frequencies the minimum pulse length is limited
to a few hundred nanoseconds, and this severely restricts the number of pulses used
in a DANTE train. Since the total length of the DANTE pulse train determines the
frequency selectivity, this corresponds to a constraint on the selectivity. Secondly,
sidebands occur at frequency offsets equal to the reciprocal of the DANTE pulse
separation, t r . In wideline spectra these multiple sidebands produces unwanted excit
ations. To avoid these, the pulse spacing t r of the DANTE pulses must be decreased
until the condition t~l > Uqax is satisfied. Since the number of pulses is limited, and
the pulse spacing must be small, the frequency selectivity of the DANTE sequence is
further constrained.
To illustrate the effects of short pulses at low Larmor frequencies, simulated
inversion profiles and experimental difference spectra for on-resonance DANTE se
quences of total length tp = 500 fis and flip angle ir are shown in Fig. 2.12. In the
center of the spectrum (vq = 0) the simulations show little difference between a 16
pulse (200 ns </?-pulses) or 32 pulse (100 ns y?-pulses) selective DANTE sequence.
However, the 16 step sequence produces undesired sidebands at ±33 kHz. Experi
mentally, due to unavoidable pulse imperfections, the 32 step sequence produces sig
nificantly poorer inversion than the 16 step, and this is shown in Fig. 2.12b. This
pulse imperfection problem can be compensated for by replacing each <p pulse with
two longer pulses applied back-to-back. The first pulse in the pair is a x-pulse of flip
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Figure 2.12: On-resonance DANTE, (a) simulated inversion profiles and (b) experimental differ
ence spectra, showing the effect of short pulse lengths and number of pulses on DANTE ^--sequences.
Three DANTE x-pulses of total duration 500 /rs are shown: a DANTE sequence comprised of 16
pulses (long dashes), with 200 ns impulses, t r = 31.25 /is and unwanted sidebands at « ±33 kHz; a
32 pulse sequence (dashed), with 100 ns impulses, t r = 15.6 fis and no unwanted sidebands; and a
32 pulse back-and-forth sequence (solid), with 100 ns net impulses, t r = 15.6 ps and no unwanted
sidebands. The back-and-forth pulse pairs are implemented using 500 ns x-pulses followed by 400 ns
x-pulses. The effective pulse length of 100 ns results in a net flip angle x /3 2 per pulse pair. With
100 ns timing resolution, thirty two pulses is the maximum number possible since the hard x-pulse
length is 3.2 fis. The experimental equilibrium spectrum (dotted) is shown for visual comparison of
intensities and efficiencies.
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angle 0 ± <p (0 » ip) while the second pulse is a x-pulse of flip angle 0 [102, 111].
The improved inversion efficiency of this back-and-forth technique is demonstrated
experimentally in Fig. 2.12b.
Off-resonance DANTE sequences are even more restricted than on-resonance
sequences. The main problem with using a single DANTE train to simultaneously
invert both off-resonance transitions, is the inevitable excitation of unwanted side
bands. This is particularly significant for deuteron powder patterns because of their
large spectral width. An example of the constraints inherent in off-resonance DANTE
sequences is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. This shows the inversion profile produced by a
1 ms long, 20 step, back-and-forth DANTE sequence applied at 10 kHz off-resonance
(the carrier frequency was cycled between u = u0 + A and u = vQ —A to remove
spectral artifacts). Since the pulse repetition time is tr = 50 y s, this sequence pro
duces symmetric inversions at A = ±10 kHz and undesired sidebands at A = ±30,
±50, ... kHz. In liquids, interleaved double-DANTE sequences have been shown to
remedy this extraneous sideband problem [84]. Unfortunately, preliminary spin-1 sim
ulations of the double-DANTE sequence indicate that it does not produce the expected
symmetric inversion profile. Because of this failure and the increased complexity of
implementation, interleaved sequences are not a satisfactory solution to the problem
of off-resonance inversion in solid state deuteron NMR.
A final disadvantage of DANTE is that because of the limited number of pulses,
the improved frequency selectivity resulting from shaping the DANTE pulses is dif
ficult to realize practically. To shape a pulse in a DANTE sequence it is necessary
to modulate the RF power during the pulse. This can be accomplished in two ways:
using a pulse width modulated DANTE (PWM-D) where the individual pulse flip
angles, <p, vary for a constant pulse separation; or by using pulse separation modu
lated DANTE (PSM-D) where the pulse separation is varied for a constant flip angle
pulse, tp. For on-resonance Gaussian pulses of tp = 500 /zs, simulations for both the
PWM-D (solid) and PSM-D (dotted) techniques are shown in Fig. 2.14. The PWM-D
sequence produces the expected Gaussian inversion profile, with unwanted sidebands
at ±16, ±32, ... kHz due to the constant pulse spacing tr = 62.5ys. However, the
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F igure 2.13: Off-resonance DANTE, (a) simulated inversion profiles and (b) experimental dif
ference spectra, showing constrains due to multiple inversion regions. Inversion at A = ±10 kHz
requires application of the DANTE sequence 10 kHz off-resonance with a t r = 5 0 fis. Back-and-forth
DANTE pulse pairs were used and were implemented as 500 ns x-pulses followed by 400 ns x-pulses.
The net pulse length of 100 ns results in a flip angle of 7r/32 per pulse pair. Inversion is incomplete,
since to ensure a 1 ms pulse sequence only 20 back-and-forth pulse pairs (© = 5rr/8) are used instead
of 32 pairs ( 0 = w ) . To reduce spectral artifacts it is necessary to alternate the carrier frequency of
the DANTE sequence between i/„+10 kHz and z/o-10 kHz. Undesired sidebands are seen at ±30 kHz
due to the periodicity of the DANTE excitations. An equilibrium spectrum (dotted) is shown for
visual comparison of intensities and efficiencies.
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Figure 2.14: Simulations of the pulse width modulated (solid) and pulse spacing modulated
(dotted) DANTE sequences. Both simulations are of tp = 500 /is, on-resonance Gaussian
inversion pulses. The PSM-D technique produces large amounts of unwanted excitation
throughout the spectrum.
PSM-D sequence simulation shows extraneous excitations through out the spectrum.
The varying pulse spacings tr produces scattered excitations, which interfere with the
selective inversion.
Due to the limitations of DANTE sequences, double sideband modulated
(DSBM) pulses were developed and used for off-resonance selective inversions. The
primary advantage is the elimination of the extraneous sidebands. Furthermore, be
cause frequency mixing and pulse shaping can be implemented independently, shaping
DSBM pulses is easy.

2.4.2

S hap ed Pulse Inversion Profiles
The spin-1 on-resonance simulated inversion profiles and experimental dif

ference spectra for the shaped pulses investigated (see Section 2.2.3) are shown in
Figs. 2.15 - 2.20. In order to facilitate correct interpretation of intensity differences,
an equilibrium powder pattern lineshape is overlaid on the difference spectra. All
the inversion pulse profiles shown in Figs. 2.15 - 2.20 axe from selective pulses with
identical lengths, tp = 500 /is, which is comparable to the average transverse relax
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ation time T 2 of DMS. The agreement between simulated and experimental data is
excellent. For shorter pulse lengths (tp < 500

fis)

the different pulse envelopes pro

duce inversion profiles which axe easily distinguished. For longer pulse lengths, (not
shown) T 2 relaxation reduces the overall inversion efficiency and removes some subtle
differences between inversion profiles.
The inversion profile of a rectangular pulse is shown in Fig. 2.15a. It has a
narrow inversion profile with a moderate amount of extraneous excitation off-resonance
(particularly obvious near the (3 = 90° edge of the powder pattern, at ±20 kHz). In
principle, rectangular pulses have the smallest BWDP, and thus for a fixed pulse
length they produce inversion over the narrowest frequency range, i.e. they have the
highest frequency selectivity. Any extraneous excitation can contribute to systematic
errors in extracting motional rates from SI experiments, and thus one of the goals
of this survey is to identify shaped pulses which minimize extraneous excitations.
The inversion profiles of the Gaussian and half-Gaussian envelopes are shown in Fig.
2.15b and 2.15c respectively; compared to the rectangular pulse both shapes have
significantly reduced extraneous excitation. Due to the larger BWDP of the Gaussian
and half-Gaussian pulses, the inverted frequency region is slightly larger than that of
the rectangular pulse. This slight decrease in frequency selectivity is of no consequence
in most applications. Inversion profiles of two Gaussian cascade pulses [107] are shown
in Fig. 2.16a and 2.16b. While both pulses produce good selective inversion for sp in -|
(see Fig. 2.8c and 2.8d), they produce unacceptable inversion profiles for 1=1. Similar
observations have been reported for a dipolar coupled spin-| system [93].
The simulated inversion profile and experimental difference spectrum of a
single-lobe sine pulse are shown in Fig. 2.16c. The small BWDP and clean in
version profile makes the single-lobe sine an excellent choice for solid state selective
inversion experiments. The significant differences between the single- and multi-lobe
sine pulses can be appreciated by comparing Fig. 2.16c to Figs. 2.17a-c and 2.18a.
The multi-lobed sine pulses have large BWDPs and poor spin-1 inversion profiles;
this makes them unacceptable for most solid state experiments.
Hermite pulse envelopes are constructed by multiplying a Hermite polynomial
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Figure 2.15: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) rectangular, (b) Gaussian and (c)
half-Gaussian. All pulses have a tp = 500 /zs and an on-resonance flip angle of 7r. Equilibrium
spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and
experiments are identical.
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Figure 2.16: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) G3 Gaussian Cascade, (b) G3o and
(c) single-lobe sine. All pulses have a tp = 500 ps and an on-resonance flip angle of 7r.
Equilibrium spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the
simulations and experiments are identical.
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Figure 2.17: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) 3-Iobe sine, (b) 5-lobe sine and (c)
7-lobe sine. All pulses have a tp = 500 [is and an on-resonance flip angle of it. Equilibrium
spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and
experiments are identical.
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Figure 2.18: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) 9-lobe sine, (b) |-Hermite and (c)
7r-Hermite. All pulses have a tp = 500 fjs and an on-resonance flip angle of ir. Equilibrium
spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and
experiments are identical.
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by a Gaussian. Their time domain amplitude [75] is described by
A{t) = {I - ht2)e-l\

(2.11)

where for sp in -|, /i=0.667 for —pulses and h=0.957 for 7r-pulses. Inversion profiles
and difference spectra of the 7r- and |-H erm ite pulses axe shown in Fig. 2.18b and Fig.
2.18c, respectively. The performance of the Hermite pulses is better than multi-lobe
sine pulses or Gaussian cascades. Nevertheless, because pulses with better inversion
profiles exist the Hermite pulses axe of limited utility.
In the liquid state literature computer optimized pulses have been proposed to
improve upon the performance of analytic pulses [69]. For sp in -|, many of the com
puter optimized pulses [83,107,112] have inversion profiles which closely resemble the
ideal “top hat”, as is demonstrated in Figs. 2.8d, 2.9e and 2.9h. However, most of the
optimized pulses have BWDPs that axe significantly larger than either the Gaussian
or single-lobe sine (see Table 2.1). A subclass of the popular computer optimized
BURP pulses [83], the SNOB1 pulses [96] axe included in this survey because of their
relatively low BWDPs. It is important to note that the SNOB pulses were optimized
for spin-1 systems using a Bloch equation formalism. While, this is obviously inappro
priate for spin-1, the preliminary deuteron results were not promising and therefore
reoptimization was not attempted. The five SNOB pulses reported in Ref. [96] were
evaluated. The e-SNOB pulse produces an adequate spin-1 inversion profile, as is
illustrated in Fig. 2.19c. The performance of the other four SNOB pulses was poor,
as shown in Figs 2.19b and 2.20a-c. In light of this, the success of the e-SNOB pulse
is surprising and is probably attributable to its close resemblance to a time shifted
Gaussian.
For sp in -| systems, simulations have shown that a triangular pulse has an ac
ceptable inversion profile [95], as shown in Fig 2.9c. This is not particularly surprising
since a triangle crudely approximates a Gaussian or a single-lobe sine. In fact, squar
ing the amplitude of the isosceles triangle pulse improves its spin-1 inversion profile.
The time-domain pulse envelope of this Squared Isosceles Triangle (SIT) pulse is
1Selective excitatioN fOr Biochemical (SNOB) applications.
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Figure 2.19: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp) are
shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) SIT, (b) d-SNOB and (c) e-SNOB. All
pulses have a tp = 500 /xs and an on-resonance flip angle of it. Equilibrium spectra (dotted)
are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and experiments are
identical.
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Figure 2.20: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for on-resonance shaped inversion pulses: (a) i2-SNOB, (b) i3-SNOB and (c)
r-SNOB. All pulses have a tp = 500 /zs and an on-resonance flip angle of w. Equilibrium
spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and
experiments are identical.
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shown in Fig. 2.7d, and is described mathematically by
(

0 < t < lf

5)

( 2 . 12 )

4 (1 - i )

Not surprisingly the SIT and Gaussian pulses perform similarly, as is demonstrated
by comparing Fig. 2.19a and 2.15b, with the SIT pulse BWDP only 30% larger than
that of a Gaussian.
Perfect, distortion free inversion corresponds to Xz = —I z(oo), with all other op
erators equal to zero. The generation of coherences or populations other than Zeeman
order produces nonlinear phase dispersions, which should be minimized or suppressed
by phase cycling. Both the Gaussian and SIT pulses produce less extraneous pop
ulations and coherences than the rectangular or half-Gaussian pulses, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.21. While, the SIT and Gaussian pulses produce similar amounts of single
quantum coherence Zy, the SIT pulse distributes it over a larger frequency region.
This should result in less phase dispersion which may be advantageous in certain
situations.
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Figure 2.21: Simulation of the imaginary channel signal (Zy) for (a) rectangular, (b) Gaus
sian, (c) half-Gaussian and (d) SIT pulses. The SIT and Gaussian pulses distribute equal
amounts of Zy across somewhat different ranges of frequencies. The anti-phase magnetization
Qy shows similar behavior.
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For the spin-1 deuteron, the range of validity of the Fourier linearity condition
was investigated using a multi-lobed sine pulse. For a 1 ms 7-lobe sine pulse, the
on-resonance excitation profiles are plotted as a function of flip angle in Fig. 2.22.
For small flip angle pulses, the Fourier linearity condition is approximately valid,
and a rectangular excitation profile is observed for both experiment and simulation.
However, as the pulse flip angle (RF field strength) is increased the breakdown in
linear response is evident. With increasing flip angle, larger undulations appear in
the inversion profile and these are far more pronounced for 1=1 than for I = | systems
(compare Fig. 2.22 with Fig. 2.8h). Analogous effects can be observed for pulses of
constant flip angle as a function of pulse length (not shown).
From the preceding analysis and discussion it is clear that the Gaussian, halfGaussian, single-lobe sine, SIT and e-SNOB shaped pulses are the most promising
for solid state deuteron spectroscopy. The remaining pulses have severe limitations,
primarily because of poor inversion profiles and/or large BWDPs. The shaped pulses
with the poorest spin-1 inversion profiles all have time domain envelopes with periods
of negative intensity. It is likely, that during these periods the creation and precession
of anti-phase magnetization results in the unacceptable spin-1 inversion profiles. Thus
it is concluded that simple pulse shapes are best. The salient features of a good spin-1
shaped selective pulse envelope are: a large central lobe with a gradually changing
RF intensity profile and no regions of negative intensity.

2.4.3

D ou b le Sideband M odulation
In order to get reliable and accurate dynamical information from SI experi

ments, it is essential to be able to selectively invert any frequency (orientation) in the
powder lineshape. Thus it is very important to verify that shaped pulses can be suc
cessfully double sideband modulated. Simulated inversion profiles and experimental
difference spectra of the most promising double sideband modulated shaped pulses
are shown in Fig. 2.23 and 2.24, for Am = 10 kHz and tp = 1 ms. As expected, the
agreement between the simulations and experiments is very good. Selective inversion
of small sets of spins with any desired orientation is thus possible. This allows the
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Figure 2.22: The flip angle dependence of spin-1 excitation profiles for on-resonance 7-lobe
sine pulse, (a) simulated inversion profiles and (b) experimental difference spectra. The RF
pulse amplitude v\ was varied for a constant pulse length tp = 1 ms. The flip angles shown are
approximately: j (long dashed), j (dotted), y (dashed),
(solid) and ir (dotted-dashed).
In (b) an equilibrium spectrum (dotted) is shown for visual comparison of intensities and
efficiencies.
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Figure 2.23: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for off-resonance DSBM shaped inversion pulses: (a) rectangular, (b) Gaussian
and (c) half-Gaussian. All pulses have a t v = 1 ms, an off-resonance flip angle of i t and
modulation frequency Am = 10 kHz. Equilibrium spectra (dotted) are superimposed as
a reference. The vertical scales of the simulations and experiments are identical and any
intensity discrepancies are due to T 2 effects.
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Figure 2.24: Simulated inversion profiles (sim) and experimental difference spectra (exp)
are shown for off-resonance DSBM shaped inversion pulses: (a) single-lobe sine, (b) SIT and
(c) e-SNOB. All pulses have a tp = 1 ms, an off-resonance flip angle of 7r and modulation
frequency Am = 10 kHz. Equilibrium spectra (dotted) are superimposed as a reference. The
vertical scales of the simulations and experiments are identical and any intensity discrepancies
are due to T 2 effects.
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determination of the motional trajectory from selective inversion experiments.
Compared with the tp = 500 fis on-resonance pulses, the
shown in Figs.

1

ms DSBM pulses,

2.23 and 2.24, have a somewhat lower inversion efficiency. This

is a consequence of the fast anisotropic T 2 relaxation. The rapid degradation of
inversion efficiency (both on- and off-resonance), makes pulse lengths comparable to
T 2 ineffective. In Chapter 4 it will be shown that the maximum efficiency of a

1

ms long

pulse is approximately 0.6. The conflict between enhanced frequency selectivity and
decreased inversion efficiency is a major factor in selecting pulse shapes and lengths.
Short, low BWDP pulses are generally the best choice unless frequency selectivity is
an overriding concern.
L im ita tio n s

One fundamental limitation of dual-frequency off-resonance excitation is the
interference of the two excitation profiles as they approach one another [113]. To
demonstrate how this restricts the application of DSBM close to resonance, a

2

ms

long, DSBM, 7-lobe sine, |-pulse was used. The simulations (Fig. 2.25a) indicate a
net —excitation when the profiles do not overlap, and full inversion when the pulse
is on-resonance and overlap is complete. It is expected that, on-resonance the sum
of the two counter-rotating DSBM components will have an amplitude equivalent to
a 7r-pulse. However, this is not observed experimentally. As the DSBM frequency
is reduced to zero the two inversion profiles appear to interfere destructively, rather
than constructively (Fig. 2.25b). The discrepancy between experiment and simulation
is not related to limitations of linear response theory; the simulations included the
nonlinear spin response. The most obvious origin for this difference is neglect of
dipolar interactions, relaxation and spin diffusion in the simulations.
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Figure 2.25: Excitation profiles of a 2 ms, 7-lobe sine pulse as a function of DSBM frequency:
(a) simulated profiles and (b) experimental difference spectra. DSBM frequencies, Am, are:
0.5 kHz (dotted-dashed), 2.5 kHz (dotted), 5.0 kHz (solid), 10.0 kHz (dashed) and 15.0 kHz
(long-dashed). Equilibrium spectrum (dotted) is shown for visual comparison of intensities
and efficiencies.
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2.5

Conclusions
For the deuteron, the quantum mechanics of spin- 1 has profound effects on

the inversion profiles produced by shaped pulses. Comparison of simulated inversion
profiles and experimental difference spectra, show that many pulses developed and
used routinely for spin-| systems are not suitable for selective inversion in solid state
deuteron NMR. Simple pulse envelopes and small BWDPs were found to produce the
best profiles and adequate frequency selectivity for most applications. These include
the rectangular, Gaussian, half-Gaussian, single-lobe sine, SIT and e-SNOB shaped
pulses. To be successful, computer optimization of shaped pulses for spin - 1 would
require strong constraints which limit the pulse length, creation of quadrupolar order
and avoid negative intensity regions.
For solid state deuteron NMR successful implementation of off-resonance select
ive inversion requires dual-frequency symmetric excitation, and is best accomplished
with double sideband modulated (DSBM) pulses. Off-resonance inversion with DSBM
is more versatile than DANTE because the frequency offset and pulse selectivity can
be independently controlled. Furthermore, no unwanted excitation sidebands are pro
duced by DSBM pulses. Thus the capability to selectively invert sets of deuterons
with any desired orientation is achieved, which will be shown to be of great utility in
the investigation of molecular motion.
In polycrystalline solids, the selection of acceptable selective pulse shapes is
further compromised by the short, anisotropic T 2 relaxation times and the effects of
motion during the pulse. During the weak inversion pulse spin-spin relaxation results
in dephasing and motion alters the frequency of the selectively inverted magnetization.
These effects strongly favor low BWDP pulses; typically those with BW DP > 3 are
inappropriate for solid state deuteron NMR applications. For an average T 2 value of
a few hundred microseconds, the tradeoff between frequency selectivity and inversion
efficiency results in an optimal selective pulse length tp ~ 500 fj.s, corresponding to a
vi « l kHz.
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Chapter 3
Molecular M otion
So fax this dissertation has focused on the state of the spin-1 density m atrix
during NMR experiments, i.e. preparation of various orders and coherences, and the
detection of these states via conversion to single quantum coherences. Information
about molecular motion cannot be obtained without extending this formalism to ac
count for the effects of dynamical processes on the evolution of the density matrix,
and correspondingly on the observed spectra. The stochastic Liouville equation (SLE)
formalism provides an ideal framework for this purpose.
The choice of experimental technique depends on the rate of motion (k ) in
the system under investigation. Typically, three motional regimes are defined: slow,
intermediate and fast. For slow rates (k < 104 s-1 ) deuteron spectra appear to be
“static”, i.e. insensitive to moleculax motion. In this regime magnetization transfer
is used to study the motion. In the intermediate regime (104 < k < 108 s-1), the
appearance of the spectrum is highly sensitive to the rate and trajectory. In this
case simulations of the lineshape provide detailed information about the motional rate
and trajectory. For fast rates, k > 108 s-1, the lineshape is also “static” . In the
fast regime, motional information is obtained by comparison of the predicted and
measured anisotropic Zeeman and quadrupole order spin-lattice relaxation times (T iz
and T ig). In this chapter, the slow, intermediate and fast motional regimes, and the
corresponding experimental techniques used in each regime, will be described in terms
of the SLE. Because of their relevance to the experiments described in this thesis most
of the discussion will focus on the slow and intermediate motional regimes. A cursory
description of the fast motion regime will be given at the end of the chapter.
74
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3.1

Stochastic Liouville Equation
A complete description of the time evolution of the spin density operator

(which accounts for spin dynamics, relaxation and motion) requires the solution of
the Liouville-von Neumann equation [24]
= -U p W , H(t)\.

(3.1)

If the motion is Markovian, the Liouville-von Neumann equation can be rewritten in
a Liouville superoperator notation as follows,
J t p (t)

= c \ p ( t ) - p(oo)] =

(«n + r>\ p ( t )

-

/>MI-

(3.2)

where p(oo) is the equilibrium spin density m atrix and C is the time independent
Liouville operator [24]. The superoperator f2 is determined from the commutation of
the density matrix p(t) with the time independent Hamiltonian Ho, and T is the relax
ation superoperator. This is the Stochastic Liouville equation (SLE). The inclusion of
the equilibrium density matrix ensures that the solution relaxes back to equilibrium.
Thus the SLE can be thought of as a generalization of the famous Bloch equations.
This matrix equation represents a set of coupled, first-order differential equations for
the density matrix elements. In deriving the SLE three assumptions have been made;
that thecoupling between the spins and the lattice is weak, that thelattice

remains

in thermal equilibrium at all times and that the motion is Markovian, i.e. a random
stationary process.
Due to the generality of the SLE, it can be used to describe any type of motion
over an enormous range of rates. However, construction of the appropriate relaxation
superoperator, T, is a non-trivial task. Difficulties arise in finding a relaxation su
peroperator which accurately represents the motion of the system under investigation.
Often it is necessaxy to use a model and make simplifying approximations at the ex
pense of generality. A general formalism for constructing T, which is valid over a wide
range of rates and trajectories of molecular motion [24], is reviewed in this section.
In following sections, subsets of the SLE relevant to particular motional regimes will
be discussed in greater detail.
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Assuming that a molecule jumps instantaneously between N sites (i , j , k , • • •)
with corresponding residence times ( r ^ , r ^ , r ^ , • • •), the complete spin density su
peroperator is constructed as a direct product of the individual spin density matrices
for each site,
(2 )
p = pW © pw
© • • • p',<JV)

(3.3)

The dimension of this matrix is N D P, where Dp is the dimension of the individual spin
density matrices pW (as described in Section 1.5). In the absence of motion between
sites, the time evolution of an individual site j can be described by
—pW =

C^\p^\t)

—p^(oo)].

(3.4)

For the spin-1, it is convenient to arrange the elements of the density matrix, pmn,
into a column vector,
pU)

,(i) -

(3.5)

M«
M (l ]

Where V ^ represents the populations of the three eigenstates of the spin in site j
Pu - P u ( ° ° )
pU ) =

Pm - P

while the magnetization vectors,

(3.6)

Pm ~ Pm(°°)
m

( oo)

contain the off-diagonal density m atrix ele

ments and represent phase coherences between eigenstates,

ft1?
and
d?

=

d?

(3.7)

. d? .

Using a secular approximation [24,114] it is possible to decouple the coherence equa
tions from the population equations: this is justified because off-diagonal elements of
the relaxation superoperator T are negligible if they connect density m atrix elements
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with different precession frequencies. For the quadrupolar Hamiltonian the complete
SLE is
-p(i)
L

dt

M%)

—iuJi Z

'p(J)

iuiiZi

0

M y

—iuiTi

-iu>w - rlj)

iui\Z
=

M {i ]

(3.8)

M l( ]

where the collection of submatrices on the right hand side of the equality is the Liouville
supermatrix for site j ( C ^ ) . The submatrix Z describes the coupling to an RF field
of phase x and strength i/i = Wi/27r,

Z = ~7=
V2

and

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

(3.9)

is a diagonal matrix of site j precession frequencies (in units of rad s-1)

for the single {P121P23)

double (p^ ) quantum coherences [24]. The sub matrix

contains the transition probabilities between the three spin eigenstates
|I r = +1 > , |2 > = \XZ = 0 >, and |3 > =

W U) =

-

1

( |1

»

#m i

#1122

#1133

#2211

#2222

#2233

#3311

#3322

#3333

;

where Rpqr3 axe specific matrix elements of the relaxation superoperator, T.
submatrix

> =

(3.10)

The

contains the relaxation rates for the phase coherences
^1212

#1223

0

#2312

#2323

0

0

0

#1313

■pO
)_

12 —

(3.11)

The N-site SLE is obtained by: organizing the density matrices pW of the individual
sites j into a giant column vector, constructing the block diagonal N-site Liouville
superoperator (C) with the site specific Liouville superoperators on the diagonal and
including exchange matrices
to account for motion which explicitly connect the
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exchange coupled sites i and j ,
' p(i) '

d
dt

’

' p(i)

+ K(1,1)

p
(2
)

K
(2-l)

:

;

:

K ^ -1)

rW)

p
(*>

.

£<
a
>
+K
<
2-2
>

Kf2-*)

p
(2
)

:

;
p
(*>

The exact form of the phenomenological rate matrices

depend on the vagaries of

a particular motional model. It is assumed that no spin flips occur during the motion,
thus sites with different spin component quantum numbers are not connected and
the K ^’') matrices are diagonal. The condition of detailed balance requires that the
each element of the diagonal exchange matrix

equal the negative sum of all the

off-diagonal exchange elements in the corresponding row (or column) of the Liouville
supermatrix [24].
Solving the N-site SLE for more than two sites is a daunting task. Fortunately
it is rarely necessary to solve the complete N-site SLE: the secular approximation
.

.

decouples the population (V) and the phase coherence (M.±) equations. Thus it is
possible to consider only a particular subset of the N-site SLE, instead of the complete
equation. The remainder of this chapter describes solutions for given SLE subsets,
which are relevant to specific solid state deuteron NMR experiments.

3.1.1

R elaxation R ates
If motional information is to be obtained from real materials a connection

between the mathematical formalism of the SLE and experimentally measured quant
ities must be made. This connection is between measurable relaxation rates (trans
verse, R2 = T j 1, Zeeman order, Riz = T a n d quadrupolar order, Riq = T jg) and
the elements of the super matrices T 2 and W . By measuring the anisotropic relaxation
times and comparing them to the values predicted by specific models, information is
obtained about the rate and trajectory of the molecular motion.
The decay of transverse magnetization is related to the elements of the trans
verse relaxation superoperator ^ and the exchange matrices

This decay is

governed by spin-spin interactions, which result in the loss of phase coherence, and
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is equivalent to the decay of one quantum off-diagonal elements in the density mat
rix. The loss of phase coherence has both irreversible and reversible components.
The latter accounts for the ability to refocus magnetization in the quadrupolar echo
sequence. Nevertheless, in a relatively short period of time

(< 1

ms in solids) irre

versible processes dissipate most phase coherences. The quadrupolar echo sequence
can be performed as a function of the pulse spacing, r, to measure the anisotropic
transverse relaxation rate R2 . The decay of transverse magnetization is described
phenomenologically by the equation
( M , y ( r ) ) = ( M „ ( 0 ) > e - ^ T- = { M xy[ 0 ) ) e ~ 2R2T,

(3 .13 )

where {M.xy) = Tr{pX+} represents the detected magnetization (single quantum co
herences) and

t

is the quadrupolar echo pulse spacing.

Spin-lattice relaxation of quadrupolar and Zeeman orders can be related to lin
ear combinations of elements in the transition probability matrix W . Unlike spin-spin
interactions, spin-lattice processes which change eigenstate populations are always ir
reversible. The non-selective inversion recovery (IRQE) sequence, performed as a
function of the relaxation delay, t , (between the w inversion pulse and the quadru
polar echo detection) is used to measure the anisotropic Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation
rate Riz- The decay of Zeeman order is described by the phenomenological equation,
< X .(t)) = ( I . M ) - [ ( 1 .( 0 0 ) )

- (Z.(0 ))]e~e(Tlz =

( 1 .(0 0 ) ) - [(I.(o o )> - (Z .( 0 ) ) ] < r R>z ‘ .

(3.14)

Where (Z2 (0)) is the initial value of the inverted Zeeman order after the 7r-pulse and
(Zz(oo)) is the thermal equilibrium value.
The broadband Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB) sequence, performed as a function
of the relaxation delay, t , is used to measure the anisotropic quadrupolar order spinlattice relaxation rate R iq . The decay of quadrupolar order is described phenomeno
logically by
( S .( t) ) = (Q.(0))e- t ^Tl£J = ( S .( 0 ))e-R"Jt,

(3.15)

where (Q 2 (0 )) is the initial value of the quadrupolar order, and the thermal equilibrium
value is zero.
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The anisotropic relaxation rates (or times) axe obtained by fitting the intensities
of partially relaxed spectra, to the appropriate expression listed above, at a variety
of quadrupolar frequencies across the lineshape. A modified Marquardt-Levenberg
algorithm is used to do a two parameter fit for R 2 and Rxq and a three parameter
fit for R iz. The fitting procedure provides confidence limits (one standard deviation)
for each parameter, and reported uncertainties for the anisotropic relaxation times
are determined by error propagation [115]. The error limits do not include potential
systematic errors, but only measure the statistical scatter of the individual points from
the best fit line (Eqs. 3.13-3.15).
For deuterons, Markovian processes result in random reorientations of the elec
tric field gradient tensor. These random reorientations produce relaxation by stim
ulating transitions between spin states. The frequency distribution of the power of
these EFG fluctuations [116] is characterized by the spectral densities of motion (a
more precise description of the spectral densities of motion is given in Section 3.4).
The relaxation rate depends on spectral density at the Larmor frequency. Generally
speaking, if the fluctuation rate is either very fast or very slow compared to the Lar
mor frequency the relaxation rate will be slow, since few fluctuation will have the
appropriate frequency components to induce stimulated emission. When the motional
rate is comparable to the Larmor frequency the relaxation rate is fast, because sig
nificantly more of the fluctuations will have the appropriate frequency components.
The tem perature dependence of the relaxation time T i^ exhibits a minimum when the
motional rate is equal to the Larmor frequency [117]. Multiple local T i z minima are
observed in complex systems where many different types of molecular motion occur.

3.1.2

M otional R egim es
Exactly which subset of the SLE is necessary to describe an NMR experiment

is determined by the motional rate. The slow, intermediate and fast motional regimes
are defined, according to the relative magnitudes of the frequency difference between
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the effect of motion on the observed NMR spectrum
in the slow (k <C Ai/“b), intermediate (k « Ai/ab) and fast (k >• Avab) regimes. Only a
single transition for each site (a and b) is shown for clarity, however for deuterons each site
will in actuality contribute a doublet.
interchanging sites a and b (Auab = i/“ —i/ 6 ) 1 and the motional rate k. For a liquid or
single crystal, a schematic diagram of the expected lineshape modifications in each of
the three regimes is depicted in Fig. 3.1 [118]. If the motional rate k is smaller than
the frequency splitting, k <C A u ab, no motional averaging occurs and two distinct
narrow lines axe observed in the NMR spectrum. If k is comparable to the split
ting, k ~ A v ab, partial averaging of the signals occurs and an motionally broadened
lineshape is observed. Finally, when k is much larger than the splitting, k

A v ab,

the lines are completely averaged and collapse into a single sharp transition at the
average frequency (ua + i/b)/2.
In powders, the isotropic distribution of EFG tensors results in the observation
LFor clarity the parenthesis () around the site labels a and 6 have been dropped, and will be in
general left off for the remainder of this dissertation.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation of slow, intermediate and fast motional regime powder patterns
for three-site methyl rotation. Simulation parameters: quadrupolar coupling constant
CQ = 180 kHz, asymmetry parameter r) = 0.05 and quadrupolar echo pulse spacing r
= 30 fis. The amplitudes are plotted on identical scales and demonstrate the reduced
signal intensity observed in the intermediate regime due to motional broadening.
of characteristic spectra in each motional regime. In the slow and fast regimes, the ob
served spectra are those of an isotropic distribution of EFG tensors with quadrupolar
coupling constant, Cq, and asymmetry parameters, r/. As an illustrative example, the
spectra for methyl deuterons in the slow and fast motional regime of the three site
methyl rotation are presented in Fig. 3.2. The fast methyl rotation results in an av
eraging of the quadrupolar coupling constant (Cq), consequentially in this particular
case the fast regime spectrum is identical to a slow regime spectrum except for the
reduced CQ. In the intermediate regime differential broadening of the various doublets
results in lineshapes which are characteristic of the trajectory and rate of the motion
(see Fig. 3.2). The remainder of the chapter is devoted to specific examples of the
experiments and theory necessary for investigations of motion in these three regimes.
In order to cope with the unique features of each motional regime, a variety
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Table 3.1: The Range of Motional Rates Accessible to Various 2 H-NMR experiments*.
Technique
Selective Inversion (SI)
2D Exchange (2DEX)
T 2 Anisotropy (QE)
Quadrupolar Echo Lineshapes (QELS)
Tig Anisotropy (BBJB)
T iz Anisotropy (IR)

Range of Rates [s l]
1 0 " 2 - 104
1 0 " 2 - 104
10-2 - 104
104 - 108
1 0 - 1 - 1 0 12
1 0 8 - 1 0 12

*Reproduced from Ref. [25]
of 2 H-NMR techniques have been developed which enable motional information to be
extracted [3,25-27,30-32,34,61,119-121]. Combinations of these techniques allows
an enormous range of rates to be observed, as is indicated in Table 3.1 [25]. A
quantum mechanical description of the spin behavior during these experiments can

^

be formulated using the SLE. In the following section the population {V) subset of
the SLE, is used to describe the selective inversion experiment. Also presented is a
detailed description of the solution of the SLE for two-site motion in the slow regime.
In Section 3.3, the transverse magnetization (Ad+) equations are used to describe
quadrupolar echo lineshape simulations in the intermediate regime. Finally, in the
fast motional regime the Redfield limit of the SLE is discussed for use in interpreting
Zeeman and quadrupole spin-lattice relaxation anisotropies.

3.2

Slow M otion Regim e
When motional processes are slower than the frequency separation of inter

changing sites, k <C Az/“6, line broadening of the doublets is minimal. In this regime,
deuteron powder patterns appear static and the observed powder lineshape is that of
an isotropic distribution of EFG orientation. The powder pattern is characterized by
the quadrupolar coupling constant, Cq, and asymmetry parameter, 77, (see Fig. 1.3).
Changes in the rate have no discernible effect on the appearance of the spectra. For
deuteron powder patterns, the slow regime corresponds to rates k < 104 s-1 . Because
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quadrupole doublets from motionally coupled sites axe resolvable, direct transfer of
magnetization can be observed and this feature is exploited experimentally to char
acterize the motion. Two dimensional exchange (2DEX), spin a lig n m e n t, broadband
Jeener-Broekaert (BBJB) and selective inversion (SI) experiments are all capable of
investigating slow motional processes.
For slow motions, the 2DEX experiment is particularly good at determining
the trajectory of motion Q

j ( a j , i.e. the reorientation or jum p angle [27,59,

60,62,63]. However, a 2DEX experiment corresponds to observing the magnetization
transfer for a single value of the mixing time (rm), and without collecting many 2DEX
spectra it is impossible to accurately determine the motional rate. Collecting multiple
2DEX spectra is very time consuming. In Chapter 4, it will be shown that the selective
inversion experiment is a more efficient way to determine the rate accurately.
Using the pulse sequences discussed in Chapter 2 it is possible to selectively
invert the magnetization at site a while leaving the site b magnetization unaffected.
After selective inversion, magnetization transfers to motionally coupled sites at the
rate k. Over time, the inverted magnetization will become equally distributed between
the two sites while simultaneously relaxing toward equilibrium. The mathematical de
scription and practical details of extracting the motional rate from this magnetization
transfer after selective inversion axe outlined in the following sections.
In principle, it is also possible to determine the trajectory from an off-resonance
SI experiment. In practice, the trajectory information is often partially obscured by
the underlying homogeneous linewidth, <fo, and the nonuniform intensity of the powder
pattern. The procedures used to extract motional trajectory information from offresonance SI experiments axe discussed in detail in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1

T w o-S ite M otion
Consider two sites, a and b, for which the deuteron quadrupole precession

frequencies are ua and j/6, respectively. At random times instantaneous molecular
reorientations occur, which cause the quadrupolar frequency to switch from ua to
i/6, and vice versa. The time evolution of Zeeman polarization is described by the
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following equation [1 2 2 ]
d
dt

< £ ;« » "

-R -iz ~ k

k

k

- R biz - k

. (4 (0 ) .

where k is the exchange rate between sites a and

j

(Lz(t))

(3.16)

(L»z(t))

(k^a,b^). For site j ,

6

(3.17)

(LUt)) = <Z2'(t)> - <£(«>))

is the difference between the Zeeman magnetization (Z£(f)) from its thermal equilib
rium value {!{(oo)), and R \z is the Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation rate in the absence
of motion. This two-site exchange equation is in essence a subset of the SLE (dis
cussed at the start of this chapter) in which only the (Z]z (t)) population equations
are considered [15,24,45,101]. The time evolution of quadrupolar order for each site,
(Q“(0 ) and (Qbz(t)}, is governed by an analogous but independent m atrix equation.
It is convenient to recast the two-site equation in symbolic matrix form,
-j-L = C L
dt

(3.18)

where the Liouville operator C contains the relaxation and exchange terms for this
restricted case, and L is a vector representing the difference magnetizations. This
indicates the solution is of the form,
L(t) = eCtL{ 0).

(3.19)

The unitary transformation matrix S,
S =

cos <f> —sin <f>
sin <f)

(3.20)

cos <f>

is used to diagonalize C
(3.21)

eCt = S e ^ S " 1.
Where

A

is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix,
A

= S- l £S =

A+

0

0

A_
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The resulting m atrix eigenvalue equation can be solved by straight forward m atrix
multiplication
<£SM>

cos2 <t>eA+*+ sin2 <f>eA_t cos <f>sin 0 (eA+1 —eA_t)

( L az ( 0)>

<£|W>

cos<£sin<£(eA+t - e A- ‘) sin2 0 eA+t +cas2<f>ex- t

< ^(

0 )>

(3.23)

From which the eigenvalues, A±, can be obtained,
A± = —{k + R+) ± o',

(3.24)

where:

R+ =

a

2

p&

Z 5
^ k' ; Md , = y i JTT2,
R_= 5R I^

R h + R iz

1

’

2

(3.25)

For a perfect selective inversion, only site a magnetization is inverted and
site b remains undisturbed, the initial conditions are: (X“(0)) = —2(X“(oo)) and
{L\{0)) = 0. In this case the solution is of the form,
(L\(t))

=

-< i;(o o ))e-l‘+R+"((l - ^ = - y ' +

(L\{t)) =

—(X“(oo))e"^+R+^ (—)[e<Tt —e-<rt].
a

(1

<7

+ — Je-'*],
a

(3.26)
(3.27)

For non-selective inversion both sites are fully inverted and (X“(0)) = —2{X“(oo)) and
(Lj(0)) = —2{Tbz(oo)). This results in a solution of the form,
<£;(()>

=

- e - l i+R* l , [ ( { £ ; ( 0 ) ) ( l - - t ) + ( L t ( 0 ) ) ^ K l
(J

(J

+{<£;(0))(1 + 5 r ) - <£|(0)>^}e—‘],
a
a
</£(!)> =

(3.28)

-e-(*+H+).[{(t *(0 )>(l + ^ ) + ( i .( 0 ) ) V ‘
<7

<7

+{(£‘ (0)>(1 - ^ ) - <£;«>)) V
a
a

- 1].

(3-29)

As the simulations and experiments in Chapter 2 demonstrated, due to relaxation
and motion it is often difficult to achieve perfect selective inversion [34]. Imper
fect inversion causes (L“(0)) to differ from —2(X“(oo)), while imperfect selectivity
causes (X*(0 )) to benon-zero. The initial conditions in this case can be expressed as
(X“(0 )) = —2 \

and (X*(0 ))= —2 £, where £ and x are the initially inverted magnetiza

tion intensities at site a and b and are dependent on the inversion profile and efficiency
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of the selective pulse, and on the equilibrium value of the Zeeman magnetization. This
gives
(£;(!)> = -< r l‘+R+),[ { x ( l - S(? )T + Of - K * + {x(l + ^O ) - (O 3 . 3 0 )
(L‘ (t)> =

o

) + x V ‘+ { « ! - — I-X -K " ].
o

o

o

(3.31)

The following section describes the use of these imperfect inversion two-site equations
to extract motional rates from SI experiments.

3.2.2

D eterm ining T w o-S ite M otional R ates
The motional rate k is extracted from experimental data using a non-linear

least squares fitting routine; the experimental values of (£ “(t)) and (Lbz(t ) ) are fitted
to the two-site exchange equations with imperfect initial inversion, Eqs. 3.30 and
3.31. The Levenberg-Marquardt [123] algorithm is used to simultaneously fit the site
a and

6

difference magnetization to six independent parameters: the motional rate k ,

the relaxation rates R+ and R_, initial inversion intensities x and f and the fractional
intensity ratio e.
The values of R+ and R_ can be constrained by the value of Rj^ obtained from a
non-selective inversion recovery experiment (IRQE). The site specific relaxation rates
R“z and R ^ are defined in the absence of motion, and if motion occurs they are
not equal to the measured R iz value at the appropriate resonance offset. Motion
partially averages R“z and R*z , and thus a better approach is to assign the measured
value of Ri£ to the average R+. While the value of R_ is usually small, it is not
normally equal to zero. The parameter R_ must be treated carefully when fitting the
difference magnetization. When R_ ■C k, the partial derivative of (L{{t)) with respect
to R_ is approximately zero, consequently the value of R_ is poorly determined during
the fitting procedure. This is a common problem with the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. In such a situation, fitting for R_ will cause the algorithm to adjust the
rate k to compensate for R_. More consistent results are obtained by setting R_
to a small, constant value during the fitting procedure. The normalization factors x
and £ account for imperfect inversion, imperfect selectivity and the non-uniformity
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of the intensity distribution in a powder spectrum. A third normalization factor, e,
is necessary to account for the fractional population of b sites sampled by measuring
the intensity at a single frequency. These three factors are justified in the ensuing
discussion.
So far motion during the selective pulse has been ignored. This is appropriate
for short, high power RF pulses (t^/2 = 1.6 fis) but involves significant approximations
for long selective inversion pulses. Using the operator formalism of Ref. [100], it is
possible to calculate exactly the response of two exchanging deuterons to any pulse
sequence. In practice, extraction of reliable motional rates by fitting experimental
data to the two-site equations does not require such elaborate calculations. In the
slow motion limit, k -C Az/“6, the homogeneous linewidth, 5h, has an orientation
independent motional contribution, Sk = k/ir [103]. When the selective pulse length
is comparable to the mean lifetime of the motional process, tp ~ t* = k~ l , complete
inversion is not possible. Since, during the inversion pulse selected a site magnetization
is partially transferred to destination

6

sites. As a result of motion during the pulse,

the both the initial inversion intensity as site a, Xi and especially at site 6 , £, are
difficult to calculate accurately. In order to avoid these difficulties both x and £ are
treated as adjustable parameters in the fitting procedure. Although motion during the
inversion pulse does affect the initial conditions, the best-fit value of the motional rate
is statistically independent of these normalization parameters.
The initial difference intensity at site

6

(the parameter

is not simply the

intensity at a single frequency i/6, but is the integrated intensity over all motionally
coupled b sites. In a powder spectrum it is difficult to measure this quantity, instead
the difference magnetization at a single frequency offset is measured (corresponding to
a single b site). Therefore in the data fitting procedure the parameter e is introduced to
to account for the fractional population of exchange coupled b sites sampled by meas
uring the difference magnetization at a single frequency ub. This is mathematically
equivalent to multiplying Eq. 3.31 by e.
When the Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation rate is fast in comparison with the
motional rate (Riz

k ) relaxation occurs before the site b magnetization can build
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up. This results in a very low site b intensity, which can be difficult to detect with a
poor signal to noise ratio. Conversely, if the motion is fast compared to the inverse
pulse length (k

t~l ) it is possible to miss the build up of the site b magnetization

altogether. To better understand the conditions conducive to obtaining quantitative
information about slow molecular motion from SI experiments, many numerical sim
ulations of two-site motion were performed.
P u lse S eq u en ce Sim ulations w ith T w o -S ite M otion
Simulation of selective inversion experiments were conducted by solving a mod
ified two-site stochastic Liouville equation for the inversion recovery (IRQE) sequence.
Instead of describing the SLE in terms of density matrix elements, the system density
operator is expanded in a spin- 1 operator basis set (Appendix A), pW(t) = J2Pap ^ p It is then possible to write a modified SLE of the form
d
dt

Afw

'

AW

£(“) _

k

(“’6)

K(°’6)

k

(6’“)

C w - k ( 6,“)

A*)

aw

^ 6)

aw

(3.32)

where C.W is the two-site Liouville superoperator for the quadrupolar Hamiltonian,
AW is a column vector of the expansion coefficients aW for the site j density operator
(specifically a,W — Tr{pW O p}), and K^“’6^ is a 8 x 8 diagonal two-site exchange matrix
(specifically the rate k = kWb) = k^bW times the identity matrix I). The column vector
a w contains the expansion coefficients for the equilibrium density operator multiplied
by the relaxation superoperator I \ These equations can be represented as a matrix
equation of the form
^-A = C A + n.
dt

(3.33)

By using a set of unitary transforms it is possible to express the solution of this matrix
equation as
A(t) = eCtA { 0 ) - (eCt - I )C~ln .

(3.34)

This can be written in the general form
A n = E n.4.n_i + Fn,
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where in the n th time interval An is the operator expansion coefficients of the density
/•

matrix. The propagator E n = e nin governs evolution of the density m atrix including
the two-site motional process. The vector Fn = —( e ^ n*n —T)Cn~l i t represents the
relaxation of the density matrix towards thermal equilibrium. Thus for a selective
inversion experiment (See Fig. 1.6) the evolution of the density matrix is described
by repeated evaluation of the evolution propagator and relaxation vector. Neglecting
relaxation during the selective pulse and the quadrupolar echo sequence, the expansion
coefficients of the density matrix at the echo maximum can be written as
A (A C Q ) =

E ( r ) E ( f x/a) E ( r ) E ( * x /2 ) E ( t ) E ( f p) .4(0)

(3.36)

+ E ( r ) E ( * x /a ) E ( r ) E ( t ir/a) F ( t ) .

In a solid, the motionally coupled sites, j , can be defined by the orientations
of their EFG tensors with respect to an axis system fixed in each crystallite. These
site orientations axe described by time independent Euler angles fiJ(aJ,

To

simulate a full powder pattern, it is necessary to sum the spectral contributions from
an isotropic distribution of crystallite orientations. Rather than use equally spaced
angular increments the angular sampling is optimized using a standard tiling method
[124]. Generally, a few thousand crystallite orientations are adequate to simulate a
powder spectrum. To save computer time the spectrum is calculated for a single
transition and then symmetrized, and as a result it is not possible to simulate the
dual-frequency off-resonance selective inversion experiment described in Chapter 2.
However, identical relaxation behavior is expected for both single- and dual-frequency
off-resonance SI experiments. The program Pulse Sequences with EXchange (PSEX),
written by Drs. Robert L. Void and Gina L. Hoatson, was used to simulate selective
inversion experiments.
A typical on-resonance SI simulation of partially relaxed difference spectra, as
a function of relaxation delay t , is shown in Fig. 3.3a. Parameters were chosen to
mimic values observed in dimethylsulfone-d6: a quadrupolar coupling constant
54.7 kHz, an asymmetry parameter
1

77

C

q

=

= 0.05, relaxation rates R+ = 50 s - 1 and R_ =

s_1, a motional rate k = 500 s - 1 and an EFG reorientation angle of (3j = 106°. The
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of on-resonance selective inversion with parameters comparable to
those measured in dimethylsulfone-d6 at 313 K: relaxation rates R+= 50 s-1, R_ = 1 s-1, a
motional rate k = 500 s_l, a jump angle (3j = 106°, C q = 54.7 kHz, 77 = 0.05, a selective pulse
of length tp = 1 ms, a 1 .6 /xs hard |-pulse length, a quadrupolar echo pulse spacing r = 60 ns,
a spectral width ±60 kHz, 10100 crystallite orientations and 300 Hz Lorentzian apodization.
(a) Partially relaxed difference spectra plotted as a function of relaxation delay, t . (b) The t
= 2 ms difference spectra for simulations with different jump angles: (3j = 106° (solid) and
/3j = 1 0 0 ° (dashed).
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Figure 3.4: (a) On-resonance inversion selects deuterons with initial EFG orientation (3a =
54.7°. The isotropic distribution of 7 values results in a distribution of final EFG orientations
f3b; any final orientation (3b on the solid ring is possible. Furthermore, due to rotational
symmetry about the LAB z axis, any final orientation between the dashed rings is possible,
(b) Off-resonance inversion at the shoulder of the spectrum selects spins with initial EFG
orientation 0a = 0°. In this case the final orientation (3b = f)j is unique and the 7 distribution
means all orientations on the solid ring are possible.
length of the on-resonance rectangular inversion pulse was tp =

1

ms.

On-resonance inversion selects deuterons with initial orientation /?“ = 54.7° and
0<

7

“ < 27r, this is illustrated for a powder with

77

= 0 in Fig. 3.4a. In this case, for

each a site there is a different jum p axis orientation and therefore a different destination
frequency ub. The nonuniform distribution of destination frequencies vb results in a
partially relaxed difference spectrum with a distinctive shape. Nevertheless, no easily
measured frequency splitting or features are present and thus the jump angle, (3j,
cannot be identified immediately. In principle, off-resonance selective inversion at the
/? = 0 ° edge (or shoulder) can be used to extract the jump angle in a straight forward
fashion, and this is discussed in greater detail in the following section.

3.2.3

M otional Trajectories
Two dimensional exchange (2DEX) experiments are the best way to extract

information about the trajectory of slow motions in poly crystalline solids [27,59]. The
jump angle between sites is determined by analysis of off-diagonal ridges of the 2DEX
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spectrum. Different ridge patterns correspond to different motional trajectories (jump
angles). In the case of two-site motions the observed ridges axe ellipses and the jump
angle j3j is obtained by measuring the length of the semi-major (u) and semi-minor
(v) axes, from which |ta n /? j| = ^ [27].
In theory, selective inversion can provide trajectory information (without simu
lations) and measure the rate k simultaneously, obviating the need to conduct a 2DEX
experiment. Irradiation at frequency ua corresponds to selecting spins with initial
orientation given explicitly by the relation
v a = ^ C q [3 cos2(/?a) — 1 + r / sin2(/?a) cos(2 7 a)].
O

(3.37)

The Euler transformation fi“ = (q“, /?“, 7 °) specifies the orientation of the PAS of the
a-site EFG tensor in the LAB frame, and the orientation of the 6 -site EFG tensor is
defined by Qb = (ab,/3b, j b). For two-site reorientation about a C?v symmetry axis,
the sites are related by a third Euler transformation Qab = (it,/3j, 0), which defines the
jump angle between the sites (3j, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Thus Qb is equivalent
to a composite rotation; Q“ followed by Qab. The following simple relation between
the initial and final orientations, is obtained by using the closure rule for first rank
Wigner rotation matrices
cos(/?6) = cos(/?a) cos ((3j) — sin (/?“) sin(/?j) cos(7 a).

(3.38)

Inversion at the edge of the powder pattern corresponds to an a site with a
particularly useful initial orientation (/?“ =

0

) [28] because the exchange coupled site

b has a unique orientation, (3b = /3j, as illustrated in Fig 3.4b. In principle, the
resulting partially relaxed spectra will consist of two quadrupolar doublets whose
frequency separation is proportional to (3 cos2 [3j — 1 ). A simulated SI experiment
with an single-frequency off-resonance inversion, applied at the /?“ = 0° edge (A =
41 kHz), is shown in Fig. 3.5a. The pulse length of tv = 1 ms produces a

1

kHz

wide inversion region at the edge of the spectrum; the jump angle (3j = 106° results
in a distribution of 6 site destination frequencies centered at 16.5 kHz (just inside the
horn).
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of off-resonance selective inversion at the shoulder (f3a = 0 °) with
parameters comparable to those measured in DMS at 313 K: relaxation rates R+ = 50 s-1,
R_ = 1 s-1, a motional rate k = 500 s-1, a jump angle /3j = 106°, C q = 54.7 kHz, tj = 0.05,
a rectangular selective pulse of length tp = 1 ms applied at resonance offset A = 41 kHz
(NO DSBM), a 1.6 [is hard |-pulse length, a quadrupolar echo pulse spacing r = 60 ^s, a
spectral width ±60 kHz, 10100 crystallite orientations and 300 Hz Lorentzian apodization.
a) Partially relaxed difference spectra plotted as a function of evolution time, t . b) The
t = 2 ms difference spectra for simulations with different jump angles: (3j = 106° (solid)
and /3j = 100° (dashed).
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Assuming the asymmetry parameter

tj

is zero, the selectivity (i.e. the angular

extent of the inverted region) can be determined by solving Eq. 3.37 for /?J,
/33 = cos -l
Thus the

1

Z C q + S i/i

w
9Cq

'

(3.39)

kHz wide inversion profile at the edge corresponds to a range of initial

orientations 0° < (3a < 7.4°. For a jump angle (3j = 106°, transfer to site b produces a
wider range of destination angles, 98.6° < /3b < 113.4°, which corresponds to a 8.3 kHz
spread in destination frequencies. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3.5b, the site b magnetization
transfer region is broad. However, the centroid of the transfered magnetization is
clearly visible and the jum p angle can be easily determined by measuring the frequency
splitting of the site a and b magnetization centroids. Simulated spectra for two different
jump angles, /?j =

100

° (dashed) and (3j = 106° (solid), have discernible differences

in the centroid frequency as is shown in Fig. 3.5b. Furthermore, simulations (not
shown) suggest that the angular resolution is expected to be approximately 2 °.
For comparison, on-resonance inversion simulations with different jum p angles
were performed and are shown in Fig. 3.3b. Partially relaxed on-resonance simulations
are barely distinguishable for j3j = 106° (solid) and 100° (dashed), and simulations
would be necessary to determine the trajectory. Notwithstanding, the on-resonance in
version has the advantage of selecting a larger number of spins, and thus on-resonance
difference spectra have much greater intensity than off-resonance spectra (the vertical
scales differ by a factor of 4 between Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.5). Consequently, onresonance SI gives a better signal to noise ratio and more accurate jump rates, while
off-resonance SI at the shoulder is more sensitive to the trajectory, (3j.
A more realistic simulation of off-resonance difference spectra which accounts
for a large underlying homogeneous linewidth, 8k, is shown in Fig. 3.6. In this sim
ulation the selective pulse was applied just inside the j3j = 0 edge and the length
was reduced to tp = 500 /zs , resulting in a broader initial inversion profile. Near
the shoulder, the underlying homogeneous linewidth, 8h, is generally on the order of
3 kHz and thus this broader inversion region mimics the inversion profile obtained
experimentally. In the simulations the inversion region is approximately 2 kHz wide
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Figure 3.6: Selective inversion difference spectra with a broader initial inversion region,
comparable to the underlying homogeneous linewidth at the shoulder of the powder pattern.
All simulation parameters are identical to those in Fig. 3.5 except for the inversion pulse. In
this simulation a shorter selective inversion pulse tp = 500 fis was applied at resonance offset
A = 40 kHz (NO DSBM). a) Partially relaxed SI difference spectra plotted as a function of
relaxation delay, t (/3j = 106°). b) The t = 2 ms difference spectra for simulations with
different jump angles: (3j = 106° (solid) and (3j = 100° (dashed).
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which corresponds to a range of orientations 0 ° < /?“ <

. ° and produces a distri

12 8

bution of destination frequencies 14.1 kHz wide (93.2° < j3b < 118.8°). Importantly,
the centroid of the transfered magnetization is now dominated by the high intensity
/? = 90° edge. Thus it is not possible to directly measure the trajectory (3j from the
centroid frequency splitting and simulations axe necessary to extract the jump angle.
Simulated spectra (not shown) indicate that where there is significant homogeneous
broadening the jum p angle can only be determined to within 6 °.
In summary, the motional trajectory or jum p angle can be obtained by com
paring SI experiments to simulations. Simulations are necessary because of the broad
underlying homogeneous linewidths found in solid state 2 H-NMR. In favorable cases
the trajectory can be determined from the frequency splitting of the site a and

6

magnetization centroids. In general the observation of ridge patterns in 2D exchange
spectra is a superior at determining the jump angle. However, in systems with nar
row underlying homogeneous linewidths, the time saved by extracting both k and (3j
simultaneously makes the SI experiment preferable.

3.3

Interm ediate Motion Regim e
When the motional rate is comparable to the frequency difference between ex

change coupled sites, k « A v ab, the quadrupolar echo lineshape is altered by the mo
tion. Quadrupolar doublets from different sites will experience differential broadening
depending on the exact orientations of their exchange coupled sites. For a given mo
tional rate, there will be contributions from sets of sites which have static, broadened
and even fully averaged doublets. The relative proportions of static, broadened and
motionally averaged doublets changes as the rate increases from the slow to fast re
gimes and this is reflected in the quadrupole echo lineshape.
Mathematically the intermediate regime is described by the subset of the SLE
which governs the evolution of transverse magnetization [15,30,31,119,120,125]. Mo
tion on the experimental time scale interferes with the coherent precession and ob
servation of magnetization, thus it is sufficient to describe the dephasing of single
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quantum coherences and ignore the populations V and double quantum terms. A
column vector

A in

is constructed of the density m atrix elements corresponding to

the single quantum coherences connecting eigenstate |1 > to |2 > for each site j . In
the absence of R F fields, the

A in

equations of motion are,

= (*n + K ) M 12(t)

Jt M n {t)

(3 .40)

= C M n (t).

Here the m atrix Q contains the individual site frequencies, K contains the motional
rates and site connectivities and C is the corresponding Liouville superoperator. Typ
ically, the contributions of the transverse relaxation m atrix ^

axe om itted and are

accounted for, in an ad hoc manner, by applying an isotropic line broadening to the
FID. It is sufficient to consider a single transition since the solution of the other
transition, .M 2 3 , is simply the complex conjugate. In practice, this implies that a
complete spectrum is generated by symmetrizing the single transition spectrum about
the Larmor frequency u0.
It can be shown that a delta-function |-pulse acting on

A in

produces

A im
l2

[125]. Thus, for a quadrupolar echo sequence the formal solution for the magnetization
at the top of the echo is [125]
M n { r 2,TX) = eCT>eC ’T'M n ( 0 ) .

(3.41)

This equation is solved in an analogous fashion to the SLE solutions described in
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Briefly, it involves diagonalizing C with a unitary transform
ation matrix S, and solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting matrix
equation. The eigenvalues axe complex; the imaginaxy part represents the frequency
of a given doublet and the real paxt corresponds to the linewidth. The orientations of
the N exchange sites axe defined with respect to the crystallite axis and this calcula
tion is performed for an isotropic distribution of crystallites. The contributions of the
individual crystallites axe summed to give the total magnetization at the top of the
_

echo, -M 1 2 (7 2 , ri). The FID is calculated by using the initial amplitude and allowing
•4

for free precession in time f2, M -n fa ,

—*

, "i) = e ^

72 7

2

A i n f a , t'i )-

Quadrupolar echo lineshape simulations axe extensively used to investigate mo
tion in the intermediate regime [3,30,31,100,126]. A quick review of the general fea
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tures observed in simulated and experimental spectra is warranted. As the motional
rate increases from the slow into the intermediate regime (k >

104

s-1 ) extra discon

tinuities or peaks begin to appear in the spectrum. The exact location of these extra
peaks is determined by the trajectory of the motion. Typically, for large jump angle
two-site motions, two symmetric peaks appear near the center of the spectrum. As
the rate increases the central peaks become more pronounced until eventually they
become the horns (0 = 90°) of the fully averaged spectrum (see Fig. 3.2). When
fully averaged the observed spectrum is that of a static powder pattern with an av
eraged quadrupolar coupling constant, C q , and asymmetry parameter, rj. Typically,
the appearance of the slow and fast regime spectra are quite different. In addition,
the overall spectral intensity passes though a minimum as the rate passes from the
slow to the fast regime [125].
M X Q ET
Quadrupolar echo lineshapes were calculated using a public-domain Fortran
program, called MXQET, which was written at the University of California San
Diego [30,39,125]. This program uses separate reference frames to simulate multi-site
and multi-axis motions. Thus, complex and concerted motions can be described by de
fining the trajectory in terms of rotations about multiple non-coincident axes. The iso
tropic distribution of crystallite orientations is sampled using a tiling scheme [124,125].
The computer time necessary to simulate a single spectrum is primarily de
termined by the number of exchanging sites and orientations used to represent the
powder pattern. For two-site motion, 104 orientations are generally sufficient to ac
curately represent a powder spectrum; typically this takes less than a minute on a
contemporary UNIX workstation.
The program includes corrections for the finite width of the |-pulses and virtual
FID effects [127]. Motion and finite pulse widths result in a shift of the echo maximum
from the theoretical time, r2. Because Fourier transformation of a time shifted echo
introduces spectral phase distortions, a spline interpolation is used to locate the echo
maximum of the calculated FID [127]. The data is then fractionally left-shifted to
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ensure that the first data point is exactly at the top of the echo.

3.3.1

A nisotropic H om ogeneous Linewidths
More often than not the match between experimental and simulated quad

rupolar echo lineshapes is not quite perfect, this is because the simulations ignore
the anisotropy of the intrinsic homogeneous linewidth. In most cases the homogen
eous linewidth is dominated by unresolved homo- and heteronuclear dipolar coup
lings [128—130]. Since dipolar interactions axe not completely refocused by the quad
rupolar echo they result in additional dephasing of the transverse magnetization. In
solids these dipolax interactions axe orientation dependent [131-133] and thus so axe the
homogeneous linewidths. Two distinct dipolax mechanisms can be responsible for the
observed anisotropic dephasing [103]: direct dipole-dipole interactions (both heteroand homonucleax) and spin-lattice relaxation of a dipolar coupled heteronucleus.
The first mechanism involves static homo- or heteronuclear dipole-dipole coup
lings [132] between the observed nucleus I and a second nucleus S . The secular part
of the dipolar Hamiltonian (in units of rad s-1) is [128],
fi'Yi'Ys

n *>=

(3 cos2 0 — 1)
2
zSz = ~ DXzS"

where Z 2 and S z are the spin angular momentum operators, 7 / and

(3-42)
75

are the respective

gyromagnetic ratios, r is the internuclear separation and 0 is the angle between the
internuclear vector and the static magnetic field B0. In the absence of motion, this
interaction results in a characteristic sinusoidal modulation of the deuterons transverse
magnetization decay [128]. In favorable cases it is possible to measure the strength of
the dipolax couplings, from the modulation frequency, as has been demonstrated for
urea-di [128].
A second mechanism which causes anisotropic dephasing is fast spin-lattice
relaxation of an unobserved dipolax coupled heteronucleus 5, which is often called
dephasing of the “second kind” [103]. If the spin-lattice relaxation rate of the dipolar
coupled heteronucleus (Tfz ) is of the same order of magnitude as the coupling constant
D /s, then the S spin relaxation causes dephasing of the / magnetization [134]. It is
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difficult to quantify this contribution since it depends on the anisotropic spin-lattice
relaxation rate of the S heteronucleus. The effect of a fast Tf^ on quadrupolar echo
lineshapes has been observed for deuterons directly bonded to nitrogen [126,130].
To account for intra- and intermolecular dipolar interactions rigorously in simu
lations is difficult because it requires a significant increase in the dimensionality of the
calculations. This explains why dipolar contributions axe usually ignored in quad
rupolar echo lineshape calculations. Typically, the effects of dipolar couplings and
other anisotropic homogeneous linewidth contributions are approximated by applying
an isotropic broadening to the calculated spectrum [30,31]. When rapid dephasing is
observed it is only possible to obtain reasonable agreement between simulations and
experiments for short quadrupolar echo pulse spacings. The exclusion of homogeneous
linewidth contributions often results in significant differences between the calculated
and observed anisotropic transverse magnetization decay [126,129],
For deuteron powder patterns of methyl group, the experimentally observed
homogeneous linewidth, <$*, is an approximately lineax function of the resonance offset
[29]. Because of the complexity of and time required for rigorous calculations, an
empirical anisotropic homogeneous linewidth factor was used to improve the accuracy
of quadrupolar echo lineshape simulations.
One simple method of including an anisotropic homogeneous linewidth in the
simulations is to add a term, which depends lineaxly on the resonance offset, to the
real part of the exchange matrix K . The program MXQET was modified such that
at a given resonance offset the homogeneous linewidth is determined by linear inter
polation from the values on-resonance (5h{54.7°)) and at the (3 = 00 edge (5/,(0°)).
The anisotropies used in these modified simulations axe constrained by measuring
the frequency offset dependence of the underlying homogeneous linewidth with SI.
The modified simulations axe referred to as Lineax Anisotropy (LA) simulations and
(5/l(54.7°),5fc(0°)) is used to denote the homogeneous linewidth at the center and
shoulder of the spectrum. LA simulations of urea-d4 at a single rate for a variety of
anisotropies, are shown in Fig. 3.7. The relative height of the central peaks and the
static horns changes for different values of the homogeneous linewidth anisotropy. Any
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Figure 3.7: Simulated quadrupolar echo lineshapes with a jump rate of k = 1x10" s - 1
for different anisotropic homogeneous linewidth corrections (LA). Varying the anisotropy
(<^(54.7°), <J/i(0o)) changes the relative height of the central peaks with respect to the horns
which mimics the effect of a faster motional rate. All simulation parameters are identical
except for the homogeneous linewidth anisotropy, the trajectory of the motion is that of
urea-d4 [129].
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change in this relative peak intensity mimics the effect of a change in the motional
rate and can be misinterpreted and result in significant systematic error.
A second method of empirically including dipolax contributions in lineshape
simulations is to use the averaged dipolax coupling (ADC) for each site. This is
accomplished by adding an orientation dependent, site specific, averaged dipolar con
tribution to the rate matrix K. The size of this contribution depends on the strength
of the coupling, motional averaging of the dipolax interactions and on the crystallite
orientation. This ADC procedure was implemented in a new version of the MXQET
simulation program. For a small molecule, it is relatively straight forward to calculate
the strength of all relevant dipolax couplings from the known molecular structure and
Eq. 3.42. Rapid molecular motion about a given axis averages the dipolar interaction
by a factor of (3cos2tf —l ) / 2 , where i? is the angle between the internuclear vector
and the motional axis. Simulations with and without an orientation dependent aver
aged dipolar contribution axe compared in Fig. 3.8. It is clear that, for an identical
motional rate, the relative height of the central peaks to the static horns changes dra
matically when anisotropic average dipolax couplings are included in the simulation.
To obtain the same relative peak height in both simulations it is necessary to reduce
the motional rate by a factor of «2.5 in the ADC simulations, this is illustrated in
Fig. 3.8b. It will be demonstrated in Chapter 5, that changes in the relative peak
heights lead to significant systematic errors in the best-fit rates obtained by matching
experiments and simulations.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated quadrupolar echo lineshape spectra with (ADC : dashed) and without
(MXQET : solid) anisotropic homogeneous linewidth corrections. The simulation parameter
are identical except for the homogeneous broadening anisotropy and the motional rates.
The spectra presented in a) have identical rates k = 5xl06 s - 1 but different homogeneous
linewidth anisotropies: isotropic (solid), with 2 kHz Gaussian and 2 kHz Lorentzian; an
isotropic (dashed), from a nitrogen-deuteron dipolar coupling D nd = 1-4 kHz, a deuterondeuteron dipolar coupling Ddd = 0.6 kHz and 1.0 kHz Gaussian broadening. The spec
tra in b) have identical relative peak heights and their homogeneous linewidth anisotropies
are identical to those in a). However, the motional rates in b) are now: isotropic 6^ with
k = 5xl0 6 s - 1 (solid) and anisotropic Sh with k = 2xl06 s- 1 (dashed).
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3.4

Fast M otion Regime
When the motional rate is fast compared to the frequency splittings in the

system, k

Ai/a6, doublets from all motionally coupled sites are averaged into a single

doublet. As a result, a motionally averaged static powder pattern is observed, which
is characterized by an average quadrupolar coupling constant, C q, and asymmetry
param eter, rj. In this fast regime, motional information is obtained by measuring and
predicting the anisotropic spin-lattice relaxation times (Tiz and T iq) as a function
of tem perature and magnetic field strength. This situation is best described using
Redfield theory, which is only valid if the correlation time of the motion (rjt) is fast in
comparison to both the site specific relaxation times and the experimental observation
time [22], this generally applies to rates k faster than the Larmor frequency, v0 [22].
A brief review of the Redfield formalism and the conditions required for its validity,
is presented in this section.
The Hamiltonian of the spin system is assumed to have the form
U = U 0 + H\{t).

(3.43)

Where H 0 represents the time independent zeroth-order Hamiltonian and Hi (t) rep
resents the random time dependent part of the Hamiltonian. The time averaged value
of ('Hi(t)) is assumed to be zero; if it is finite, the interaction frame Hamiltonian is
redefined to include the constant value in H 0. An interaction representation is defined
where
p* = eiHot pe~i7iot,

(3.44)

and the equation of motion for the density m atrix can be written as
j f =

(3.45)

Integration of the equation of motion in the interaction representation results in the
following solution for the time evolution of the density matrix
p*(t) = p*(0) + i / V ( t ') , f t i («')]*'•
Jo
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Since the exact form of p*(t) is unknown an approximate solution is obtained by
recursive substitutions. The resulting infinite series is truncated to second order in
'hL\{t) [23,114,135]. Thus the time evolution of the density matrix is [23]
p*(t)

=

p*(0 ) + i /V (0 ), n{t')]dt' - f dt'
Jo

Jo

[*

Jo

[[p*(0), H * ( t" )] , n\{t')]dt". (3.47)

This approximate solution is valid if the density matrix does not vary rapidly, and is
equivalent to a second order time dependent perturbation solution of the Schrodinger
equation. In practice it is simpler to consider the time derivative of this equation,
± P*(t)

= ib*(o), n

m - J \ [ p * ( o ) ,n ( t % n\{t)]dt'.

(3.48)

Since the time average of 7i*(t) is zero, the first term on the right hand side defines
the frequencies of the system and does not contribute to relaxation, thus it can be
ignored. Using standard quantum mechanics to expand the commutators in the second
term, this equation can be recast into a set of linear differential equations. The time
derivative of the pqth density matrix element is,
(3.49)
where the

R p qrs

are the Redfield relaxation superoperator elements and the interaction

representation * has been dropped for clarity. This is known as the Redfield equation
[114]; which in the fast motional regime is formally equivalent to the SLE. Since the
motion is fast, the relaxation supermatrix elements Rp9rJ [35,114] can be described in
terms of the spectral densities of motion J pqr3 [24,35,114],
R p q r s ~ J p r q s ^ ^ ^ p r ) “t" i^pr<js(A i/j ^ )

&as ^ . J n r n v i ^ ^ n v )
n

&yr ^ ^
n

(3.50)
Where Ai/,-y = i/{ — uj is the frequency difference between Zeeman eigenstates i and
j , and 6{j is the Kronecker delta function. The spectral densities J vrqs are defined as
the Fourier transformations of the motional correlation functions £?Pr7s(r),
J„r,M =

r S „ r , ( r ) e - ,2^ d r ,

(3.51)

Jo

with
G p q rs (r)

= < p\y.i(t)\q X

+ r)|s >*,
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where the bar denotes an ensemble average.
correlation function,

Qpqr3(T ):

Two conditions are imposed on the

the first is that it is an even function of r and the

second is that the long time limit is zero, Gpqrs(T —►oo) = 0. Physically, the second
assumption is im portant because it states that the values of Hi(t) and Hi ( t + r) are
statistically uncorrelated at long times r. It is convenient to define a correlation time
(rc) for which Gpqrs{T <

t c)

^

0

, and Gpqr3(r

rc) =

0

. Physically the spectral

densities are a measure of the power of EFG tensor fluctuations at the frequency
v [2 2 ].
It is assumed that the non-secular terms {up —uq ^ ur —u3) are negligible and
can be safely ignored. This secular approximation results in a simplification of the
Redfield equation,
=

Prs{t)-

(3.53)

For deuterons, if the quadrupolar Hamiltonian is represented in terms of second rank
irreducible spherical tensors A m and Tm (see Section 1.3) it is possible to calculate
the explicit form of the spectra densities [23,24]
J pqr3(Mu0) = £

< p \A - M\q >< r\A'_M\s > [Tpas]2J m (M u0)

(3.54)

M

Where the reduced spectral density is, defined as:
J m ( M u q)

= [T0PAS]-2

H ThAB( t ) T t f AB(t + t )e~i2l'Mu°Tdr.

Jo

(3.55)

The values of the spectral density functions can thus be determined at integral mul
tiples (M =0,l,2) of the Laxmor frequency.
Precise information about molecular motion can now be obtained by construct
ing a motional model and comparing the predicted spin-lattice relaxation time aniso
tropies to the experiment. Because the details of this type of calculation can be found
elsewhere [23,24,136] only a brief outline is presented here. The first, and most diffi
cult, step is to calculate the spectral density functions for a given model. This requires
the use of Wigner rotation matrices to describe the the time dependent orientation of
the EFG tensor. Next the relaxation matrix elements Rpgrj can be expressed in terms
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of the reduced spectral density functions. Finally, the evolution of the density mat
rix elements axe expressed in terms of Redfield relaxation superm atrix and density
m atrix elements. This leads to expressions for the relaxation rates, R \z , Rig and R 2 ,
in terms of the reduced spectral densities and the quadrupolar coupling constant

Cq.

For deuterons, the Zeeman order spin-lattice relaxation rate is [24]
1

R.Z =

37T2

= — (GaWJito) + 4Ji(2*„)],

(3-56)

while the quadrupolar order relaxation rate is
1

R ie =
1 IQ

Qtt2
«
= -^ -{ C qY M

vo).

(3.57)

&

The transverse magnetization relaxation rate is [104,137]
1
37r 2
R 2 = = r = ^ - { C q Y W ) + { 3 , 5 } ^ ) + 2 J 2{2v0)\,
±2
4

(3.58)

where the {3,5} denotes the appropriate factor for the slow pulsing and fast pulsing
limit, respectively [24]. The reason for measuring the various relaxation rates, Riz-,
Riq and R 2 , is evident from the functional form of the relaxation rates. Knowledge
of both R iz and R tq allows the individual spectral densities J \{ y 0) and J iY lv0) and
their anisotropies to be obtained [23,33]. In cases where dipolar couplings can be
safely ignored, measurement of R 2 allows the J7o(0) spectral density anisotropy to be
obtained.

3.5

Conclusion
In this chapter the SLE formalism was used to describe the effects of molecular

motion on spectra obtained from solid state deuteron NMR experiments.

In the

remaining chapters these experiments and formalisms will be applied to the study
of motion in various systems.
In Chapter 4, SI experiments and the two-site equations (Section 3.2.1) will
be applied to measure the slow two-site motion of dime thylsulfone-d6. In addition,
off-resonance SI and the full two-site SLE simulations (Section 3.2.2) will be used
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to determine the trajectory of this motion. Standard quadrupolar echo lineshape
techniques (Section 3.3) will be applied to analyze the motion of DMS-d6 in the inter
mediate regime.
In Chapter 5, the motions of urea-d4 in various inclusion compounds will be
characterized using both SI and QELS experiments. The effects of homogeneous
linewidths on the accuracy of QELS analysis will be investigated using the modified
simulation programs described in Section 3.3.1. Finally, in Chapter 6 , the backbone
dynamics in bisphenol-A polycarbonate will be investigate using SI and the full twosite SLE simulation procedure.
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Chapter 4
M olecular M otion in Dim ethylsulfone
4.1

Dimethylsulfone
The molecular structure of dimethylsulfone (DMS) is shown in Fig. 4.1, in the

solid state it forms an orthorhombic crystal structure with four molecules per unit
cell [138]. Two uncorrelated motional processes are known to occur in DMS; a fast
three-site methyl reorientation (at rate k 3 ) and a slow two-site molecular reorientation
around the C2 V symmetry axis [139] (at rate fc), these are indicated in Fig. 4.1. The
details of the methyl reorientation about the sulfur-carbon bond (C3 „ axes) has never
been characterized with NMR. Regardless of this fact, fast methyl motion is inferred
by the observation of a completely motionally averaged spectrum. The fast three-site
motion results in an averaging of the EFG tensor for each methyl group such that
the principal component is pointing along the sulfur-carbon bond. The motionally
averaged quadrupole coupling constant

Cq

= 54.7 kHz and the asymmetry param eter

is r] < 0.05. Temperature dependent measurements of the anisotropic relaxation time
T iz, indicates that at ambient temperature DMS-e^ is above the methyl T iz minimum.
Unlike the fast methyl motion, the slow molecular reorientation of dimethylsulf
one has been investigated extensively by a variety of NMR techniques [27,139-142].
This motion involves a 180° rotation of the entire molecule about the C2V symmetry
axis. A 13C lineshape study [139] determined the motional trajectory and tem perat
ure dependence of the jump rate for this two-site process. Deuteron 2DEX experi
ments [27,64,143] have characterized the rate and jump angle (/3j = 106 ± 2°). Other
published investigations of the two-site jump in DMS include a 13C cross polarization
110
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Figure 4.1: Molecular structure of, and motions in, dimethylsulfone (DMS). A fast threesite methyl reorientation is known to occur about the sulfur-carbon bond (C3 ,, axis) at a rate
£3 . In addition a slow two-site rotational jump is known to occur about the C21, axis at a
rate k [139]. The fast methyl motion results in the observation of an average EFG tensor
pointing along the C3 ,, bond. Rotation about the C2V axis results in a 106° reorientation of
the averaged EFG tensor.
magic angle spinning (CPMAS) experiment [140] and a 13C variable angle correlation
spectroscopy (VACSY) experiment [142]. The 13C VACSY study and the original
lineshape work report identical activation energies, however the CPMAS study repor
ted a slightly higher value. Because the slow motion in DMS is so well characterized,
it is a popular model system for comparing and evaluating new techniques. Some
recent 2 H-NMR investigations include magic angle spinning [144], three dimensional
exchange [63,145] and SI [29] experiments.
In this chapter the practical aspects of extracting motional information from
deuteron selective inversion experiments are described. A combination of deuteron
selective inversion (SI) and quadrupolar echo lineshape simulations (QELS) are used
to characterize the slow two-site motion in DMS-efe- It will be demonstrated that a
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larger kinetic window is accessible with 2H than with l3C techniques. This results in a
corresponding improvement in the accuracy of measured kinetic parameters. Finally,
the use of SI to characterize the underlying homogeneous linewidth in inhomogeneously
broadened powder spectra is discussed.
A nisotrop ic Spin-Lattice R elaxation in DMS-d6
The anisotropic spin-lattice relaxation times can be measured using the nonselective IRQE and BBJB experiments [51], respectively (see Sections 1 .6 . 2 and 1.6.4).
These experiments were performed on DMS-d6 in the temperature range of 298 K
to 343 K. From the data, the spin-lattice relaxation times were obtained by fitting
the partially relaxed spectra as a function of relaxation delay, t , to the appropriate
equation (see Section 3.1.1). For polycrystalline DMS-cfe at 298 K, the anisotropies
of both relaxation times, T iz and T tQ, are shown in Fig. 4.2. The anisotropic spinlattice relaxation times monotonically increase between the temperatures of 298 I<
and 343 K. The slow molecular reorientation, makes the anisotropies of T iz and Tiq
quantitatively different from those expected for simple methyl rotation [29,146].
Measuring the anisotropic Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation times is important
since it allows constraints to be imposed on the fitting routine used to extract the
motional rate from SI experiments (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). The anisotropic
spin-lattice relaxation times at the resonance offsets corresponding to site a and b are
related to the site specific relaxation rates in the absence of motion, R“z and K\z . If the
motional rate k is slow in comparison to the difference in the site-specific relaxation
rates, k < R_ = (R“z — R*z )/2, the measured value of RlZ-, at the corresponding
resonance offset, can be assigned to R“z and R*z . When the rate k is sufficiently
laxge, the measured value of Riz- is an average of the site specific relaxation rates, and
it is more appropriate to assign R+ = (R“z + R i^)/2 = Riz.
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Figure 4.2: Experimentally measured anisotropic T iz (A) and T iq (•) for DMS-d6 at
298 K. The non-selective IRQE sequence, with a 3.2 /xs ff-pulse, was used to collect the
T iz data. While the BBJB sequence, with a pulse spacing rp = 2 /xs, was used for the Tiq
data. Sixteen values of the evolution delay, t , were used in each experiment. A line is drawn
between the Tiq data points to guide the eye.

4.2

Selective Inversion Experiments in DMS-c^
On-resonance selective inversion (SI) experiments were conducted on a poly

crystalline sample of DMS-d6 in the temperature range of 288 to 333 K. In each
measurement, selective inversion was achieved with an on-resonance rectangular ttpulse of length tp = 800 /xs, corresponding to an RF field strength u\ = 625 Hz. At
each temperature, the best-fit rate k was calculated using the non-linear least squares
fitting routine described in Chapter 3. For temperatures above 308 K, because k

3

>

R_, the value of R_ was fixed during the fitting procedure. Thus, only five para
meters were varied during the fitting procedure: the jump rate k, the relaxation rate
in absence of motion R+, the initial inversion intensities £ and x , and the fractional
intensity ratio, e. The fitting procedure is most sensitive to the build up and decay
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of magnetization at site 6 . To determine the rate accurately it is imperative to avoid
systematic errors in measuring the site

6

magnetization. As discussed in Chapter 2 ,

one way to avoid many of these systematic errors is to minimize extraneous excitations
by using low BWDP shaped selective inversion pulses. Another source of systematic
error is drift in the overall gain of the spectrometer during the course of a long exper
iment. This effects the signal to noise ratio per scan and can alter the site

6

build up

intensity and compromise the accuracy of rates determined by the experiment. This
error is minimized by randomizing the relaxation delay values and block averaging
during collection of partially relaxed spectra.
SI difference spectra as a function of the relaxation delay, t , and the corres
ponding best-fits to the imperfect inversion two-site equations are shown in Figs. 4.3
- 4.8 (for three representative temperatures 298 K, 313 K and 328 K). In each ex
periment, transfer of magnetization from the initial on-resonance inversion region to
other quadrupolar frequencies is observed. This indicates the presence of a slow mo
tion which results in a large angle reorientation of the EFG tensor. The build up
of transfered magnetization is most intense near the horns (/? = 90°) of the powder
pattern. This is a consequence of the large fraction of final orientations which are
approximately perpendiculax to the magnetic field.
The DMS-d6 data set at 298 K, is representative of a SI experiment near its
lower limit of sensitivity to motion (see Fig. 4.3). Below this temperature, the rate
k is approaching the value of the site specific relaxation rates, R \z , and as a res
ult the transfered magnetization build up is of very low intensity. Notwithstanding,
it is possible to measure rate for temperatures as low as 288 K; below which the
motion is too slow (k < 30 s-1) to be detected before spin-lattice relaxation occurs
(R-iz ■> 100 s-1). For samples above the T \ z minimum, the lower limit of detectable
rates is approximately defined by R+ > 3k.
At 313 K, a favorable combination of relaxation and motional rates results in
the observation of pronounced magnetization transfer (see Fig. 4.5). Consequently, it
is possible to determined the jump rate k very accurately, as is demonstrated in the
best-fit to the magnetization shown in Fig. 4.6. At this particulax tem perature the
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Figure 4.3: On-resonance selective inversion experiment performed on DMS-efe at 298 K.
The spectra presented are partially relaxed difference spectra as a function of relaxation
delay, t. The selectively inverted magnetization, < L\{t) >, is observed to transfer from
site a on-resonance to a range of b sites with frequencies near the horns (±20 kHz). Relevant
experimental parameters are: inversion pulse length tp = 800 [is, quadrupolar echo spacing
r = 60 [is, spectral width ±60 kHz, recycle delay 100 ms, 8000 scans and 100 Hz apodization.
Total experimental time is 5 hours. The fit of the difference magnetization < L\{t) > to the
two-site equations is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Two-site equation fit to the SI spectra of DMS-c/6 presented in Fig. 4.3. The
routine simultaneously fits the difference magnetization at both sites, < L%{t ) > (triangles)
and < Lb(t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations. The best-fit is repres
ented by the lines; site a (solid) and site b (dotted).
pulse length (tp =

0 .8

ms) is an appreciable fraction of the mean lifetime of the dy

namic process (t* = k - 1 « 2.8 ms). As a result the initial inversion profile is slightly
degraded, as is evident from the extraneous inversion observed near the horns of the
front m ost slice of Fig. 4.5.
The inversion profile is significant degraded when the mean lifetime of the
motional process is approximately equal to the pulse length, Tj. ~ tp. At 328 K the
mean lifetime

(t*, «

300 / i s ) is shorter than the pulse length (tp = 800 fj.s) and clear

degradation of the inversion profile is visible, as is shown in Fig. 4.7. Nevertheless,
it is still possible to determine k, albeit with increased uncertainty, as is indicated by
the best-fit curves shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.5: On-resonance selective inversion experiment performed on DMS-^ at 313 K.
The spectra presented are partially relaxed difference spectra as a function of relaxation
delay, t. The selectively inverted magnetization, < L\{t) >, is observed to transfer from
site a on-resonance to a range of b sites with frequencies near the horns (±20 kHz). Relevant
experimental parameters are: inversion pulse length tp = 800 fis, quadrupolar echo spacing
t = 60 fis, spectral width ±60 kHz, recycle delay 200 ms, 8000 scans and 100 Hz apodization.
Total experimental time is 10 hours. The fit of the difference magnetization < L\{t) > to the
two-site equations is shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Two-site equation fit to the SI spectra of DMS-d6 presented in Fig. 4.5. The
routine simultaneously fits the difference magnetization intensities at both sites, < L“(t) >
(triangles) and < Lbz(t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations. The best-fit
is represented by the lines; site a (solid) and site b (dotted).
In general for powders, the upper limit of observable rates is determined by two
conditions: the achievable and the necessary selectivity. The m a x i m u m achievable
frequency selectivity is determined by the underlying homogeneous linewidth (£/,).
The necessary selectivity is determined by the need to provide adequate orientational
selectivity and is governed by the total spectral width of the powder pattern. These
two constraints determine an optimal selective pulse length (t °) which balances the
competing needs of inversion efficiency and orientational selectivity. For DMS-c^ the
optimal on-resonance pulse length is approximately t° = 800 fis. The upper limit of
measurable rates is determined by the optimal pulse length, since motion during the
selective pulse must not interfere too severely with the selective inversion. Typically,
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Figure 4.7: On-resonance selective inversion experiment performed on DMS-cfe at 328 K.
The spectra presented are partially relaxed difference spectra as a function of relaxation
delay, t . The selectively inverted magnetization, <
t) >, is observed to transfer from
site a on-resonance to a range of b site with frequencies throughout the spectrum. Relevant
experimental parameters are: inversion pulse length tp = 800 ^s, quadrupolar echo spacing
r = 60 fis, spectral width ±60 kHz, recycle delay 400 ms, 8000 scans and 100 Hz apodization.
Total experimental time is 15 hours. The fit of the difference magnetization < Llz (t) > to the
two-site equations is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Two-site equation fit to the SI spectra of DMS-cfe presented in Fig. 4 .7 . The
routine simultaneously fits the difference magnetization intensities at both sites, < L“(t) >
(triangles) and < Lh
z {t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations. The best-fit
is represented by the lines; site a (solid) and site 6 (dotted).
the upper rate limit is reached when rjt ~ £°/4.
Motion during the tp = 800 y s selective pulse severely degrades the inversion
profile in DMS-d6 at 328 K, as is shown in Fig. 4.7. In addition, the initial build
up of transfered magnetization now occurs in a time comparable to the spectrometer
dead-time. Thus the upper rate limit of the SI experiment in DMS-d6 is reached at
333 K, which corresponds to a rate k

4000 s-1 .

Selective inversion experiments were also conducted off-resonance, over the tem
perature range of 298 K to 333 K. A representative off-resonance SI experiment per
formed at 313 K, is shown in Fig. 4.9.

A rectangular inversion pulse of length

tp = 400 ys and double sideband modulated at A m = 40 kHz was used to achieve
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Figure 4.9: Off-resonance selective inversion experiment performed on DMS-dg at 313 K.
The initial selective inversion was applied off-resonance with Am = 40 kHz corresponding to
the shoulder (/? = 0°) of the powder spectrum. The spectra presented are partially relaxed
difference spectra, as a function of relaxation delay time, t. The selectively inverted mag
netization, < Lz(t) >, is observed to transfer from site a (off-resonance at v q « ±40 kHz)
to site 6 with a range of frequencies near the horns ( v q « ±20 kHz). Relevant experimental
parameters are: inversion pulse length tp = 400 /xs, a rectangular DSBM inversion pulse with
Am = 40 kHz, quadrupolar echo spacing r = 60 /xs, spectral width ±120 kHz, recycle delay
200 ms, 8000 scans and 100 Hz apodization. The total experimental time is 10 hours. The
fit of the difference magnetization < Llz (t) > to the two-site equations is shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Two-site equation fit to the off-resonance SI spectra of DMS-rfe presented in
Fig. 4.9. The fitting routine simultaneously fits the difference magnetization intensities at
both sites, < L“(t) > (triangles) and < Lb(t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site
equations. The best-fit is represented by the lines; site a (solid) and site b (dotted).
inversion at the shoulder ((3 = 0°) of the DMS-cfe powder pattern. The inverted region
at ua = ±40 kHz is observed to transfer to 6 -site frequencies in the vicinity of the horn
(/? = 90° at ub = ±20 kHz). The best-fit to the partially relaxed difference spectra of
Fig. 4.9 is shown in Fig. 4.10.
In principle, the rate k and the jump angle fij can be measured from offresonance SI data sets (see Section 3.2.3). Inspection of the spectra shown in Fig. 4.9
indicates that it is not possible to measure the trajectory directly from the frequency
splitting of the centroids of sites a and 6 . In DMS-d6, the underlying homogeneous
linewidth at the shoulder is approximately ^ w 3 kHz and the jump angle is fij = 106°
[27]. As a result the centroid of the site

6

magnetization is dominated by the large
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Table 4.1: Best-Fit Rates for the Slow C21, Rotation in DMS-ds from Both On- and OffResonance SI Experiments*.
On Resonance : A m = 0 kHz
k [s"1]
T [K]
R+ [ s '1] Riz { va = 0 kHz} [s l]
96.4±12.2
91.9±0.6
29±19
288
27±16
88.2±1.9
293
70.7±3.9
79.3±3.4
96±11
298
61.5±1.9
65.8±2.9
6 6 .0 ± 2 . 2
104±10
303
59.8±1.4
202±20
57.9±3.5
308
52.9±1.1
319±19
313
54.7±1.3
46.8±0.4
460±38
47.3±1.2
318
862±163
43.5±1.9
323
41.4±1.6
37.6±0.3
328 1869±396
38.6±1.1
32.1±0.6
333 3742±2590 37.5±2.0
Off Resonance : Am = 40 kHz
k [s'*]
T [K]
R+ [s"1] Riz { va = 40 kHz} [s x]
103.7±5.8
298
60±13
8 8 .1± 6 .6
79.4±1.3
159±21
82.6±3.7
303
68.5±0.8
233±23
68.5±2.8
308
402±47
60.7±1.5
55.1±2.6
313
737±224 48.7±3.3
51.1±0.5
318
48.0±1.7
1195±183 48.5±2.0
323
1878±466 42.5±2.1
43.1±0.8
328
34.7±0.5
333 2903±2112 48.0±6.1

R- [s"1]
-7±17
26±12
2±7
23±6
10*
9*
8*
8*
7*
6*
R - [s-1]
21±10

38±7
13*
11*
9*
8*
8*
6*

*Most data points are weighted average values (by their respective uncertainties) of
a few SI experiments. *R_ was fixed to these values for fits at these temperatures.
intensity of the (3 = 90° edge of the powder spectrum. Nevertheless, simulations
performed with a broad initial inversion region at the shoulder and various jump
angles allow the trajectory to be estimated. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.11, where a
visual comparison of the spectra for three jump angles indicates that /3j = 106 ± 2°.
At most temperatures several independent on- and off-resonance data sets were
collected, and the weighted averages of the jump rate, k, axe reported in Table 4.1. The
reproducibility of individual rates are within the indicated error limits. The motional
rate must be independent of resonance offset, and this is confirmed by the satisfact
ory agreement between k values measured on- and off- resonance. Also included in
Table 4.1 axe the best-fit R+ values and measured non-selective relaxation rates R 1 7
at the selective inversion frequency va. As anticipated, the agreement between R+
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Figure 4.11: Experimental and simulated partially relaxed SI difference spectra for offresonance selective inversion at the shoulder, (3a = 0°. These spectra show that, with the aid
of simulations, trajectory information can be obtained from SI experiments. The experimental
difference spectrum (solid) is the t = 800 fis slice from the experimental data displayed in
Fig. 4.9. Simulated spectra for various jump angles are presented: (3j = 1 0 2 ° (dotteddashed), j3j = 106° (dotted) and /3j = 110° (dashed). Relevant simulation parameters are:
a single-frequency rectangular 7r-pulse of length tp = 400 fis applied at resonance offset A =
40 kHz (NO DSBM), a motional rate k = 500 s-1, a quadrupolar coupling constant C q =
54.7 kHz and an asymmetry parameter rj = 0.05. From these data the DMS-dg jump angle
/3j is estimated to be 106° ± 2 °.
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and R iz is best for high temperatures. Above 308 K, the best fit values of k and
R+ were found to be insensitive to the choice of R_, and therefore R_ was fixed
to the values indicated by an asterisk* in Table 4.1. Below 308 K, better fits were
obtained by varying both R_ and R+ in the fitting procedure. However, because of
large uncertainties in R_ accurate determinations of the individual site specific motion
independent relaxation rates R$z and R \z are not possible.
C om parison to the Two Dim ensioned Exchange E xperim ent
The preceding discussion demonstrates that the selective inversion experiment
can accurately measure two-site jum p rates over a wide kinetic range. Motional rates
determined for DMS-cfe varied between k m 30 s- 1 (288 K) and k m 4000 s - 1

(3 3 3

K).

In two dimensional exchange (2 DEX) experiments on DMS-cfe no ridges have been
observed below 313 K [27], where k m 400 s-1. The highest temperature at which
ridge patterns have been reported is 350 K [143] corresponding to a motional rate k m
15000 s-1. Thus the two experiments span slightly different kinetic ranges, with the
SI range nearly 20% larger: 45 K for SI as compared to 37 K for 2DEX. Furthermore,
in the slow motional regime the SI experiment is capable of measuring rates that are
an order of magnitude slower than those detected by 2DEX.
It was also shown that, with the aid of simulations, it is possible to extract
trajectory information from SI difference spectra. Nevertheless, when ridges are ob
served, the simplicity and accuracy of extracting trajectory information from 2D EX
is unsurpassed. However, since the motional rate cannot be accurately determined
from a single 2DEX spectrum it is recommended that SI experiments be used to de
termine the optimal 2DEX mixing time (rm). In this sense the two experiments are
complimentaxy; they provide quantitative information about different aspects of the
dynamic processes.
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4.3

Quadrupolar Echo Lineshapes in DMS-ofe
The measured rates from deuteron SI data reported in Table 4.1 are systemat

ically different from previously reported 13C results [139,140,142]. This observation
was disturbing and warranted determining the source of the discrepancy. In order to
increase the kinetic window accessible, deuteron quadrupole echo lineshapes (QELS)
were collected, as a function of pulse spacing between 343 K and 368 K. This allowed
a more accurate determination of the kinetic parameters, the importance of which will
be discussed in Section 4.4.
Representative experimental quadrupolar echo lineshapes at 343 K and 368
K are presented along with two-site lineshape simulations in Fig. 4.12. The simu
lation parameters were: jump angle (3j = 106°, quadrupole coupling constant Cq
= 54.7 kHz, asymmetry parameter rj = 0.05, pulse spacing r = 30 [is, 1.6 fis hard
—pulses, spectral width ±60 kHz, 10000 powder orientations and 300 Hz Lorentzian
apodization. The match between simulated and experimental lineshapes is worse for
the lower temperature (343 K) than the higher temperature (368 K). This is attrib
uted to ignoring the orientation dependence of the underlying homogeneous linewidth
in the simulations. At lower temperatures the homogeneous linewidth anisotropy is
dominated by the orientation dependent dipolar interactions which are not included
in the simulations, while at higher temperature the motional contribution is dominant.
Thus the simulations (MXQET) perform better at high temperatures where ignoring
the dipolar contributions is not as critical.
Since the visual match between experimental and simulated spectra is not per
fect at a single pulse spacing, additional criteria must be used to justify the visually
selected best-fit rate. This is usually accomplished by considering the pulse spacing
dependence. For DMS-cfc at 343 K, the experimental and simulated spectra are shown
as a function of pulse spacing in Fig. 4.13. The agreement between lineshapes is sat
isfactory for short pulse spacings, but is poor at the longest pulse spacing r =

200

\is.

The total magnetization decay for the experimental data and various simulated data
sets, with different motional rates, are compared in Fig. 4.14. From the pulse spa-
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Figure 4.12: Experimental (solid) quadrupolar echo lineshapes for DMS-cfe at (a) 343 K
and (b) 368 K. Superimposed are simulated lineshapes for two-site motion (dotted) with a
jump angle, (3 = 106°, and jump rates (a) 8xl03 s - 1 and (b) 48xl03 s-1 . Experimental
parameters: 1.6 /xs hard —pulses, pulse spacing r = 30 /xs, recycle delays of 500 ms at 343 K
and 1 s at 368 K, spectral width ±60 kHz, 1000 scans and 100 Hz apodization. Simulation
parameters: quadrupolar coupling constant C q = 54.7 kHz, asymmetry parameter r? = 0.05,
pulse spacing r = 30 /xs and 300 Hz apodization.
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Figure 4.13: Quadrupolar echo spectra as a function of pulse spacing: experimental spectra
of DMS-cfe (solid) recorded at T = 343 K; simulated spectra (dotted) have a two-site jump
rate k = 8xl03 s-1. Other experimental and simulation parameters are identical to those in
Fig. 4.12a.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of measured magnetization decay for DMS-efe at T = 343 K
(solid, •) and various simulated magnetization decays for different jump rates. The simulated
decays correspond to jump rates k of: 6xl03 s - 1 (dotted), 7xl03 s- 1 (dashed), 8xl0 3 s - 1
(long dashed) and lOxlO3 s - 1 (dotted-dashed). From these data the motional rate in DMS-cfe
at T = 343 K is estimated to be k = 8 ± lxlO3 s-1.
cing dependence, the best-fit k is determined to be (8 ± l)x l0 3 s-1. Motional rates
determined by requiring both a visual match of the experimental spectra to simulated
lineshapes, and that the transverse relaxation rates agree, are reported in Table 4.2,
for temperatures between 343 K and 368 K. In the following section, the result of the
combined deuteron SI and QELS studies is compared to previous 13C data.
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Table 4.2: Motional Rates for the C2 ,, Rotation of DMS-cfe, Determined from Quadrupolar
Echo Lineshape Analysis.
T [K]
343
348
353
358
363
368

4.4

k [1 0 * s " 1]
8.0±0.7
1 2 .0 ± 1 . 0
19.0±1.5
25.0±2.0
37.0±3.0
48.0±4.0

Interpretation of Kinetic Parameters
The micro- and macroscopic properties of a material are determined by intra-

and intermolecular forces. The potential energy surface of these interactions is re
sponsible for the rate and temperature dependence of dynamical processes. Thus it is
of particular interest and importance to characterize the form of the rotation poten
tial energy surface of in the solid state. The rate of a thermally activated Markovian
process is generally parameterized in one of two ways; using either an Arrhenius or
Eyring formalism. The form of the Arrhenius equation is
k = Ae~Ea/kaT,

(4.1)

where Ea is the activation energy and A is the attem pt frequency [147]. The activation
energy describes the height of the rotational potential barrier. While, the attempt
frequency describes the “natural” jump frequency of the system (i.e. the frequency
in absence of a potential barrier). These parameters can be obtained by plotting the
log of the motional rate verses the inverse temperature; the slope and intercept are Ea
and A, respectively. Obviously, this is a one dimensional simplification of the actual
three dimensional potential energy surface of a real molecular solid [147], but the
comparison of activation energies can provide useful information about the strength
of intra- and intermolecular interactions.
Another method used to parameterize the potential energy surface is the Eyring
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Figure 4.15: Arrhenius plots for DMS. This shows on- (filled circle) and off- (open circle)
resonance 2H SI data, 2H QELS data (squares) and previously published 13C lineshape data
(triangles) [139]. Activation energies Ea and attempt frequencies ln(A) derived from these
data are listed in Table 4.3.
equation, which is based on transition state theory [147]
k =

(4 2)

Here A H* and A S* are the transition state activation enthalpy and entropy and k is
the transmission coefficient [147]. In this formalism it is assumed that the molecule
is thermally activated into a transition state, from which it either proceeds to various
final states or returns to the initial state. The transmission coefficient describes the
probability that once in the transition state the molecule will proceed to a final state.
The slope and intercept of an Eyring plot (ln(A:/T) vs. T -1) yield the transition state
activation enthalpy and entropy, respectively.
Arrhenius plots of the temperature dependent two-site jump rates of DMS,
measured using 2H NMR and reported from l3C NMR [139, 140] are shown in
Fig. 4.15. The Eyring plot of the same data (not shown) is qualitatively similar.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the Arrhenius Parameters for DMS from various 2H and 13C NMR
experiments.
METHOD
on-resonance SI
off-resonance SI
QE lineshapes
all 2H data
13C lineshapes113C CPMAS*

Ea [kj/mole]
86.1±4.9
88.6±3.0
75.7±2.7
86.5±1.4
63.2±3.0
75.8±9.7

ln(A)
39.0±1.9
40.1±1.1
35.6±0.9
39.2±0.5
30.9±1.2
35.7±3.7

AH* [kJ/mole]
83.6±4.9
86.0±3.0
72.7±2.7
83.8±1.4
60.6±3.1
73.2±9.7

AS* [J/moIe-K]
71±16
79±10
41±8
72±4
3.5±9.8
43±31

1Values obtained by fitting rates given in Ref. [139].
*Values obtained by fitting rates given in Ref. [140].
For this DMS data, the Arrhenius and Eyring activation parameters, derived from
standard linear regression, are summarized in Table 4.3. The Arrhenius activation
energies determined from on- and off-resonance SI data agree, within their respective
statistical error limits. In addition, both agree with the value derived from a fit to the
combined deuteron data set of both the SI and QELS methods. Fitting to only the deu
teron lineshape data gives a somewhat smaller activation energy Ea, and is probably
due to systematically overestimating the exchange contribution in the QELS. Without
including the orientation and temperature dependence of the underlying homogeneous
linewidth in lineshape simulations it is impossible to match the experimental spectra
exactly [29]. The best compromise fit involves adjusting the amount of apodization,
both Gaussian or Lorentzian, and the rate used in the simulation. The exact values
of these linebroadening parameters is dependent on the experimenters judgment and
is subject to systematic biases.
At the high and low temperature extremes of the intermediate motional regime
the exchange induced line broadening is comparable to the homogeneous linewidth in
absence of motion. However, the functional forms of the exchange contribution (6k)
to the homogeneous linewidth (£*) are quite different. In the slow limit the motional
contribution is proportional to the rate, 6k oc k [103], while in the fast limit it is
inversely proportional to the rate, 6k oc k~l [103]. Thus overestimating the motional
contribution will yield erroneously high rates in the slow limit and low rates in the fast
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limit. This systematic error results in activation energies and frequency factors that
are too small. This problem is common to all lineshape analysis, and may explain
the difference in activation parameters determined from deuteron SI data and the two
previous 13C lineshape studies [139,140]. By incorporating in the fitting procedure the
measured tem perature and orientation dependence of motion independent relaxation
parameters, deuteron selective inversion experiments avoids these systematic errors.
As a result activation parameters from deuteron SI data should be more reliable than
that from 2H and 13C lineshape simulations.
Several authors [29,148,149] have correctly noted that extrapolating to determ
ine attempt frequencies A or activation entropies A S * from Arrhenius or Eyring plots
is fraught with pitfalls. Invariably, NMR measures motional rates over a limited tem
perature range, and thus a small systematic error in the slope can produce a very
large error in the extrapolated intercept. This is evident from the values reported
in Table 4.3. The slightly lower slope of the 13C lineshape data leads to an intercept
(ln(A) = 30.9dkl.2) that is very different from the deuteron value (ln( A) = 39.2±0.5).
The sensitivity of the intercept to systematic error indicates that quantitative inter
pretation of A or AS* must be attempted cautiously. Notwithstanding, if correct, the
large values of ln(A) = 39.2 ± 0.5 and AS* = 72 ± 4 J K - 1 mole- 1 in DMS-d6 are
interesting and require consideration [29].
In the Eyring transition state formalism, a thermally activated jum p process
between two equally populated sites is expected to have an activation entropy of
AS* = kfl ln( 2 ) = 5.8 J K - 1 mole- 1 [139]. The factor of two is due to the two possible
pathways for the jum p motion to occur [139]. For DMS-c^ this model is obviously
inconsistent with the deuteron result of AS* = 72.4±4 J K - 1 mole-1.
Another possible description, is that the slow motion in DMS-ofe is described
as hindered rotation between two potential minima. In this model, if the transition
state differs from the ground state only by the loss of the torsional degree of freedom,
it can be shown that the rate of hindered rotational motion is given by [150,151]
k =

(4 3)
hZ
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Here V0 is the barrier height and Z is the partition function for a hindered rotor. In
the high barrier limit,

1

, the partition function can be approximated by that

of a torsional harmonic oscillator. The prefactor in Eq. 4.3 is then just ^ w h e r e
I is the moment of inertia for the hindered rotor and the factor - is due to the Q>o«
7T

*“ u

rotational symmetry [150,151]. Calculating the moment of inertia of DMS-d6 from
X-ray crystal structure data [138] gives I = 1.97 x 10- 4 5 kg m2. Using this and the
measured value of Ea = VQ= 85.6 kJ mole-1, the hindered rotor attem pt frequency is
calculated ln(A/,r ) = ln ( |j + | ln ( |f ) = 29.0. Obviously, this model cannot account
for the large frequency factor reported for DMS-d6 [150,151].
An alternate explanation of the results is that the activation energy is tem
perature dependent [152]. This would require a modified Arrhenius equation to be
used
k = Ae- ^ ° -£T^ ksT,

(4.4)

where £ is a constant related to the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [29]. If the
value of A is taken from the hindered rotor model to be 29.0, then Ea = 86.5 kJ mole- 1
and £ = 0.085 kJ mole- 1 K-1. Near ambient temperature the temperature depend
ent contribution (eT) to the rotation barrier is approximately 30%. If this simplistic
phenomenological model is a correct explanation for anomalously large attempt fre
quencies, a correlation should exist between e values and anisotropic coefficients of
thermal expansion. A brief survey of the literature on thermal expansion coefficients
for molecular solids [126,129,153-155] finds no data to support this conclusion.

4.5

Homogeneous Linewidth Anisotropy in DMS-cfe
The anisotropy of the homogeneous linewidth (8^) was observed to have det

rimental effects on the accuracy of rates determined by lineshape analysis. This in
spired detailed investigations into the origin and forms of the underlying homogeneous
linewidths in powder patterns. The orientation and temperature dependence of the
homogeneous linewidth is of particular interest. In Fig. 4.16, on-resonance selective
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Figure 4.16: On-resonance selective inversion difference spectra collected as a function of
7r-pulse length, tp, for DMS-rfe at T = 298 K. The length of the rectangular inversion pulse,
tp, was varied from 3.2 fis (yi = 156.3 kHz) to 2.5 ms {vi = 100 Hz).
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Figure 4.17: The measured full width at half maximum (£) of SI difference spectra as a
function of pulse length for on- and off-resonance selective inversion pulses. On-resonance
(•) (spectra presented in Fig. 4.16), off-resonance with DSBM Am = 10 kHz (□) and DSBM
Am = 30 kHz (A). The solid line represents The value of 6 was obtained from simulated
spin- 1 selective inversion profiles.
inversion difference spectra are plotted as a function of inversion pulse length, tp. For
each of these experiments the pulse length (tp) was increased while the pulse amp
litude (t/i) was decreased to maintain the inversion condition 2nuitp = n. Similar
spectra were collected off-resonance using rectangular DSBM inversion pulses with
Am = 10 and 30 kHz. The full width at half maximum (£)* of the on-resonance
difference spectra in Fig. 4.16, and of the off-resonance data sets, were measured by
fitting the lineshape to a Gaussian. The value of S is shown as a function of the pulse
length, for both the on- and off-resonance inversions, in Fig. 4.17. Pulses shorter than
200 fis produce complex inversion profiles which precludes the definition of a GausLN.B. The full width at half maximum 8 is distinguished from the homogeneous linewidth 8^ in
the following manner. The value of 8 is the measured bandwidth at half maximum of any inversion
region while 8^ is the narrowest frequency hole which can be selectively excited in a powder pattern.
The full width at half maximum, 8, is related to the Gaussian width parameter, a , 8h = 1.17741c.
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Figure 4.18: Inversion efficiency as a function of pulse length in DMS-d6 , for both on- and
off-resonance inversion pulses. On-resonance (•) data is obtained from the spectra presented
in Fig. 4.16, off-resonance with DSBM Am = 10 kHz (□) and DSBM Am = 30 kHz (A). The
larger homogeneous linewidths found off-resonance produce a more rapid decay of inversion
efficiency.
sian linewidth, and therefore 5 values axe not included for these data. The full width
at half maximum decreases monotonically with increasing pulse length and reaches a
limiting value, defined as the underlying homogeneous linewidth, £/,. For DMS-efe at
298 K, this occurs at approximately 1.2 ms corresponding to a homogeneous linewidth
4 « 1.4 kHz. The solid line in Fig 4.17 corresponds to S values from simulations of
the spin - 1 response to rectangular pulses of length tp. The simulations, like those
described in Chapter 2, include only the quadrupole and RF Hamiltonians, and this
results in a limiting linewidth of zero at infinite pulse length.
The inversion efficiency at a particular frequency is defined as the ratio of in
tensities of the SI difference spectrum and the equilibrium quadrupole echo spectrum.
Inversion efficiencies axe plotted as a function of selective pulse length in Fig. 4.18
for both on- (Fig. 4.16) and off-resonance data (not shown). Off-resonance a larger
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homogeneous linewidth, results in a poorer inversion efficiency. When the amplitude
ui of the selective pulse is comparable to the homogeneous linewidth, dipolar coup
lings and spin diffusion interfere with coherent precession under the RF Hamiltonian.
This causes the magnetization to dephase and means complete inversion is no longer
possible. The inversion efficiency is anomalously low for inversion pulses shorter than
tp ~ 25 fis, and the data was somewhat irreproducible at these short pulse lengths. One
possible explanation of this anomalous behavior is the creation of double quantum co
herences, however, the phase cycle is designed to suppress these coherences. A more
likely explanation is that imperfections of the short pulses produce phase transient
artifacts and virtual FID effects [125] which axe not completely removed by phase
cycling.
For a powder pattern the orientation dependence of the limiting homogeneous
linewidth can be measured with off-resonance selective inversion. Difference spectra
were collected (using a 4 ms long, 3-lobe sine 7r-pulse) for various modulation frequen
cies Am, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.19. Because the inversion efficiency of
a 4 ms pulse is low (<25%), the difference spectra in Fig. 4.19 have been scaled, by
a factor of approximately

2

to match the intensity of the quadrupolax echo spectrum

near resonance (u q = 0). The limiting homogeneous linewidth increases monotonically with resonance offset, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20. This behavior is responsible for
the corresponding decrease in inversion efficiency with frequency offset observed in
Fig. 4.19. The apparent discontinuity in Sh near the horn (/? = 90° at

vq

« 20 kHz) is

an axtifact of the sharply peaked powder pattern intensity distribution. At frequencies
just below 20 kHz, part of the excitation profile covers a low intensity region and the
hole appears narrower. Conversely, just above 20 kHz extraneous excitation of the
high intensity horn artificially broadens the excitation region.
For DMS-cfe there axe a variety of contributions to the homogeneous linewidth:
the slow two-site jumps, second order quadrupolax broadening, transverse relaxation
time (T2) anisotropy, and unresolved deuteron-deuteron dipolar coupling. For DMSc?6 at 298 K the relative magnitudes of the contributions can be estimated. In the slow
motion limit, the motional contribution to the homogeneous linewidth is 8k = k/n.
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Figure 4.19: DSBM SI difference spectra for various modulations frequencies (Am) showing
the limiting linewidth as a function of frequency offset. A 4 ms 3-Iobe DSBM sine pulse
was used in each experiment. The modulations frequencies Am of the difference spectra
are (starting at the center of the plot): 3 kHz (dotted), 7 kHz (dotted-dashed), 11 kHz
(dotted), 15 kHz (dashed), 19 kHz (long dashed), 21 kHz (dotted), 26 kHz (dotted-dashed),
30 kHz (dotted), 34 kHz (dashed) and 38 kHz (long dashed). Due to an increase in the
underlying homogeneous linewidth 6h, the inversion efficiency is noticeably degraded towards
the outer edges of the powder pattern. An equilibrium quadrupolar echo powder pattern is
superimposed to guide the eye. The difference spectra were multiplied by a factor of « 2.0
to match the equilibrium intensity on-resonance.
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Figure 4.20: The measured underlying homogeneous linewidth Sh as a function of frequency
offset, obtained by fitting the unapodized difference spectra in Fig. 4.19 to a Gaussian
lineshape.
For a jum p rate of k m 100 s _ 1 the motional contribution is 8k ~ 30 Hz. Second
order quadrupolax broadening [156] contributes an additional linewidth of (C q /32 u0)
= 2.0 Hz, which is negligible. Contributions due to T 2 anisotropy depend on the zero
frequency reduced spectral density v/o(0), and are on the order of 1 / ttT i z - The average
T i z is approximately 12 ms and thus this contribution is approximately 25 Hz. These
estimates indicate that none of these effects contributes significantly to the observed
homogeneous linewidth of greater than a kilohertz.
The contribution from unresolved homonuclear dipolar couplings can be cal
culated from the dipolar coupling constant D = h-y^/r3. In a methyl group, the
internuclear distance between a pair of deuterons is r =1.7 A, thus the dipolar coup
ling constant D = 576 Hz. The rapid three-site methyl reorientation about the C3 „
axis averages this by a factor of (3 cos2 1? —l)/2 , where 1? = 90° is the angle between
the internuclear vector (which is in the plane defined by the three deuterons) and
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the C3 „ methyl spinning axis. Thus, methyl motion reduces the dipolar coupling to
D = 288 Hz. The maximum frequency span of a dipolax coupled methyl multiplet
is 11D [157]. For methyl groups oriented randomly with respect to the static mag
netic field the dipolar linewidth contribution is assumed to be approximately half this
value or 5.5D m 1.6 kHz. This is in qualitative agreement with the data near res
onance (see Fig. 4.20) and shows that the homogeneous linewidth is dominated by
deuteron-deuteron dipolar couplings.
The underlying homogeneous linewidth limits the orientation selectivity of soft
inversion pulses. For DMS-d6 the minimum hole width at the center of the spectrum
is Sk = 1.2 kHz, which corresponds to a narrow range of selected orientations, f3 =
54.7 ± 0.7. However, at the shoulder edge the homogeneous linewidth is Sh = 3.0 kHz
and the minimum range of inverted orientations is significantly larger, 0 < /? < 12.7.
The tem perature dependence of the intrinsic homogeneous linewidth can
provide information about motional process and this is shown for DMS-d6, in Fig. 4.21.
At low temperatures, T < 320 K, the linewidth is approximately constant and is dom
inated by homonuclear dipolar contributions. At temperatures higher than 320 K,
contributions from the large angle jum p motion causes a significant broadening of
the homogeneous linewidth. A quantitative analysis of this behavior is complicated
because it entails computing an motionally broadened lineshape for an angular distri
bution of site frequencies, consistent with the range of initial and final orientations.
For a given jum p rate, some of the frequency differences will be in the fast regime
(Auab -C k) and some will be in the slow regime ( A uab

k). Thus the overall contri

bution to the homogeneous linewidth is a complicated function of the rate k, the jump
angle j3j and the initial inversion profile. Nevertheless, the tem perature dependence
of the DMS-d6 homogeneous linewidth clearly demonstrates that the SI technique is
sensitive to large angle jump processes with rates between

103

— 1 0 4 s-1 .
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Figure 4.21: The homogeneous linewidth at a frequency offset of 10 kHz plotted as a function
of temperature for DMS-cfe- The rapid increase at T w 320 K indicates the onset of motion
in the kilohertz range. A 4 ms, 3-lobe sine DSBM (Am = 10 kHz) 7r-pulse was used at all
temperatures.

4.6

Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that selective inversion (SI) experiments can

be used to accurately determine motional rates and trajectories. For DMS-d6, SI
was used to measure the jump rate between k = 30-4000 s-1, over the temperature
range of 288 K to 333 K. This kinetic window overlaps that associated with 13C
lineshape studies and borders on the lower limit of rates observable by quadrupolar
echo lineshape analysis (QELS).
The lower limit of measurable rates is determined by the ratio of the average
Zeeman relaxation rate R i z to the jump rate k. In materials above the T iz minimum,
the lower rate limit is generally reached when R iz « 3A;. The highest observable rate is
determined by two selectivity conditions: the achievable and the necessary selectivity.
In an inhomogeneously broadened spectrum, the underlying homogeneous linewidth
determines the achievable frequency selectivity; while the total spectral width determ
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ines the necessary orientational selectivity. These two conditions define a pulse length
t° which is optimal for a given system. Degradation of the inversion profile due to
motion defines an upper limit of measurable rates for a given optimal pulse length;
this limit is k « 4/2°.
Determination of the trajectory of the two-site jump motion in DMS-cfe was
accomplished by comparing off-resonance selective inversion experiments with sim
ulations. The jum p angle was found to be (3j = 106°±2° and thus in this case SI
compares favorably with 2DEX in determining the trajectory. In DMS-d6, selective
inversion was shown to be capable of measuring motional rates at temperatures 25
K lower than those for which 2DEX ridge patterns have been reported [143]. This
corresponds to the detection of rates 10 times slower than those detected with 2DEX.
Thus, for DMS, selective inversion provides more accurate rate measurements than
2DEX, detects a wider range of motional rates and moreover provides trajectory in
formation. It is noted that in general the 2D EX experiment is better for determining
motional trajectories. However, since the SI experiment provides the optimal mixing
time, rm, for observation of motional ridges in a 2DEX experiment, the two techniques
should be viewed as complimentary. The most complete and accurate description of
molecular motion is obtained by combination of the two experiments. Experimental
time is optimized by first performing SI experiments, to accurately measure the mo
tional rate and determine the optimal mixing time, followed by a 2D EX experiment,
to determine the trajectory.
This chapter also demonstrated the utility of SI for determining the underlying
homogeneous linewidth in inhomogeneously broadened powder spectra. The meas
urement of the anisotropy and temperature dependence of the homogeneous linewidth
was described for DMS-d6. In Chapter 5, the SI techniques developed and illustrated
here will be shown to be extremely useful tools for characterizing complex motions in
molecular crystals. This allows detailed investigations of molecular dynamics and thus
a better understanding of how motion influences the macroscopic physical properties
in condensed m atter systems.
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Chapter 5
U rea Inclusion Compounds
5.1
5.1.1

Background Information
Structure and D ynam ics o f U rea
Urea is a common material, whose various physical and chemical properties

axe well documented in the literature [158-170]. The structure of urea is shown in
Fig. 5.1; the molecule is planer with a C2 V symmetry axis along the CO bond. Pure
urea has a tetragonal crystal lattice with two molecules per unit cell [158,171]. These
two crystallographically inequivalent molecules are oriented with their CO axes anti
parallel and moleculax planes perpendicular to one another [172]. Two of the four NH
bonds are oriented almost anti-parallel to the CO double bond, while the remaining
two are oriented at approximately 60°. The two types of deuterons are referred to
as either cis (c) or trans (t) depending on their location with respect to the oxygen.
In crystalline urea, each oxygen is hydrogen bonded to four deuterons in neighboring
molecules.
In pure urea, two independent molecular reorientations are known to occur.
These motions are referred to as the CO and CN rotations, indicating the bond axis
around which the motion occurs and are defined in Fig. 5.1. NMR investigations
have characterized the CO rotation in pure urea [173-177]. A smaller number of
studies have been reported on the slower CN rotation [178,179], which remained
poorly characterized until recently [28]. The CN rotation rate was measured using
solid state deuteron selective inversion; it is extremely slow compared to the CO
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structure of urea indicating the cis and trans deuterons, C2Vsymmetry
axes, rotation axes and rates kco and kcN, and jump angles j3j(CO) and (3j(CN).
rotation rate [28].
The CO rotation is known to proceed by random instantaneous 180° jumps
about the molecular C21, axis. This motion has dramatically different effects on the
trans and cis deuterons. As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, a 180° jum p about the CO C2V
axis simultaneously interchanges both the cis deuterons and the trans deuterons. The
principal axis of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensors for the trans deuterons are
almost colinear with the CO jum p axis, thus the spectrum of the trans deuterons is
barely affected by the CO rotation. As a result the trans deuterons have a full width,
static powder pattern. On the other hand, a jump about the CO axis produces a large
change in the orientation of the EFG tensors of the cis deuterons (0 j ( C O ) = 118°),
whose spectrum is typical of intermediate regime motion. This dynamical picture is
complicated by slow rotations about the CN axes, which also occur by instantaneous
180° flips. The CN motion interchanges cis and trans deuterons within an amide
group. Since the CN rate is slow no effects due to the CN motion are visible in the
urea quadrupolax echo lineshape.
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5.1.2

S tructure o f U rea Inclusion Com pounds
The discovery of urea inclusion compounds (UICs) in 1940 [180-182] spurred

a great deal of research into these interesting and technologically useful guest-host
systems. Urea inclusion compounds are formed with a variety of long, unbranched,
chain organic molecules as guests, such as n-alkanes, n-alkanoic acids, alkandioic
acids, dihaloalkanes, alkanones and alcohols [129,183]. Some industrial application
of urea inclusion compounds include purification, stereospecific polymerization, drug
delivery, molecular separation and as non-linear optical materials [183].
In inclusion compounds the unit cell of the urea host is hexagonal. The urea
molecules forms narrow pipes or channels with long-chain guest molecules packed into
the channels [158,171]. Two anti-parallel helical ribbons of urea form the walls of the
channels as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. UICs are held together by van der Waals forces
and an extensive network of hydrogen bonds between urea molecules [183]. As in
pure tetragonal urea, the carbonyl oxygen is involved in four hydrogen bonds with
neighboring urea molecules. The lengths and angles of these hydrogen bonds are
listed in Table 5.1 [158,183-185] for pure urea and urea in an hexadecane inclusion
compound (UIC). Surprisingly, although their crystal structures are different, the
0- • • H hydrogen bond lengths for pure urea and UICs are comparable. As indicated
in Table 5.1, the only large change between the two structures is the hydrogen bond
angles [183]. Until recently there was scant evidence of significant hydrogen bonding

Table 5.1: Hydrogen Bond Parameters for Pure Urea and Urea in a Hexadecane-UIC*.

d(N-H) A
d(N---O) A
d(O---H) A
Z(C=0- • -H)°
Z(C=0- • -N)°
Z(N-H- • -0)°

Tetragonal Urea (Pure) [123 K]
trans
cis
1.042
1.064
2.957
2.992
1.976
1.948
149.0
105.7
1 1 0 .6
157.3
166.0
155.9

Hexagonal Urea (UIC) [295 K]
cis
trans
0.996
0.990
3.033
2.984
2.034
2.043
108.9
118.6
106.1
119.3
171.5
160.3

^Reproduced from Ref. [183], data from Refs. [158,184,185].
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Figure 5.2: Idealized unit cell for a generic urea inclusion compound. The channel is formed
by two right handed helices (different shades) pointing in opposite directions (left handed
enantiomorph are equally probable). The screw direction points to the left for the grey helix
and to the right for the multi-shade helix. The n-alkanoic acid depicted above the UIC
channel is octanoic acid (n= 8 ). This diagram is NOT to scale.
between the urea hosts and the guests in UICs [183]. Recent X-ray studies of several
alkanedione UICs have shown specific hydrogen bonds between urea and the guest
molecule [186,187]. In alkanedione UICs a few of the urea molecules are rotated into
the channel and form hydrogen bonds with the guest.
Typically, UICs have non-stoichiometric proportions of urea and guest mo
lecules. The crystal c axis is parallel to the channel axis and the urea lattice repeat
unit, which depends slightly on the guest, is in the neighborhood of

11

A.

UICs in

general have incommensurate lattices [183], meaning that the ratio of the c-axis lattice
parameters of host and guest is not a simple rational number. The channel diameter
is typically 5.1-5.9

A

[177], restricting the types of guest molecules included.

Compared to tetragonal (pure) urea, urea inclusion compounds have a slightly
increased packing efficiency [183]. However, for a given family of guests the chain
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length must exceed a minimum value to form a stable inclusion compound. The
packing efficiency and stability of UICs increases with the guest chain length. As a
result longer chains permit larger and bulkier substituents to be included within the
channels [183]. The inclusion of bulky substituents is also dependent on the location
of the group in the chain; the closer a group is to the chain end the more stable the
material [183].
Typically, UICs are prepared by mixing a warm saturated solutions of urea and
the guest in a polar solvent, which upon cooling precipitate UIC crystals. Samples
used in this dissertation were prepared from saturated solutions with a mass ratio of
urea to guest of approximately 3 to

1

[188]. The precipitated crystals of UIC were

dried, finely ground and packed in short 5 mm Pyrex NMR tubes. In the course of
this study three different guest species were investigated. The naming convention
adopted for the remainder of this dissertations is: UICs with linear n-alkane guests
are denoted by the number of carbons n as C„-UIC, while n-alkanoic acids (carboxylic
acids) are denoted as CnA-UIC. Using these conventions the three samples studied
are n-nonadecane C 19 -UIC, octanoic acid CgA-UIC and dodecanoic acid C 1 2 A-UIC,
respectively.

5.2

G uest Dynamics in UICs
A great deal of effort has gone into determining whether the guest conforma

tions are restricted to all-trans [189-191]. Available data suggest that the all-trans
conformation [183,190-195] is prefered but that some fraction of gauche conforma
tions exist, however, the exact amount remains controversial. Results claiming that
the percentage gauche conformations at the end of the chains ranges between 5-30%
have appeared in the literature [183,190-195]. Differences in chain length, sample
quality, spectroscopic technique and interpretation have left the actual percentage
uncertain.
Guest motions in a variety of UICs have been studied using

2

H-NMR

[183,190,196-200]. The motional characteristics of alkane guests are typical: rapid
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rotation of the molecule about its long axis (kr >
of the chain ends (kt >

1 0 10

108

s-1), rapid torsional libration

s-1) and rapid methyl group rotation

(& 3

>

1 0 12

s-1)

[183,198,201]. X-ray and neutron scattering experiments [202-205] have shown that
restricted translational diffusion of the guest in the channel also occurs. The transla
tional diffusion coefficient is on the order of 1 0 - 6 cm 2 s- 1 with a translational diffusion
length (range) on the order of 2 A [202-205].

5.3

H ost Dynam ics in UICs
The first study to indicate that host motion occurs in UICs was a l H-NMR spin-

lattice relaxation time experiment on various n-alkane UICs [206]. A more quantitative
analysis of the CO rotation of urea-d 4 in Cxg-UIC was performed using deuteron NMR
quadrupolar echo lineshapes [129]. The rate of CO motion of the host urea-d 4 in UIC is
1

or 2 orders of magnitude slower than the rotational rates of the included guest. This

observation justifies the assumption that guest and host motions are uncorrelated.
The CO rotation of the host urea-d 4 has also been studied with deuteron quad
rupolar echo lineshapes for the a,u;-dibromo-n-alkane/urea-d 4 (diBrCn-UIC) inclusion
compounds, for n = 7 — 10 [177]. For each homologue the results are qualitatively
similar, except that the diBrC 7 -UIC has a somewhat slower CO rotation rate. It has
been postulated [177,183] that the higher proportion of bromines in the diBrC-rUIC
results in greater degree of steric hindrance for the urea-d4 CO rotation.
If the UIC guest and host lattice structures are incommensurate, each guest and
host experiences a slightly different local environment. Consequently, it is possible
that a distribution of rotation rates kco exist. Notwithstanding, it was unnecessary
to evoke a distribution of CO rates to explain the observed deuteron quadrupole echo
spectra of urea-d 4 in diBrC„-UICs [177,183]. It has been suggested [177,183] that
since, the translational motion of the dibromoalkane guests is significantly faster than
the experimental 2 H-NMR time scale [183,199,202,205] that averaging of the local
environment and corresponding jum p rate kco occurs. This averaging would account
for the absence of a distribution of rates in the observed spectra [177,183].
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Experiments conducted on the deuterated urea -< /4 host in CgA-UIC, C 12 A-UIC
and C 19 -UIC are described in the remainder of this Chapter. The temperature depend
ences of the urea-c/4 motional processes were measured using both quadrupolax echo
lineshape and selective inversion experiments. From these data Arrhenius activation
parameters were determined for both the CO and CN rotations of urea-d4 in UICs.
The results axe discussed in terms of the nature of the guest-host interactions.

5.3.1

CO R otation
In the temperature range between 263 and 343 K, the CO rotation of urea-d4 in

UICs is in the intermediate motion regime. This results in characteristic quadrupolax
echo lineshape modifications. Representative experimental and simulated quadrupolax
echo spectra for both CsA-UIC and C 12 A-UIC axe shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. The
quadrupolax echo lineshape simulations were performed with the program MXQET
[30,39,125].

Exchange between the four deuteron sites, resulting from simultaneous

CN and CO rotations, was simulated using two independent reference frames. The
Euler angles describing the orientations of the four sites within the two frames are
listed in Table 5.2.

To obtain the equivalent one frame Euler angles for each site,

Table 5.2: Definition of Euler Angles for Urea-d4 Quadrupolar Echo Lineshape Simulations
of Urea-d4 in UICs*.

O
r—
t

O
00

O

Site & Type
1
(cis)
2
(cis)
3 (trans)
4 (trans)

00
to

Jump Frame
CO
CO
CN
CN

Two Frame Simulations
Rotation
a
0
7
A
0°
117° 0 °
B
0°
117° 180°
0
°
0°
58°
C
D
0°

Rate
kco
kco
kcN
k cN

Equivalent One Frame Rotations
CO Partner
Composite Rotation Or
0
7
2
BD
0°
59° 180°
1
AD
0°
59°
0°
4
AC
0°
175° 0 °
3
BC
0°
175° 180°

CN Partner
4
3
2
1

*The four deuteron sites (1-4) are labeled in order starting from the top left cis deuteron in
Fig. 5.1 and moving clockwise.
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CaA—UIC

k^Q= 2x10 s

T = 263

I^q = 6x10 s

T = 293 K

T = 323 K

15x10 s

-200

-100

0

100

200

v [kHz]

Figure 5.3: Experimental (solid) and simulated (dotted) quadrupolar echo lineshapes for
urea-d4 in a CsA-UIC at three temperatures: T = 263 K (top), 293 K (middle) and 323 K
(bottom). Experimental conditions were: 1.6 fis hard ^-pulses, echo pulse spacing r =
60 fxs and a spectral width of ±312.5 kHz. The recycle delays were: 3 s, 1 s and 500 ms,
respectively. Simulation parameters were: quadrupolar coupling constant C q = 208 kHz,
asymmetry parameter tj = 0.145 and CN rotation rate k c N = 100 s-1. Lorentzian and
Gaussian line broadening, 2 kHz each, was applied to the simulated spectra.
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C.-A-UIC

T = 273 K

k^Q = 2x10 s

T = 303 K

T = 333 K

-200

-100

0

100

200

v [kHz]

Figure 5.4: Experimental (solid) and simulated (dotted) quadrupolar echo lineshapes for
urea-d4 in a C 1 2 A - U I C at three temperatures: T = 273 K (top), 303 K (middle) and 333 K
(bottom). Experimental conditions were: 1 .6 fis hard f-pulses, echo pulse spacing r = 60 fj.s,
and a spectral width of ±312.5 kHz. The recycle delays were: 15 s, 4 s and 2 s, respectively.
Simulation parameters were: quadrupolar coupling constant C q = 208 kHz, asymmetry
parameter 77 = 0.145 and C N rotation rate kcN = 100 s-1 . Lorentzian and Gaussian line
broadening, 500 Hz each, was applied to the simulated spectra.
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the composite rotations AC, AD, BC and BD must be calculated, and the results
are given in the bottom half of Table 5.2. Rotation in the CN frame corresponds
to exchange of trans with cis deuterons, while rotation in the CO frame corresponds
to exchange of cis with cis (and trans with trans) deuterons. The EFG orientation
were determined by comparing quadrupolax echo lineshape simulations with slightly
different bond angles and from values reported in the literature [28,129,158,189].
The Euler angles listed in Table 5.2 define the orientation of the EFG tensor for
each deuteron, from which the jump angles /3j of the molecular reorientation can be
determined. The jump angles for the CO rotation are fij(CO) = 118° for cis deuterons
and 0j(CO) = 10° for trans deuterons. The value of j3j(CO) agrees very well with
previously reported values [129,177]. The location of the motionally averaged central
peaks in the simulated spectra is very sensitive to the jum p angle of the cis deuterons.
Simulations with different cis orientations can be used to provide error estimates for
the jump angle, (3j{CO) = 118° ± 1 °. In contrast, for the CO rotation the simulated
spectra axe very insensitive to the exact orientation of the trans deuterons. Thus the
error limits axe much larger on (3j(CO) = 10° ± 5°.
In urea, the CN rotation is slow and does not effect the appearance of the quad
rupolax echo lineshapes. The value of kcN was therefore fixed at 100 s - 1 in all the
lineshape simulations. Using the definitions in Table 5.2 and standard error propaga
tion, the jum p angle for the CN motion is determined to be (3j(CN) = 116 ± 5°.
A single crystal rotation study on pure urea-d4 [174] determined the quadru
polax coupling constant

C

q

= 211 kHz and asymmetry param eter

77

= 0.142, while

a more recent quadrupolax echo lineshape study of urea-d 4 in C 19-UIC reported
a quadrupolax coupling constant
77

Cq

= 208±3 kHz and an asymmetry parameter

= 0.155±0.005 [129]. Both, the CgA-UIC and C 12 A-UIC spectra presented here

were visual matched to a

C

q

= 208 ± 4 kHz and a smaller value of 77 = 0.145 ± 0.015.

A slight temperature dependence of the quadrupolax coupling constant

(C

q

)

is ob

served, but over the temperature range investigated, this change is less than 3% and
thus no attem pts were made to fit the temperature behavior. The spectral features of
urea-d4 in the C 1 2 A-UIC appear sharper than those in the CgA-UIC; presumably this
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is a result of a smaller underlying homogeneous linewidth, 8hClose inspection of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 reveals the presence of two distinct horns
(f3 = 90° discontinuities) in the quadrupolax echo spectra of urea -< /4 in these two
alkanoic acid UICs. The frequency separation of the two horns is approximately 5 kHz.
The exact reason for the appearance of the additional inner horn remains unknown. It
is speculated that urea-d4 host molecules near the guest carboxyl groups experience
a modified electrostatic environment. These changes in the local electron density
apparently result in a slightly different quadrupolar coupling constant for some of the
urea molecules in the UIC. Preliminary observations in alkanoic and alkandioic acid
UICs indicate that the intensity of the inner peak depends on the number of carboxyl
groups per unit channel length [207]. Since, the presence of the second peak does not
influence the motional rates obtained from standard quadrupolar echo simulations it
will be ignored in subsequent discussions of the host dynamics.
When using lineshape simulations to determine motional rates it is highly de
sirable to fit the pulse spacing dependence (or transverse magnetization decay) of the
experimental quadrupolar echo lineshapes with the simulations. The observed and cal
culated pulse spacing dependence of the quadrupolar echo lineshapes are compared,
for CsA-UIC at 313 K, in Fig. 5.5. For the shortest pulse spacing, r = 40 fxs, the
simulation and experiment match well; however, for longer times there are significant
deviations. The discrepancy is due to strong heteronuclear dipolar couplings between
the nitrogens and deuterons in urea-d4. This has been observed previously in urea -d4
in C 19 -UIC [129]. The effects of dipolar couplings on the observed lineshape and im
proved simulations which account for these dipolar couplings are described in greater
detail in Section 5.3.2.
Visually matching simulated and experimental quadrupolar echo spectra, at
various temperatures for a single pulse spacing r = 60 /is, gives the rotational rates
listed in Table 5.3. At identical temperatures, the CO rotation rate in the C 1 2 AUIC is approximately half that of the CgA-UIC sample. The temperature dependent
CO rotation rates, compiled in Table 5.3, are shown as Arrhenius plots in Fig. 5.6.
Also shown in Fig. 5.6 are the reported CO rotation rates from previous deuteron
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of experimental (solid) and simulated (dotted) quadrupolar echo
lineshapes as a function of pulse spacing (r) for the CsA-UIC at 313 K. The simulations have
a kco=lxlO 7 s-1. The discrepancy between experiment and simulation is primarily due to
the omission of nitrogen-deuteron dipolar couplings from the simulations. Except for the
pulse spacing r, all other experimental conditions and simulation parameters are identical to
those in Fig. 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Motional Rates as a Function of Temperature for Urea-d4 in CsA-UIC and C 12 AUIC Obtained from Quadrupolar Echo Lineshapes.

T [K]
248
263
273
283
288
293
295
298
303
313
323
333
343

kco [1 0 6 s - 1]
C8 A-UIC
1.7±0.2
2.3±0.4
3.2±0.5
3.7±0.6
4.8±0.7
5.5±0.8

c 12 a -u ic

2.0±0.4

3.5±0.7
6.0±0.9
8 .0 ± 1 .0
13.±2.0
15.±3.0
25.±4.0
28.±6.0

4.5±0.9
6.5±1.3
9.0±1.8

quadrupolax echo lineshape studies in pure tetragonal urea-d 4 [28], urea-d 4 in C 19UIC [208] and urea-d4 in diBrC„-UICs [177]. The best-fit values of the Arrhenius
activation parameters for the CO rotation in these materials are given in Table 5.4.
At room temperature, kco is significantly slower for pure urea-</4 than in any of
the UICs investigated. In addition, the CO activation energy in pure urea-d4 is nearly
3 times larger than those measured in the inclusion compounds. A comparison of
the UICs with different guests shows that, although at ambient temperature the rates
differ by up to a factor of 4, the fitted Arrhenius activation energies (Ea) and attempt
frequencies (A) are nearly the same. Thus the Arrhenius parameters for CO rotation
of urea-ef4 in UICs are only slightly affected by the differences between alkanoic acid
and alkane guests.
The interaction between the guest and host is a combination of steric effects
and electrostatic forces (including hydrogen bonding). The similarity of the activa
tion energies for the CO motion of urea-d4 in the alkane and alkanoic acid UICs, in
conjunction with the rapid guest motion, suggest that direct hydrogen bonding plays
a minor role in the guest-host interaction. Nevertheless, reproducible and measurable
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Figure 5.6: A r r h e n iu s p lo t for CO r o t a t io n in p u r e urea-c / 4 [28], a n d u r e a -d 4 in C 1 9 - U I C [129],
CsA-UIC, C 1 2 A - U I C a n d d iB r C n- U I C s [177]. T h e b e s t -f it a c tiv a tio n e n e r g ie s Ea a n d a t t e m p t
fr e q u e n c ie s In (A), c o r r e s p o n d in g t o t h e lin e s s h o w n , a r e lis te d in T a b le 5.4.
differences in the motional rates are observed between the alkane and alkanoic acid
systems. This differences should be attributable to small changes in steric interactions
or electrostatic potentials.
A weak dependence of the CO rotation rate on the guest chain length has been
observed in both the alkanoic acid and dibromoalkane UIC series [177]. Interestingly,
this dependence has the opposite sense for these two types of guests. Unfortunately,
no corresponding data on the alkane chain length dependence is available. X-ray
studies of alkanoic acid guest UICs have shown that the c-axis unit cell parameters
are twice the length of the alkanoic acid [209], and this indicates that the alkanoic
acids form dimers in the UIC channels [209]. Thus when comparing the alkane and
alkanoic acid UICs it is important to consider the alkanoic acid as doubled in length.
If the observed differences in CO rates between the alkanoic acid and alkane UICs
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Table 5.4: Comparison of best-fit Arrhenius activation parameters for CO rotation in pure
urea-d4 [28] and urea-d4 in C 19-UIC [129], CsA-UIC, C 12 A-UIC and diBrCz-UIC [177].
Arrhenius Parameters for CO Rotation in Urea-d4
Ea [kJ mole L]
System
ln(A)
kco [s-1] 303 K
Urea—d4
62.0±0.6
34.3±0.2
l.lxlO 4
22.3±1.4
24.8±0.6
CsA-UIC
8 .0 x l 0 6
19.6±1.2
C 12 A-UIC
23.1±0.5
4.5xl06
23.0±2.0
23.6±0.8
C19-UIC
2 .0 xl 0 6
2 2 .2
23.3
diBrCT-UICt
2 .0 x l 0 6
*Ref. [177] reports rates for only two temperatures.
were solely due to different chain lengths, then the 19 carbon alkane (C 19 -UIC) should
compare directly with a 9 or 10 carbon dimerized alkanoic acid (CnA-UIC, n = 9
or 10). Assuming that a C 10 A-UIC has a CO rate intermediate to the n =

8

and 12

alkanoic acid UICs, it is cleax that the differences are not only due to steric chain
length effects. Thus it is evident that the functional group plays an im portant role in
determining the guest-host interactions, and correspondingly the host motion.
Preliminary investigations of the guest motion in C„A-UICs (n =

8

, 12, 16)

[2 1 0 ], indicate that the guest axial rotation rate is significantly slower than in nalkane UICs of similar length. A possible explanation is that in the n-alkanoic acid
UICs steric interactions causes the guest and host to bump into one another more
frequently, resulting in an accelerated host rotation rate and a slowed guest rotation
rate. However, no changes in the UIC crystal lattice parameters are reported in the
literature [209] and furthermore, no convincing mechanism can be found in which
the collision energy can be transfered or coupled to the CO rotation. Thus steric
interactions cannot be the source of the differences in the motional rates.
An alternate explanation is that subtle changes in the guest-host electrostatic
interactions axe responsible for the different observed rates in the alkane and alkanoic
acid UICs. An increase in the strength of the guest-host electrostatic attraction, due
to the carboxyl group, could be offset by a decrease in host-host hydrogen bonding.
The weaker host-host interactions could allow the urea molecules to move more easily,
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while the stronger host-guest electrostatic interaction should slow the guest motion
down. The subject of guest-host interactions will be revisited in Section 5.3.3, after
the CN rotation rate has been quantified by selective inversion experiments on urea-d4
in the

C 1 9 -U IC

5.3.2

and CgA-UIC.

A nisotropic H om ogeneous Linewidths

E xperim ental R esults
OfF-resonance selective inversion was used to measure the anisotropy of the ho
mogeneous linewidth (Sh) for urea-d4 in the

U IC

samples. A DANTE selective pulse

train was used to simultaneously invert several frequencies in the urea-d 4 powder pat
tern. In this particular experiment the simultaneous inversion of multiple regions is
advantageous because it allows the homogeneous linewidth Sh to be measured at many
frequencies across the lineshape. DANTE difference spectra are shown in Fig. 5.7 for
urea-d 4 in

C sA -U IC

at 323 K and in C 1 2 A - U I C at 313 K; equilibrium quadrupolar echo

spectra axe overlaid to provide an intensity reference. The values of the homogeneous
linewidth (Sh) were determined by fitting a Gaussian lineshape to the selective inver
sion difference spectra intensities. For the UICs studied, the measured values of Sh are
approximately linear with resonance offset as shown in Fig. 5.8. Due to poor signal to
noise ratios, accurate data is only obtained between the horns (f3 = 90° discontinuity)
of the powder pattern. The measured homogeneous linewidth is significantly smaller
in the

C 1 2 A -U IC

than in

C sA -U IC ,

while the

C 1 9 -U IC

has an intermediate Sh value.

It is interesting to note that if the only contribution to the homogeneous
linewidth was motional broadening, the three samples should have homogeneous
linewidths in order of increasing Sh- C 19 < C 12 A < CgA. The failure to observe
this dependence on the motional rate indicates that other contributions dominate the
observed homogeneous linewidth. For CgA-UIC, the homogeneous linewidth 5h at
resonance offset

uq

= 40 kHz is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 5.9. The

temperature dependence of Sh. is essentially flat, with perhaps a slight increase at low
temperatures. The lack of a temperature dependence of the homogeneous linewidth
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T = 323 K

C 12A - U I C
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Figure 5 . 7 : D A N T E difference spectra (solid lines) showing the anisotropy of the homogen
eous linewidth 6/, for urea-d4 in C s A - U I C at T = 323 K (top) and C 1 2 A - U I C at T = 313 K
(bottom). A D A N T E pulse sequence was used to simultaneously selectively invert several
frequencies spaced 20 kHz apart. The D A N T E sequence was implemented as 32 back-andforth pulse pairs (x = 500 ns , x = 400 ns) with a pulse separation tr = 50 fis and a total
inversion pulse length tv = 1.6 ms. Other experimental parameters were: quadrupolar echo
spacing r = 60 fis, spectral width of ±312.5 kHz and recycle delays of 1 s ( C s A ) and 3 s
( C 12A ) .
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Figure 5.8: The anisotropy of the homogeneous linewidth Sh for urea-d4 in C s A - U I C , C 1 2 A U I C and C 1 9 - U I C . A DANTE pulse, identical to that described for Fig. 5 . 7 , was used to
selectively invert the C n A - U I C samples. A 2 ms DSBM selective inversion pulse was used
to measure the homogeneous linewidths in the C 1 9 -U I C sample. The value of Sh is obtained
by fitting the selectively inverted regions of the unapodized difference spectra to a Gaussian
lineshape. Due to poor signal to noise ratios, the measurements of Sh for resonance offsets
larger than the powder pattern horn (/?=90° edge at u q « 80 kHz) were unreliable.
provides additional evidence that it is not determined by motional broadening.
S im ulations Inclu d in g A n iso tro p ic H om ogeneous L inew idths
When attempting to use lineshape simulations to accurately determine motional
rates in the solid state, discrepancies between the observed and simulated transverse
magnetization decay are unsatisfactory (see for example Fig. 5.5). For urea-d4, the
discrepancy is due to anisotropic dipolar contributions to the underlying homogen
eous linewidth which are unaccounted for in the simulations. Inclusion of the aniso
tropic homogeneous linewidth in lineshape simulations can be accomplished by adding
an orientation dependent term to the real part of the SLE exchange matrix K (see
Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependence of the homogeneous linewidth for urea-d4 in CsA-UIC
measured at resonance offset A = 40 kHz. Both DANTE and DSBM pulses were used to
measure the homogeneous linewidths and as expected agreement between the values obtained
from either technique is very good.
In lieu of a full dipolar coupled SLE treatm ent, the use of an empirical cor
rection for the anisotropic homogeneous linewidth was investigated. Two objectives
of these simpler simulations were to improve the agreement between simulations and
experiments and thus the accuracy of rates obtained from quadrupolar echo lineshapes
and to understand the systematic errors implicit in simulations which assume an
isotropic broadening function. Two simulation procedures (described in detail in
Section 3.3.1) were investigated which account for the effects of dipolar interactions
empirically. Simulations include either the site-specific Averaged Dipolar Coupling
(ADC) or a Linear Anisotropy (LA) of the homogeneous linewidth.
For two-site motion of a given rate, including the anisotropic homogeneous
linewidth in lineshape simulations results in an increase in the relative height of the
central peaks compared to the horns, as was demonstrated in Figs. 3.7 (LA) and 3.8
(ADC). The relative peak intensities is a sensitive indicator of the motional rate, and
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thus anything that effects these intensities is a potential source of systematic error in
rate determinations.
Empirical corrections of this nature must be attem pted with caution. P art of
the observed transverse relaxation anisotropy is due to the motion and is properly
accounted for in the standard simulation procedures. Furthermore, adding averaged
dipolar contributions without calculating the full orientational dependence of the di
polar tensor can easily produce erroneous results. Nevertheless, the standard proced
ure of using an isotropic homogeneous linewidth is obviously deficient and attem pts
to develop methods to correct it are warranted.
The averaged intramolecular homo- and heteronuclear dipolar interactions were
explicitly included in the ADC simulations. The total dipolar contribution to the
lineshape can be calculated by summing the intramolecular dipolar couplings. In uread4, the largest dipolar coupling is the heteronuclear nitrogen-deuteron coupling [128].
From the molecular structure of urea [158] and Eq. 3.42 this coupling is estimated
to be 1.361 kHz. The next largest is the homonuclear deuteron-deuteron coupling
within an amide group, which is approximately 0.576 kHz [128]. All other intraand intermolecular dipolar couplings are ignored because they are much smaller. The
dipolar couplings are assumed to be independently averaged by the rapid CO rotation.
The extent of motional averaging of each coupling is determined by the angle, tf,
between the internuclear vector and the CO bond (axis of rotation); this scaling factor
is |(3 cos2 1? — 1)/2|. The internuclear vector between the cis and trans deuterons
within an amide group makes an angle of t? = 29° with respect to the CO bond; thus
the homonuclear scaling factor is 0.647 and the averaged coupling is 0.374 kHz. For
the heteronuclear coupling, the scaling factor is different for cis and trans deuterons.
The trans deuteron-nitrogen internuclear vector makes an angle of d = 5° from the
CO bond; thus the scaling factor is 0.988 and the coupling is 1.344 kHz. The cis
deuteron-nitrogen internuclear vector is at i? =

121

° with respect to the CO bond;

thus its scaling factor is 0.102 and the dipolar coupling is 0.136 kHz. These values
were used to calculate the averaged dipolar contribution (ADC) to the homogeneous
linewidth for each deuteron site (listed in Table 5.5): 0.51 kHz for cis deuterons and
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Table 5.5: Averaged Dipolar Couplings in Urea-d* as Calculated from the Molecular Struc
ture with CO Motional Averaging.

Site
Trans
Cis
rt
DX

Dipolar Couplings in Urea-d4
Deuteron-Deuteron
Deuteron-Nitrogen
Ddd = 0.576 kHz
D dn — 1.361 kHz
Scaling Scaled D dd [kHz] Scaling Scaled D dn [kHz]
0.374
1.344
0.647
0.988
0.374
0.647
0.102
0.139
1.700 A
0.993 A

ADC
Total [kHz]
1.718
0.513
(c:t = 0.51:1.72)

*rox is the internuclear separation.
1.72 kHz for trans deuterons.
In the previous section SI was used to characterize the anisotropic homogeneous
linewidth of urea-t/4 in various UICs. These measurements constrain the homogeneous
linewidth values which can be used in the linear anisotropy (LA) simulations (See
Section 3.3.1). Since using the full measured anisotropy is inappropriate, homogeneous
linewidths equal to approximately half the measured values were used in the LA
simulations.
A comparison between the averaged dipole coupling (ADC) and the linear an
isotropy (LA) simulation techniques and the standard simulation procedure (MXQET)
is shown in Fig. 5.10. For this short pulse spacing, r = 60 \is, all three simulation
procedures give good fits to the experimental spectrum of urea-d4 in the CsA-UIC.
The most notable differences between the three simulations are: the depth of the hole
between the central peaks; the fit near the edge of the horn; and the fit near the
shoulders of the spectrum. The importance of this comparison, however, is not only
in the quality of the fits but that the best-fit rate is significantly smaller for the mod
ified simulations than in the conventional simulations. The pulse spacing dependence
of the ADC and MXQET lineshape simulations are compared to the experimental
results in Fig. 5.11. Although not perfect, the pulse spacing dependence of the ADC
simulation more closely reproduces the experimentally observed r dependence than
the standard simulations. The improved performance of the ADC simulation can be
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Figure 5.10: Experimental spectrum of urea-c^ in CsA-UIC, at T = 303 K (solid line),
compared to simulated quadrupolar echo lineshapes with different homogeneous line broadenings. Standard quadrupolar echo lineshape simulations (MXQET) with an isotropic line
broadening of 2 kHz Gaussian and 2 kHz Lorentzian (dashed line). Lineshape with an aniso
tropic homogeneous line broadening that is linearly dependent on the resonance offset (LA
: long-dashed). The linear anisotropic broadening varied from 0.2 kHz on-resonance to 2
kHz at the shoulder, [(0.2,2) kHz]. Lineshape with an anisotropic homogeneous broaden
ing dependent on the site-specific averaged dipolar contribution and the orientation of the
crystallite (ADC : dotted). The dipolar couplings used were 0.48 kHz and 1.72 kHz for the
cis and trans deuterons, respectively [(c:t = 0.48:1.72) kHz]. The important point is that,
depending on the homogeneous linebroadening the visually fit CO rotation rates kco vary
dramatically: 8xl06 s-1 (MXQET), 2.5xl06 s-1 (LA) and 2xl06 s-1 (ADC). All other sim
ulation parameter are identical: pulse spacing r = 60 //s, quadrupolar coupling constant C q
= 208 kHz, asymmetry parameter rj = 0.145 and a spectral width of ±312.5 kHz.
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Figure 5.11: The pulse spacing dependence of experimental (solid) and simulated quad
rupolar echo lineshapes for urea-dj in CsA-UIC at T = 313 K. Two different simulations
are presented; standard MXQET (long dashed) with a kco = lxlO7 s-1 and ADC (dotted)
with a kco = 4xl06 s-1. Except for the pulse spacing, all other simulation parameters are
identical to those used in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.12: The pulse spacing, r, dependence of the total transverse magnetization decay.
This is determined from the decay of the total amplitude of the spectra corresponding to the
simulations and the experiment presented in Fig. 5.11.
quantified by comparing the predicted and measured transverse relaxation rate, and
this is presented in Fig. 5.12. In the ADC simulations the predicted magnetization
decay rate is much closer to the observed behavior than that of MXQET. Such a
close match between the experiment and simulation is notable since the value of the
dipolar coupling was determined from the geometry of the urea-dt molecule and the
CO motion, and thus no adjustable parameters were used.
If detailed and accurate motional information is to be extracted it is insuffi
cient to only reproduce the total magnetization decay, it is also necessary to reproduce
the anisotropy. The anisotropies of the observed and simulated transverse relaxation
times (T2) and rates (R2) are plotted in Fig. 5.13a and 5.13b, respectively. The
anisotropic values for both the experiments and simulations were obtained by fitting
quadrupolar echo lineshape intensities as a function of pulse spacing r for numerous
frequency offsets (see Section 3.1.1 and Eq. 3.13). The transverse magnetization
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Figure 5.13: The transverse relaxation time ,T2 , (a) and rate, R2, (b) anisotropies for the
spectra shown in Fig. 5.11 are presented. The kco rates were: lxlO7 s-1 (MXQET) and
4xl06 s-1 (ADC). The experimental data was collected at T = 313 K. The anisotropy for
a MXQET simulation with the same rate (&co=4xl06 s-1) used in the ADC simulation is
included for comparison.
anisotropy of the ADC simulation method is again a much better match to the ob
served anisotropy. Nevertheless, obvious differences between the experimental and
ADC transverse relaxation rate (and time) anisotropies are apparent. These differ
ences are attributed to fast 14N spin-lattice relaxation which modifies the dephasing
produced by the static dipolar coupling [130]. In summary it has been demonstrated
that the inclusion of an empirical anisotropic homogeneous broadening improves the
match between experimental and simulated quadrupolar echo lineshapes and trans
verse relaxation parameters, and as a result the best-fit rates obtained are changed
significantly.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of CO motional rates obtained for urea-d4 in CsA-UIC, from
simulations with (ADC, LA : see Table 5.6) and without (MXQET : see Table 5.3) anisotropic
homogeneous linewidth corrections. The simulated rates differ by a factor of approximately
3, however, the Arrhenius activation energies are identical within the quoted error limits (see
Table 5.7).
The ADC and LA simulations were used to refit the experimental CsA-UIC
quadrupolar echo lineshapes over the entire temperature range. Compared to the
conventional lineshape simulations (MXQET), lower rates were necessary to fit the
anisotropic homogeneous linewidth simulations (ADC, LA) to the experimental spec
tra. Fits from the ADC and LA simulations were better at all but the very lowest
temperatures. At very low temperatures, the assumption that the CO rotation fully
averages the dipolar couplings is suspect; presumably this is responsible for the poor
fits of the ADC simulations.
For the new simulation methods the visual fit CO motional rates are listed in
Table 5.6, and an Arrhenius plot of the data is found in Fig. 5.14. Arrhenius para
meters corresponding to the best-fits of the data are listed in Table 5.7. Interestingly,
within experimental error the slope of the Arrhenius plot is identical for the three simu-
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Table 5.6: CO Rotation Rates Calculated for Urea-d4 in CsA-UIC from Quadrupolar Echo
Simulations which Include Anisotropic Homogeneous Linewidth Corrections.
k c o [I0 b s

T [K]
248
263
273
283
288
293
298
303
313
323
333
343

LA {(2:4) kHz}
0 .6 ± 0 .1
0.7±0.1
1 .0 ± 0 .2
1 . 1 ± 0 .2
1.6±0.3
1.8±0.3
2.1±0.4
2.5±0.5
3.5±0.6
6 .0 ± 0 .8
7.5±1.4
9.1±1.6

' 1]
ADC {(c:t = 0.48:1.72) kHz}
0.4±0.1
0.5±0.1
0.7±0.2
0 .8 ± 0 .2
1.0±0.3
1.2±0.3
1.5±0.4
2.0±0.5
3.0±0.8
4.0±1.0
5.0±1.2
6.0±1.5

Table 5.7: Comparison of Arrhenius Parameters for CO Rotation of Urea-d4 in CgA-UIC
from Lineshape Simulations with Different Homogeneous Linewidth Corrections.
CO Rotation Arrhenius Parameters
Simulation
Ea [kJ mole x]
HA)
MXQET
22.3±1.4
24.8±0.6
23.3±0.6
22.3±1.5
ADC
LA
24.0±0.6
23.1±1.3

lation methods. This indicates that, in this case, the activation energy measured from
lineshape analysis is not sensitive to the exact broadening function used. More gener
ally, it is clear that significant systematic errors in the measured rates axe introduced
by ignoring the anisotropy of the homogeneous linewidth and this could potentially
lead to serious inaccuracies in the activation parameters of molecular motions.
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5.3.3

CN Rotation
In the preceding sections quadrupolar echo lineshapes and homogeneous

linewidth studies were used to characterize the intermediate regime CO rotation of
urea-d4 in UICs.

However, the details of the CN reorientation remain unknown.

Quantitative information about the slow CN rotation can help elucidate guest-host
intermolecular interactions in UICs. In order to accomplish this two dimensional ex
change (2DEX) experiments and selective inversion (SI) experiments, as a function of
temperature, were performed.
A two dimensional exchange (2DEX) spectrum of urea-d4 in a single crystal
C19-UIC sample at 333 K, is shown in Fig. 5.15. For a mixing time rm = 12 ms, offdiagonal peaks are clearly visible in the stack and contour plots shown in Fig. 5.15.
This spectrum indicates the presence of slow CN motion analogous to that which
occurs in pure urea-d4. The 2DEX spectrum is an invaluable assignment tool since
the cross peaks unambiguously identify doublets corresponding to deuterons within
the same molecule, distiguishing them from those in crystallographically inequivalent
sites. Of the expected 24 doublets (6 urea-d4 molecules per unit cell, 4 deuterons per
molecule), the crystal symmetry reduces the number to 12 [90]. In addition, for all
crystal orientation the CO rotation is always fast enough {kco

Az/“ ) to average

the trans deuterons doublets so that only a maximum of 9 are ever observed [90].
However, at the particular crystal orientation shown, the CO rotation also averages
the doublets from each of the cis deuterons. Thus for the the magnetically inequivalent
molecules only 6 doublets (one cis and one trans per molecule) are observed in the
NMR spectrum (the 2DEX diagonal) shown in Fig. 5.15a. A single transition from
each of the cis and trans doublets, and the corresponding cross peak, is shown for
each inequivalent molecule in the contour plot of Fig. 5.15c.
The CN rotation is expected to be a sensitive indicator of the existence of
hydrogen bonds [212-214] between host urea and guest alkanoic acid in the C„AUICs, and of changes in the host-host hydrogen bonding. The formation of a hydrogen
bond between urea and the carboxyl group of the guest should cause changes in the
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Figure 5.15: A two dimensional exchange (2 DEX) spectrum, of urea-d4 in a C 19-UIC single
crystal at 333 K, using a mixing time rm = 12 ms. a) Diagonal of the 2DEX spectrum, b)
stack plot and c) contour plot with projections along both axes. Off-diagonal peaks indicate
the presence of a slow motion process. The trans (t) and cis (c) peaks are marked for the
three spectroscopically distinguishable urea-d4 molecules of the single crystal unit cell. Peak
assignments were obtained from single crystal rotation curves [211]. Experimental conditions:
spectral width in both dimensions ±200 kHz, 256 fi and 512 £2 points, zero filled to 1024x1024
points, 100 Hz Lorentzian apodization, recycle delay 700 ms and echo spacing r = 60 fis.
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local electron density and correspondingly the partial double bond character of the
CN bond. This should be detected as a change in the potential barrier to rotation
and motional rate about the CN bond [212]. In solutions, it has been shown that
hydrogen bonding can change the rotational barrier by a much as 10 kJ/m ole [212].
To investigate the possible modifications in the hydrogen bonding network in the
urea inclusion compounds, CN rotation rates kcN were measured as a function of
temperature. Selective inversion experiments were performed on urea-tTj in a single
crystal of

C 1 9 -U IC

and in polycrystalline

C sA -U IC

and

C 1 9 -U IC .

Off-resonance SI difference spectra of the C19-UIC single crystal at T = 353 K,
are shown in Fig. 5.16. A 500 fis i2-SNOB inversion pulse with a DSBM frequency
of Am =37.7 kHz, was used to selectively invert a particular quadrupolar doublet
in the spectrum, site a, at ua = ±37.7 kHz. As is evident in Fig. 5.16 the slow CN
rotation causes magnetization to transfer to site 6 at ub = ±56.6 kHz. For the C19-UIC
single crystal at this particular orientation, similar SI experiments (with appropriate
relaxation delays and recycle times) were conducted as a function of temperature. For
each temperature, the motional rate was extracted with the two-site fitting procedure,
described in Section 3.2.2. The difference in the site specific relaxation rate, R_, is
small and was held fixed during the fitting procedure for all the UICs. For the C 19-UIC
single crystal at T = 353 K, the best-fit is exceptionally good, as is seen in the recovery
curves plotted in Fig. 5.17; slightly poorer fits axe more typical. A slight asymmetry
in the initial inversion regions (due to a small resonance offset in the carrier frequency
of the DSBM pulse) allows the exchange coupled sites to be unambiguously identified:
site a at ±37.7 kHz exchanges to site b at ±56.6 kHz. Thus asymmetries in the initial
inversion allow the jump angle (3j(CN) to be determined in single crystal samples,
without sign ambiguities due to the inherent frequency symmetry.
Off-resonance SI experiments were also conducted on a powder sample of Ci9UIC, these results demonstrate that in order to extract accurate dynamical informa
tion, it is not necessary to grow single crystals of complicated or interesting systems.
Off-resonance experiments with selective inversion at the shoulder of the powder pat
tern (/? = 0° edge at

uq

= 150 kHz) were not attempted due to limitations of the
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Figure 5.16: Urea-d4 in C 19-UIC single crystal at T = 353 K: a) quadrupolar echo spectrum
and b) off-resonance selective inversion difference spectra, displayed as a function of the
relaxation delay, t. A DSBM pulse was used to invert the doublet at ±37.7 kHz (large
arrow), subsequently magnetization transfer to the doublet at ±56.6 kHz (small arrow) is
observed. Experimental parameters were: a 500 fis DSBM i2-SNOB inversion pulse with
modulation frequency Am = 37.7 kHz, echo pulse spacing r = 60 fis, spectral width ±312.5
kHz, 300 ms recycle delay and 2048 scans. The best-fit of the difference magnetizations
< L'z(t) > to the two-site equations is shown in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Best-fit of the difference magnetization at site a, < L%{t) > (triangles), and
site 6 , < Lb
z (t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations for the C 19-UIC
single crystal data shown in Fig. 5.16. The simultaneous best-fit to site a and site b are
represented by the solid and dotted lines, respectively. Motional rates are tabulated as a
function of temperature in Table 5.8.
DSBM

hardware (currently modulation frequencies are limited to less than 100 kHz),

problems with piezoelectric acoustic ringing of capacitors in the probe [215] and the
poor signal to noise ratios of UICs. The center of the urea-d4 spectrum has significant
contributions from the cis deuterons which are in the intermediate motional regime. In
order to minimize the cis deuteron contributions the

SI

experiments were performed

off-resonance at the horns (/? = 90° edge). This improves the sensitivity and accuracy
of the experiment since the signal to noise ratio is higher and a greater proportion of
the horns signal is from the trans deuterons, which are less effected by the intermedi
ate regime

CO

motion.

was used for all the

SI

A

200

fis D S B M

(A m =

experiments on powdered

70 kHz)

S IT

C sA -U IC

shaped inversion pulse

and

C 1 9 -U IC

samples.

As a representative example, Fig. 5.18 shows an SI experiment performed on
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Figure 5.18: Off-resonance selective inversion difference spectra of the C 19-UIC powder
at T = 323 K. Difference spectra are displayed as a function of the relaxation delay, t.
Magnetization is observed to transfer to a broad region between the powder pattern horns.
The experimental parameters are: a 200 fis DSBM SIT inversion pulse applied at Am =
70 kHz, quadrupolar echo pulse spacing r = 40 fis, a recycle delay of 500 ms, a spectral width
of ±312.5 kHz and 4000 scans per spectrum. The best-fit of the difference magnetizations
< Llz {t) > to the two-site equations is shown in Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Best-fit of the difference magnetization at site a, < Lz (t) > (triangles), and
site b, < Lb(t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations for the C 19-UIC
powder data shown in Fig. 5.18. The simultaneous best-fit to site a and site b are repres
ented by the solid and dotted lines, respectively. Temperature dependent motional rates are
tabulated in Table 5.8.
the C 19-UIC powder sample at T = 323 K. The difference spectra reveal that transfered
magnetization builds up in a broad region between the horns. For the two-site fits, site
b was arbitrarily chosen to be at i/b = 25 kHz for all the powder SI spectra presented in
this section. The best-fit to the two-site equations for this powder experiment is shown
in Fig. 5.19. For the C 19-UIC powder and single crystal SI experiments, weighted
average values of the CN rotation rates at each temperature are given in Table 5.8.
Temperature dependent SI experiments were also conducted on polycrystalline
C sA -U IC ,

albeit in the somewhat lower temperature range of 300 - 343 K. The lower

temperature range is necessary because of the lower thermal stability of the C sA -U IC .
For polycrystalline C sA -U IC at T = 323 K, representative SI difference spectra are
shown in Fig. 5.20. The corresponding best-fit of the difference magnetization is given
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Figure 5.20: Off-resonance selective inversion experiment on the CsA-UIC powder at
T = 323 K. Difference spectra are displayed as a function of the relaxation delay, t. Mag
netization is observed to transfer to a broad region between the horns. The experimental
parameters are: a 200 fis DSBM SIT inversion pulse applied at Am = 70 kHz, quadrupolar
echo pulse spacing r = 40 fis, a recycle delay of 200 ms, a spectral width of ±312.5 kHz
and 4000 scans per spectrum. The best-fit of the difference magnetizations < L\{t) > to the
two-site equations is shown in Fig. 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Best-fit of the difference magnetization at site a, < L“(t) > (triangles), and
site 6, < Lbz{t) > (circles), to the imperfect inversion two-site equations for the CsA-UIC
powder data shown in Fig. 5.20. The simultaneous best-fit to site a and site b are repres
ented by the solid and dotted lines, respectively. Temperature dependent motional rates are
tabulated in Table 5.8.
in Fig. 5.21. For the CgA-UIC powder sample, the temperature dependent motional
rates extracted from SI difference spectra axe compiled in Table 5.8.
Unlike in DMS, in UIC samples the range of rates accessible by SI is limited by
spectrometer time constraints at the low end, and sample decomposition at the high
temperature end. At and above room temperature the relaxation times for urea-d4
in UICs are below the T jz minimum. Thus as the temperature is lowered both the
relaxation rate R iz and motional rate kcN decrease. In principle, the decreasing relax
ation rate should allow slower jump rates to be observed and measured qualitatively,
since more time is available to follow the magnetization transfer. However, in prac
tice the length of time necessary for signal averaging, to achieve an adequate signal
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Table 5.8: Rotation Rates kcN for Cjg-UIC and CsA-UIC Obtained from Selective Inversion
Experiments.

T [K]
303
313
323
333
343
353*
363
T [K]
303
313
323
333
343

k c N [s-1 ]

8±3
14±3
36±7
76±22
164±32
491±49
755±222
k e f / [ s ' 1]

16±2
33±4
86±8

159±37
305±104

Cl 9 -UIC*
R+ [s“ L] R i z { v a = 70 kHz} [ s '1]
1 .6 ± 0 .1
NAT
4.5±0.2
NA*
9.8±0.6
12.7±0.6
15.3±1.1
21.5±1.0
24.2±1.1
36.0±1.3
79.4±2.7
78.4±1.9
52.4±4.9
62.4±2.1
CsA-UIC
R+ [s-M R i z { v a = 70 kHz} [s~l]
6.6±0.4
9.1±0.3
17.7±0.6
13.9±0.7
28.9±6.3
22.9±1.2
36.4±4.2
38.0±4.5
60.9±9.3
67.6±1.1

RI [ s ' 1]
0 .0

-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
1.5
6.9
-3.0
R i i s - 1]
0.5
-0.5
5.0
1 .0

5.0

*The C 19-UIC data is an average of the single crystal and powder data sets, weighted by their
respective uncertainties. ‘Single crystal data only. *NA = Not available. *Fixed during fitting
procedure.

to noise ratio, prohibits the extension of SI experiments below room tem perature in
these UICs.
The Arrhenius behaviors of the urea-d4 CN rotation in pure urea-d4 [28], CsAU IC

and

C 1 9 -U IC

are plotted in Fig. 5.22, with the best-fit activation energies and

attempt frequencies listed in Table 5.9. At a given temperature, the CN rotation
rate of urea-d4 in the alkanoic acid
C l9 - U I C .

C sA -U IC

is twice as large as that in the alkane

However, the difference in rates is not as large

cis

was observed for the CO

rotation. Also, in contrast to the CO rotation the activation parameters for the urea-d4
CN rotation are similar for pure and

U IC

samples. Recently, the activation energy

for CN rotation of protonated urea in a deuterated N,N-dimethylformamide/dimethyl
sulfoxide (80/20) solution was reported [213] and it is identical to the values meas
ured here (see Table 5.9). The similarities of the activation energies, indicate that
the barrier to CN rotation in urea-d4 is predominately determined by intramolecular
electrostatic forces (i.e. the electron density, or the percent double bond character, of
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Figure 5.22: Arrhenius plot for the CN rotation rate of urea-c?4 in its pure form [28] and in
CsA-UIC and C 19-UIC. Activation energy Ea and attempt frequency In (A) corresponding to
best-fit straight lines are compiled in Table 5.4.
the CN bond).
The small differences of the activation energies and rates for both the CN and
CO motions in the alkane and alkanoic acid UICs warrant comment. The observed
differences axe most likely due to modifications in the intermolecular electrostatic
potential felt by host molecules in the proximity of guest carboxyl groups. While it is
clear that weaker host-host interactions could lower the CO activation energy, the effect
on the CN motion is unclear. Weaker electrostatic interactions (hydrogen bonding)
between the urea molecules could result in a charge redistribution which strengthen the
double bond character of the CN bond. However, if the electron density redistribution
is toward the guest, away from the host urea, then the double bond character of the
CN bond could be unaffected or weakened. Charge redistribution toward the guest
represents a strengthening of the guest-host interaction. Thus stronger host-guest
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Table 5.9: Calculated Activation Parameters for CN Rotation in Urea-rf4 in Pure [28], Cig
UIC and CsA-UIC Samples.
Arrhenius Parameters for CN Rotation of Urea
System
E a [kJ mole x]
In( A )
k CN [ s ~ l ] 323 K
Pure
68.4±3.9
29.4±1.3
53±9
C8A-UIC
63.6±1.6
28.1±0.6
78±11
Cig-UIC*
72.7±3.2
30.7±1.1
47±13
Urea0
62.9±8.4
« 10s
NA»
*Average of powder and single crystal data weighted by their respective uncertainties. “Protonated
urea in solution as reported in Ref. [213]. *NA = not available.

and weaker host-host interaction are consistent with the observation of faster CN and
CO rotations of urea in the alkanoic acid UICs. Nevertheless, to definitively support
this conclusion, systematic studies of the CN and CO rotation rates as a function
of the density of carboxyl groups would be necessary. Presumably, as the density
of carboxyl groups is decreased both the CO and CN rates should approach those
observed for alkanes of similar length. An increase in the carboxyl group density can
be accomplished by the use of alkandioic acids as guests. A caveat to this approach is
that alkandioic acids appear to form distinctly different UICs with exact molar ratios
of guest and host [209]. Notwithstanding, the different structure could be due to the
guest strongly interacting with the host channel walls and thus observation of the CO
and CN rotations in the alkandioic acid UICs could be interesting and informative.
T he C N Jum p Angle
The temperature dependent selective inversion experiments discussed in the
preceding section provide quantitative information about the CN rotation rate of uread4 in inclusion compounds. However, due to poor signal to noise ratios and large
homogeneous linewidths, off-resonance SI at the shoulders (/? = 0) was not feasible;
thus no trajectory information was obtained from these experiments. Simulations
of the four-site exchange problem, analogous to those presented in Sections 3.2.2
and 4.2 for two-site exchange, could in principle be used to obtain the CN jump
angle (/3 j( C N )) from the data presented here, but were not attem pted due to time
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Figure 5.23: Two dimensional exchange cosine spectrum, with a mixing time rm = 3 ms,
for the CsA-UIC sample at T = 343 K. a) Comparison of cosine 2DEX diagonal (solid line)
to quadrupolar echo lineshape (dotted line), b) Stack plot of cosine 2DEX spectrum and c)
contour plot with projection of spectrum onto v<i axis. The data has been symmetrized [27]
about both diagonals to increase the signal to noise. Experimental parameters: spectral width
in both dimensions ±250 kHz (data points: t y = 128, = 256 zero filled to 1024x1024),
200 Hz Lorentzian apodization in both dimensions, echo pulse spacings Ti = r2 = 40 /is, a
200 ms recycle delay and 3000 scans per slice.
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constraints.
In an attem pt to determine the C N trajectory a 2DEX cosine experiment was
performed, using the optimal mixing time measured in the SI experiment (rm =

3

ms),

on the powdered C sA -U IC at T = 343 K. The 2DEX cosine spectrum and contour
plot axe presented in Fig. 5.23. Unfortunately, a 2DEX sine spectrum could not be
performed because of thermal decomposition of the sample. Although not optimal, it
is generally possible to observe motional ridges in the cosine experiment [27]. While
no distinct ridges are apparent in the spectrum, a certain amount of diffuse intens
ity is observed off the diagonal. This off-diagonal intensity indicates that molecular
motion is occuring on the millisecond timescale, however, no detailed trajectory or
rate information is obtained. A comparison of the diagonal of the 2DEX spectrum
(solid line) to the observed quadrupolar echo lineshape (dotted line) is presented in
Fig. 5.23a. The difference in lineshapes is evidence that the evolution and detection
intervals in the pulse sequence do not satisfy the condition that they be short com
pared to the correlation time of the motion (<i, f2, rj, t 2

^

r^). Thus, at this

temperature, the C O motion interferes with the observation of the C N motion in the
2DEX experiment.

5.4

Conclusions
The C O rotation rate, k co , for urea-cLj in C sA -U IC and C i 2 A-UIC was char

acterized using quadrupolar echo lineshape (QELS) analysis. W ithin the precision of
the QELS method, at identical temperatures the rate kco was found to be significantly
faster for the dimerized n-alkanoic acid UICs (n =

8

, 12) than for a similar length

n-alkane UIC (n = 19). For urea-c/4 in the alkanoic acid and alkane UICs, the activa
tion energy (Arrhenius Ea) of CO rotation is the same within experimental error. The
attempt frequency (Arrhenius A ) does not vary dramatically in any of the UICs in
vestigated. However, the CO rotation rate in alkanoic acids UICs is dependent on the
guest chain length. The barrier to CO rotation in pure urea-d 4 is three times higher
and the attem pt frequency is two orders of magnitude larger than those measured in
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any of the three inclusion compounds.
For urea-d4 in UICs, the anisotropic homogeneous linewidths of the powder
patterns were measured using selective inversion. Hetero- and homonuclear dipolar
interactions dominate the measured anisotropic homogeneous linewidths. This exper
imental information was included empirically in quadrupolar echo lineshape simula
tions. While the results are preliminary, these modified simulations reveal the nature
of some of the systematic errors inherent in conventional lineshape analysis. Inclusion
of anisotropic homogeneous linewidths alters the relative intensities of features in the
spectrum, and significantly alters the motional rates obtained. Surprisingly, for CsAUIC, although the visual-fit rates change significantly, the Arrhenius activation energy
is not affected by inclusion of an anisotropic homogeneous linewidth in the lineshape
simulations.
Selective inversion experiments were used to measure the slow CN molecular
motion of urea-d4 in two urea inclusion compounds. This demonstrates the general
applicability and utility of the SI technique in systems with complex dynamics. The
measured activation energies, Ea, and attem pt frequencies, A, for the CN rotation
are very similar in the UICs and in pure urea. The measured values of Ea axe in
decreasing order

C 1 9 -U IC

> urea-d4 >

C sA -U IC ,

while the values of A are in the

reverse order. The differences in the CN activation parameters are small compared to
the experimental error and caution should be exercised when attem pting to discern the
presence of specific intermolecular interactions between guest and host. The lack of
a large change in the barrier to CN rotation between pure tetragonal urea-d4, urea in
solution and hexagonal urea-</4 in the inclusion compounds indicates that the barrier
to CN rotation is primarily governed by intramolecular forces (i.e. the double bond
character of the CN bond).
Quadrupolar echo lineshape and selective inversion experiments have provided
precise information about the motional rates of urea in various inclusion compounds.
It is clear that both the CO and CN rotation rates depend on the type of guest.
However, due to the limited temperature

ra n g e

available for observation the meas

ured activation parameters have relatively large errors. Consequentially, a convincing
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differentiation of the various systems remains elusive. Nevertheless, the guest-host
interactions are effected by: the type of substituents, the carbon chain length and for
alkanoic acids the number density of carboxyl groups.
Alterations in the electrostatic interactions (hydrogen bonding) and possibly
steric interactions result in differences in the motional rates observed in the alkanoic
acid and alkane UICs. For the alkanoic acid UICs these differences are attributed
to stronger guest-host electrostatic interactions. The stronger guest-host interactions
weaken the host-host hydrogen bonding network and result in faster host motions.
Further systematic investigation of both the CO and CN rotation in alkane, alkanoic
acid and alkandioic acids as a function of guest chain length is suggested. This should
allow the contributions to the guest-host interactions from purely chain length effects
to be separated from those due to the carboxyl group.
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Chapter 6
Bisphenol-A Polycarbonate
6.1

Background
Bisphenol-A polycaxbonate (BPA-PC) is a glassy polymer used in a wide as

sortment of applications. Some of its favorable properties axe: high impact resistance,
transparency, processability and low manufacturing cost. Because of its industrial
importance, the molecular dynamics of polycaxbonate has been an active area of re
search for many years. Fourier transform NMR techniques have allowed a great deal of
precise information to be obtained about the types and rates of motion in bisphenolA polycaxbonate [1,3,4,10,14,23,36,216-223]. The monomer unit of bisphenol-A
polycaxbonate is shown in Fig. 6.1.
Some of the first definitive NMR investigations on polycarbonate were a series
of solid state 13C cross polaxization magic angle spinning (CPMAS) experiments per
formed on a variety of polymers, including bisphenol-A polycaxbonate and a number
of its derivatives [1,217]. These experiments showed that in polycarbonate, back
bone motions occur with a broad distribution of rates and amplitudes. It was also
demonstrated that the ratio of the cross polaxization relaxation time, T ch ? to the

13

C

rotating reference frame spin-lattice relaxation time, T ip, could be directly correlated
to impact strength measured from Izod notch tests [1 ].
Subsequent deuteron quadrupolar echo lineshape experiments identified and
quantified two different motions of the phenyl group: 180° ring flips and restricted
torsional oscillations about the phenyl C2 axis [3]. The torsional oscillations occur
with a distribution of amplitudes [3]. However, it was also concluded that other than
187
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n
Figure 6.1: Monomer unit of Bisphenol-A polycarbonate. Phenyl C2 axis is coincident with
the C-Phenyl-0 axis. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [23].
the ubiquitous 3-site methyl jump, the rotation axes (C3 V) of the methyl groups do not
move on the tens of milliseconds time scale [3]. This interpretation implies that the
backbone is rigid, a result which contradicts previous 13C experiments [1,2,217,218].
This discrepancy remains a controversial topic, however, more recent reports [4,10,
14,23] support backbone flexing motions and concurrent methyl C3 „ axis librations.
It is thought [2,36,224] that 180° flips of the phenyl ring alone cannot account
for the large dielectric and mechanical loss peaks observed in polycaxbonate. Most
likely, reorientation of the carbonate group is responsible for the loss peaks [36]. Cistrans isomerization of the carbonate group has been proposed as a model for backbone
motion which could account for the loss peaks and NMR data [14,36,225]. This
isomerization should be accompanied by a methyl axis reorientation of approximately
10° [36]. However, no convincing evidence exists to either support or refute this
motional model [10,36,219].
An alternate description is that lattice distortions are responsible for the mech
anical relaxation. These lattice distortions include backbone flexing and phenyl ring
torsional oscillations [4], and as a result of the lattice distortions the phenyl rings can
flip. Thus the flip motion is indicative (but not necessarily the cause) of the mechanical
relaxation [4]. These concerted backbone and phenyl group motions should reorient
the methyl group axes throught an angle of the order of 10° [4] and are expected to
occur with a distribution of rates centered above 6xl0 4 s- 1 at ambient temperature [4].
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6.2

Selective Inversion in B PA -PC
In an attem pt to claxify the backbone dynamics, selective inversion experi

ments were performed on perdeuterated bisphenol-A polycaxbonate (BPA-PC)1. If
the caxbonate group cis-trans isomerization motion [36] results in an approximately
10° two-site reorientation of the methyl groups C3 ,, axis at rates below 104 s-1, it
should be observed with the SI experiment. Similarly backbone flexing is expected to
produce methyl axis librations with amplitudes on the order of 10° [4]. However, if the
backbone flexing is characterized by small angle motion among many sites ( N > 2)
is it is unclear whether it can be detected by the SI experiment.
Difference spectra from a SI exchange experiment performed on BPA-PC at
298 K, axe shown in Fig.

. . A visual inspection reveals no magnetization transfer.

6 2

Consequently, large angle motion of the methyl deuterons, on a 20 millisecond time
scale, can be ruled out immediately. Similar selective inversion experiments were
conducted over a 125 K temperature range (248 - 373 K), and the difference spectra
showed no signs of magnetization transfer on the millisecond time scale.
In order to delineate the detection limits of the SI experiment, simulations were
performed (see Section 3.2.2) for small angle (/3j < 10°) two-site motions with rates up
to 104 s-1. Two representative simulations are shown in Fig. 6.3. These simulations
indicate that SI difference spectra should be capable of detecting motional processes
with rates 50s-1 < k < 104 s- 1 and jump angles /?j > 5°.
It is possible that the backbone flexing motions occur with a d istrib u tio n of
rates centered above 104 s~l [4]. In this case, only a small fraction of the backbone
motions can be detected by selective inversion. Furthermore, due to the complexity
of the backbone motion the validity of simulations using a two-site exchange model is
dubious. Since, N-site simulations were not performed it is unclear whether magnet
ization transfer should be observed if the backbone flexing is many site or restricted
diffusive motion. Thus backbone flexing motions, including librational motions with
small angular excursions (/3j < 5°) and fast rates (k > 104 s-1), can not be excluded.
1Graciously provided by Dr. Jacob Schaefer at Washington University in St. Louis.
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BPA-PC

T = 298 K

i*~ 20 ms
£** --1 ms

-1 0 0 \is

-40 -20

0 20 40
v[kHz]

Figure 6.2: Selective inversion difference spectra of BPA-PC at T = 298 K. A 2 ms, 3lobe sine 7r-pulse with DSBM at A m = 20 kHz was used to selectively invert magnetization
near the horns of the methyl powder pattern. No magnetization transfer is observed ruling
out large angle (j 3 j > 5°) molecular reorientations with rates 50s_1 < k < 104 s-1. Other
relevant experimental parameters: 1.6 fis —pulses, spectral width ±60 kHz, recycle delay
100 ms, echo pulse spacing r = 60 ^s and 12000 scans. The signal from the slowly relaxing
phenyl deuterons was suppressed by performing the SI experiment with short recycle delays.
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Figure 6.3: Simulations of small angle two-site exchange, for two different jump angles /3j:
5° (top) and 10° (bottom). The exchange rate for both simulations was k = 5xl03 s_ l. Sim
ulation parameters are similar to those observed in BPA-PC: quadrupolar coupling constant
C q = 54.7 kHz, asymmetry parameter tj = 0.05, spectral width ±60 kHz and echo pulse
spacing r = 60 fis.
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6.3

A nisotropic Homogeneous Linewidths
The anisotropy and temperature dependence of the homogeneous linewidth can

be used to provide quantitative information about motional processes occuring in the
solid state (see Chapters 3, 4, and 5) [29]. A compaxison of the homogeneous linewidth
anisotropy of the bisphenol-A monomer (BPA) and polymer (BPA-PC) should provide
information about the motion in both materials. For the monomer and polymer, at
ambient tem perature, selective inversion difference spectra were collected as a func
tion of modulation frequency, Am, and axe shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. A 4 ms, DSBM
3-lobe sine —pulse was used in these experiments, corresponding to a frequency se
lectivity of approximately 1.5 kHz. Careful inspection of Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 reveals

-5 0

-3 0

10

v [kHz]

10

30

50

Figure 6.4: SI difference spectra as a function of modulation frequency, Am, for the
bisphenol-A monomer at T = 298 K. A 4 ms, DSBM 3-lobe sine |-pulse was used to produce
the off-resonance selective inversions. The DSBM modulation frequencies are, Am: 3 kHz
(solid), 7 kHz (dotted), 10 kHz (dashed), 13 kHz (long dashed), 17 kHz (solid), 19 kHz
(dotted dashed), 24 kHz (dotted), 28 kHz (solid), 32 kHz (long dashed) and 36 kHz (solid).
An equilibrium quadrupolar echo spectrum is superimposed to guide the eye. The difference
spectra are scaled to match the equilibrium intensity near resonance.
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Figure 6.5: SI difference spectra as a function of modulation frequency, Am, for the
bisphenol-A polymer at T = 298 K. A 4 ms, DSBM 3-lobe sine f-pulse was used to produce
the off-resonance selective inversions. The DSBM modulation frequencies are, Am: 2.5 kHz
(solid), 7.5 kHz (dotted), 12.5 kHz (dashed), 17.5 kHz (long dashed), 24 kHz (solid) and
30 kHz (dotted). An equilibrium quadrupolar echo spectrum is superimposed to guide the
eye. The difference spectra are scaled to match the equilibrium intensity near resonance.
that the anisotropies are subtly different. Similar selective inversion experiments were
performed as a function of temperature on both samples. In the fast motion limit the
motional contribution to the homogeneous linewidth is 5k = 7r(Avab)2/ k [103], while
in the slow motion limit 5k = k /n [103]. Thus, in favorable cases, changes in the
homogeneous linewidth can be used to quantify the rate of small jum p angle motions.
The measured homogeneous linewidth (£/,) anisotropies of the BPA monomer
and polymer axe plotted for two representative temperatures (298 K and 373 K)
in Fig.

. a.

6 6

Because of differences in the quadrupolar coupling constants of the

monomer (BPA) and polymer (BPA-PC) the frequency offset has been scaled by |

C

q

:

1.0 corresponds to the (3 = 0° edge and 0.5 to the (3 = 90° horn. The scatter in the 5h
data, for resonance offsets beyond the horns, reflects the increased error due to the low
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Figure 6.6: a) Homogeneous linewidth anisotropy for BPA monomer and BPA-PC polymer
at two temperatures (298 K and 373 K). The value of Sh is determined by fitting the SI
difference spectra intensity to a Gaussian. The abscissa of the graph has been divide by | Cq
to factor out the effects of different, temperature dependent quadrupolar coupling constants.
The lines are linear least-squares fits to the data inside the horns ( 4 i/ / 3 C q < 0.5), and
are meant to guide the eye in determining the overall anisotropy. The scatter in the data
outside the horns is due to the significantly reduced signal to noise ratio on the shoulder of
the powder pattern. Representative error bars for the data inside the horn and outside the
horn are shown as vertical lines, b) The measured homogeneous linewidth anisotropy for
bisphenol-A polycarbonate as a function of temperature.
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Table 6.1: Slope of Homogeneous Linewidth Anisotropies for BPA Monomer and Polymer.

Temperature [K]
248
298
348
373

Monomer [kHz]
0.98±0.09
1.24±0.18

Polymer [kHz]
0.21±0.17
0.53±0.11
0.66±0.14
0.75±0.13

signal to noise ratio near the shoulder. As can be seen in Fig. 6.6a, inside the horns the
anisotropy of the homogeneous linewidth is slightly more pronounced for the crystalline
monomer than the amorphous polymer sample. This is probably a consequence of
the distribution of motional rates in the polymer. The higher activation energy of
the methyl rotation in the monomer [23] results in a larger variation in the methyl
rotation rate of the monomer, between 298 K and 373 K. As a result, the motional
contribution to the homogeneous linewidth (Sk) decreases by a greater amount in the
monomer than in the polymer. This is in general agreement with Fig. 6.6a, which
shows that for the monomer the homogeneous linewidth is more strongly temperature
dependent than for the polymer. In Table 6.1 the temperature dependence of the slope
of the homogeneous linewidth anisotropy (measured from a linear least squares fit to
the data points inside the horn) is given for the monomer and polymer. These data
show a slight increase with temperature in both samples, with the monomer showing
a more pronounced (larger slope) anisotropy at any given temperature.
The temperature dependence of the homogeneous linewidth for polycarbonate,
is shown in Fig. 6.6b. Above 348 K, the homogeneous linewidth £/, is approximately
constant for the polymer. This indicates that for low temperatures there is a signi
ficant motional contribution, 8k, to the homogeneous linewidth, 8h, while at higher
tem peratures the motional contribution is greatly reduced. For temperatures above
348 K, the limiting value of 8h has reached that due to the motionally averaged dipolar
couplings between the methyl deuterons, approximately 1.5 kHz.
In order to better understand the origin of the homogeneous linewidth aniso-
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Figure 6.7: SI difference spectra as a function of modulation frequency, Am, for hexamethylbenzene at T = 298 K. A 4 ms, DSBM Gaussian |-pulse was used to produce the
off-resonance selective inversions. The DSBM modulation frequencies are, Am: 2 kHz (dot
ted), 3.5 kHz (dashed), 5 kHz (long dashed), 6.5 kHz (solid), 8 kHz (dotted dashed), 11 kHz
(dotted), 13 kHz (dashed) and 15 kHz (long dashed). An equilibrium quadrupolar echo
spectrum is superimposed to guide the eye. The difference spectra are scaled to match the
equilibrium intensity near resonance.
tropies and. to provide a range to compare the BPA-PC data, the Sh anisotropy was
measured for various methyl deuterated samples at ambient temperature. SI difference
spectra axe shown as a function of modulation frequency, Am, for hexamethylbenzene
(HMB) and polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
The measured homogeneous linewidth anisotropies for deuterated DMS, HMB, BPA,
BPA-PC and PMMA are presented in Fig. 6.9.
In HMB, the methyl group homogeneous linewidth is significantly narrower
than other materials and this is presumably a result of additional motional averaging
due to the rapid six-site rotation about the ring normal [23]. Of the samples in
vestigated, the methyl groups of PMMA have the largest homogeneous linewidth. For
frequency offsets smaller than the horn, the anisotropies of the three crystalline mater-
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Figure 6.8: SI difference spectra as a function of modulation frequency, Am, for polymethyl
methacrylate at T = 298 K. A 4 ms, DSBM 3-Iobe sine |-pulse was used to produce the offresonance selective inversions. The DSBM modulation frequencies are, Am: 5 kHz (solid),
9 kHz (dotted), 13 kHz (dashed), 17 kHz (solid), 19 kHz (dotted dashed), 25 kHz (dotted)
and 32 kHz (dotted). An equilibrium quadrupolar echo spectrum is superimposed to guide
the eye. The difference spectra are scaled to match the equilibrium intensity near resonance.
ials are slightly more pronounced than the two polymers. Nevertheless, the measured
anisotropies for all the methyl groups are very similar and it is difficult to extract
quantitative information from a comparison of the anisotropies of methyl groups.
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Figure 6.9: Measured methyl group homogeneous linewidth anisotropy, £/,, for the various
crystalline and polymeric materials described in the text. The data is taken from the dif
ference spectra shown in Figures: 6.4 (BPA), 6.5 (BPA-PC), 6.7 (HMB) and 6.8 (PMMA).
Homogeneous linewidths were obtained by fitting selective inversion difference spectra to a
Gaussian lineshape. The abscissa of the graph has been divided by | C q to remove the effects
of different quadrupolar coupling constants. The increased experimental error in the data for
frequency offsets beyond the horn {Au/ZCq > 0.5) is due to the low signal to noise ratios on
the shoulder of the powder pattern. The vertical lines represent the measurement error for
representative data points inside the horn and on the shoulder of the powder pattern.
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6.4

Conclusions
In summary, selective inversion experiments on bisphenol-A polycarbonate

(BPA-PC) were performed over a 125° K temperature range. No magnetization trans
fer was observed. In addition, simulations have shown that if large angle (0j > 5°)
slow motions (k < 104 s-1 ) of the backbone occured they should be observable with
SI. Thus it is concluded that no large angle two-site slow motions of the methyl group
C3 „ axes are present. This result rules out cis-trans isomerization of the carbonate
group as a model for the backbone motion. However, this does not rule out more
rapid (k > 104 s-1) librational motions of the backbone.
For methyl deuterons, the anisotropic homogeneous linewidth was measured in
a variety of crystalline and polymeric materials. These measurements provided qual
itative information about the rates of motions in the various materials. The homogen
eous linewidth anisotropy was found to be more pronounced in crystalline materials.
In addition, for the polymer bisphenol-A polycarbonate the anisotropy was found to
increase with temperature, indicating contributions from motional processes.
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Appendix A
M anipulation of Spin-1 Operators
The basis set of eight spin-1 operators used in this dissertation is
Z r,

Q x = X zX x ^ X xX z,

Zy,

Q y = X ZX y + X y l z ,

2,

V x = X ^ - I

2

T>y = Z ^ X y + X y X x

= ^ ( 31 ? - ! 2)

Table A.l: X Pulse Exponetial Operator
e- W xQ e,lllx
Operator 0
2*
Zy
Zz
Qr
Qy
Qz
vx
Vy

Zx
cos((3)Zy + sin((3)Zz
cos(/3)Xz — sin((3)Zy
cos({3)Qx —sin((3)T>y
cos(2/3)Qy + &sin(2(3)Qz + \sin{2(3)Vx
i(3 cos2(0) - 1)QZ - f s i n 2(0)Vx - & s in (2 0 )Q y
(1 - \ s i n 2((5))Vx - & s i n 2{(3)Qz - \sin(2f3)Qy
cos(P)Vy 4- sin((3)Qx
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Table A.2: Effect of Y-Pulse Exponetial Operator
e-l!ilyQellij.y
Operator O
cos(/3)l^ —sin(/3)Zz
2*
Zy

Zy

xz

cos(/3)Xz + sin(/3)Ix
cos(20)Qx — &sin(2f3)Qz + \sin(2(3)Vx
cos(P)Qy + sin((3)Vy
|( 3 cos2(0) - 1)QZ - &sin(2(3)Qx + & s i n 2((3)T>x
(1 - \ s i n 2(P))Vx + & s in 2((3)Qz - \sin(2(3)Qx
cos(P)Vy -sin((3)Q y

Qr
Qy

Qz

vx
Vy

Table A.3: Evolution under Quadrupolar Hamiltonian
Operator 0(0)
2*
Zy
Zz
Qx
Qy

0 (t) =
cos(ujQt)Xx + sin(u3Qt)Qy
cos(ujQt)Zy — sin(ujQt)Qx
Zz

cos(ujQt)Qx + sin(u!Qt)Xy
cos(u>Qt)Qy — sin(uQt)Xx

Qz

Qz

vx

Vx

Vy

Zy
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Appendix B
Phase Cycles for Various Sequences

Table B .l: Phase Cycle for Inversion Recovery with Quadrupole Echo Detection
IT

IT

2

2

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

y
y
y_
y

X

X

X

y
y
y
y

X

y
y
y
y

7T

X
X
X

_

X
X
X

ACQ
X
X

_

X

Table B.2: Phase Cycle for the “Other” Echo
ir

4

7r
2

ACQ

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

_

_
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Table B.3: Phase Cycle for Five-Pulse Cosine 2D Exchange Experiment
it

2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

V

2
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

T

$

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

jr

2
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

ACQ
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Table B.4: Phase Cycle for Five-Pulse Sine 2D Exchange Experiment
7T jr
2 2

T

$

IT ACQ
2

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
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y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
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Appendix C
D SB M -SH A PER Calibration Curves
Table C.l: Pulse Voltage Scaling Factor £
Pulse Envelope
Rectangular
Gaussian
half-Gaussian
Gaussian Casscade
Optimized Gaussian Casscade
Single-lobe Sine
3-lobe Sine
5-lobe Sine
7-lobe Sine
9-lobe Sine
|-Hermite
7r-Hermite
Isosceles Triangle
Squared Isosceles Triangle
d-SNOB
e-SNOB
i2-SNOB
i3-SNOB
r-SNOB

c
1
2.02
2.01
8.85
7.14
1.70
4.42
5.62
8.40
9.61
6.80
5.32
2.00
2.98
6.41
2.25
4.67
6.58
4.67
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Table C.2: Conversion Table for Hardware Settings to RF Voltage Levels.

Hardware
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110

f-Pulse Length j/zs]
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.4
4.6
6.2
8.4
11.1
14.5
19.0
24.7
32.6
43.4
59.0
85.1
107
146
201
273
356
478
664
867

On-Resonance* [V p-p]
24.2
20.3
15.5
10.9
7.88
5.68
4.16
3.06
2.28
1.75
1.31
0.994
0.763
0.563
0.422
0.311
0.236
0.178
0.132
0.102
0.077
0.058
0.043

Off-Resonance* [V p-p]
20.6
16.4
12.1
8.50
6.25
4.53
3.31
2.52
1.91
1.47
1.09
0.825
0.622
0.469
0.344
0.264
0.198
0.142
0.110
0.083
0.059
0.048
0.034

t Voltage peak to peak measured at 46.06 MHz through a 30 dB attenuator (50S1).
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